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FROM THE PRESIDENT
Greetings to CEAL members and friends of CEAL:
The CEAL IFLA preconference, Scholarly Information on East Asia in the 21st Century, was
held on Friday, August 19, 2006 at Yonsei University in Seoul on the eve of the meetings of
the International Federation of Library Associations (IFLA). The preconference was highly
successful. The meeting began with a keynote address from Dr. Satoru Takeuchi, Professor
Emeritus, University of Library and Information Science, Japan. Twenty-three papers
were presented by librarians and scholars from the United States, Australia, Japan, Korea
and Taiwan to 100 attendees. This was an event of which CEAL can be proud: many CEAL
members helped organize and plan the meeting, while many others presented papers and
attended the meeting.
I am delighted to see that this issue of JEAL includes the guidelines for the cataloging of
Japanese rare books that were painstakingly compiled by my former colleague Isamu
Tsuchitani, working with Library of Congress Japanese Team catalogers Manae Fujishiro
and Hisako Rogerson. The guidelines conform to the Library=s Rare book cataloging
guidelines and provide rich detail and many useful examples that others can learn from
and follow. Many thanks to Isamu, Manae and Hisako for sharing their deep experience
with Japanese rare material in this way. The guidelines are truly a monumental
achievement.
I was recently privileged to attend the meeting of the North American Coordinating
Council on Japanese Library Resources. Chair Toshie Marra presided over an informative,
collegial and stimulating meeting in which members and guests reported on training,
educational and collection building initiatives, as well as relations with publishers, vendors
and libraries in Japan. What an impressive record of organization, cooperation and
achievement!
A new season approaches - a busy season - and with it a new fiscal year for the government
and the Library of Congress. Annual reports are being prepared, and new year activities
initiated. Planning proceeds for a reorganization that combines cataloging and
acquisitions operations. A five-year strategic plan is being fleshed out by task groups in
our department. Even after a busy summer, it looks as though autumn will not provide us
with a chance to catch our breath.
I hope that you have a happy and productive autumn.
Philip Melzer, CEAL President
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INTRODUCTION
In May 1999, the Library of Congress began two major projects related to the Asian
Division’s holdings of printed books, bound manuscripts, and scrolls produced in Japan before
1868: 1) a project led by the Japanese Rare Book Team headed by Prof. Kenji Watanabe of
Rikkyo University to compile a bibliography of these holdings enabling scholars and readers
worldwide to have access to the Division’s Japanese rare books collection; and 2) a cataloging
project led by the Library’s Japanese Team to create online records for these holdings in the
RLIN database. The outcome of the former was a publication of Beikoku Gikai Toshokan zō
Nihon kotenseki mokuroku or Catalog of Japanese rare books in the Library of Congress in 2003.
Excluded in the above catalog are over 300 titles of works on art which were included in a
separate publication in 2002, Pre-Meiji works on Japanese art in the Library of Congress
compiled by Mr. Shojo Honda and Prof. Sandy Kita.
Related to the latter project, a set of special guidelines for cataloging these materials were
originally drafted in Japanese by Ms. Manae Fujishiro in consultation with the Library’s Rare
Book Cataloging Team. These Japanese guidelines were written initially for LC staff only, but
later in 2001 the Japanese Team decided to additionally compile English guidelines in response
to the needs expressed by catalogers outside the Library. Since then, Mr. Isamu Tsuchitani has
been in charge of compiling English guidelines for cataloging pre-Meiji Japanese books.
Previously, in 2000, the Committee on Japanese Materials of the Council of East Asian
Libraries (CEAL) established the Subcommittee on Japanese Rare Book Cataloging Guidelines.
One of the Subcommittee’s initial charges was to draft cataloging guidelines for Japanese rare
books, which was later modified to assist LC’s project in compiling English cataloging
guidelines for pre-Meiji Japanese books. One of the noteworthy results of the collaboration
between the Library of Congress and the Subcommittee relates to the LC-CEAL Q&A Sessions
for CJK Rare Book Cataloging held at the Library of Congress on April 1, 2002, for which the
Subcommittee compiled questions for cataloging Japanese rare books. The answers to these
questions were prepared and delivered at the session by Ms. Fujishiro and Mr. Tsuchitani, in
consultation with Ms. Elizabeth A. Robinson and Ms. Debra D. Wynn of the Rare Books Team
of the Library of Congress.
Mr. Tsuchitani’s project of compiling English guidelines for cataloging pre-Meiji Japanese
books took several years, partly because Descriptive Cataloging of Rare Books (DCRB) which
he must have based upon for his project was scheduled to be revised. Unfortunately, however,
Mr. Tsuchitani’s retirement has preceded the revision of DCRB. On January 4, 2006, Mr. Isamu
Tsuchitani retired from the Library of Congress after working over 44 years. Subsequently, the
draft file of the guidelines written by Mr. Tsuchitani was passed over the Subcommittee on
Japanese Rare Books, formerly known as Subcommittee on Japanese Rare Book Cataloging
Guidelines, which eventually decided to review the guidelines and make them available to all the
catalogers in North America. In this special task, the Subcommittee asked its former member
Ms. Reiko Yoshimura to participate.
3
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The reviewers of Descriptive Cataloging Guidelines for Pre-Meiji Japanese Books would
like to express profound appreciation to Mr. Tsuchitani who devoted much of his time in
preparing these cataloging guidelines to be applied specifically to Japanese printed books and
bound manuscripts produced in Japan before 1868. We owe enormous appreciation to Ms.
Manae Fujishiro and Ms. Hisako Rogerson as well who have diligently cataloged the Library’s
rare Japanese holdings for many years and contributed abundant examples included in the
guidelines. These two experienced catalogers have already created over 5,400 catalog records
online to facilitate access to the renowned Library’s Japanese rare book collection for all the
users world-wide.

March 25, 2006
Toshie Marra
University of California, Los Angeles,
Hideyuki Morimoto
Columbia University, and
Reiko Yoshimura
Freer Gallery of Art/Arthur M. Sackler Gallery,
Smithsonian Institution
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0. GENERAL RULES
Contents:
0A. Scope and purpose
0B. Reference sources for cataloging
0C. Language and script
0D. The basic description
0E. Chief source of information (title page)
0A. Scope and purpose
These guidelines are based on the 1998 Revision of the Anglo-American
Cataloguing Rules, Second Edition (referred to hereafter as AACR 2) and
the Descriptive Cataloging of Rare Books (referred to hereafter as DCRB),
2nd edition. The guidelines provide instructions for cataloging Japanese
printed books, manuscripts, scrolls, handmade albums, single-sheet
publications, and Chinese books produced in Japan before the introduction
of machine printing in the nineteenth century. They may be used in
describing any books, however, particularly those produced by hand or by
methods continuing the tradition of the hand-produced book.
Cataloging old Japanese books presents situations not ordinarily
encountered in the cataloging of the usual modern book and because of
their rarity, value, or interest make special description necessary or
desirable and may require details of description beyond what is required
for the more ordinary book in order to identify significant characteristics.
These details are important for two reasons. They permit a ready
identification of copies of the book (e.g., as editions, impressions, or
issues), and they provide a more exact description of the book as an
artifact.
These guidelines may be applied selectively, according to the
administrative policy of the institution, which may choose to catalog some
or all of its holdings at a more detailed level of description than that
provided for in AACR 2.
0B. Reference sources for cataloging
Although the guidelines for cataloging Japanese books and bound
manuscripts published in Japan before 1868 are based, as fully as possible,
within the framework of AACR 2 and DCRB, the traditional Japanese rare
5
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book cataloging practice (e.g. Nagasawa Kikuya’s Wa-Kan kosho
mokurokuhō) and the Cataloging Guidelines for Creating Chinese Rare
Book Records in Machine-Readable Form, 2000 (Research Libraries
Group) were also taken into consideration.
In the absence of a rule in the guidelines, the appropriate rule in AACR2,
DCRB, and LC Rule Interpretations is applied in cataloging these books.
0C. Language and script
Give Romanized and original script for each field, with the exception of
physical description (Romanized only), the informal notes and local notes
(English, Romanized and/or original script), and content notes
(Romanized and/or original script).
Give Romanization in the modified Hepburn system as employed in
Kenkyusha’s New Japanese-English Dictionary (3rd and later editions)*
and follow the ALA-LC Romanization Tables for word division.
*The reading of Japanese words follows the reading given in reference
sources where the usage of standard authorities has established a particular
reading for a particular word, name, or book title, etc.
In case of Chinese works produced in Japan, if the text has Japanese
reading marks treat it as Japanese with Chinese text; if the text has no
Japanese reading marks, treat it as Chinese, i.e. transliterate the title proper
in Chinese with variant reading in Japanese. However, if the title of work
is supplied by Japanese compiler/editor, title proper should be
transliterated in Japanese, with variant reading in Chinese.
Transcription of characters:
Hentaigana (変体仮名)/Man yōgana (万葉仮名)
Transcribe Hentaigana as Hiragana in the title and statement of
responsibility area, if it is written in cursive style (くずし字 kuzushiji),
and use the note area for explanation.
Transcribe Man yōgana or Hentaigana in printed style (楷書 kaisho) as
Chinese characters in the title and statement of responsibility area.
6
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狂歌 うひまなび
Note: Title in Hentaigana: 狂歌 宇比ま奈飛
But not
宇津保 物語
If the above guidelines are not helpful consult reference sources.
Itaiji (異体字)
Replace non-standard character forms not in MS-IME by a
boldface equal symbol “〓” (or without it when this symbol is not
available in the cataloging utility) followed by the standard character in
square brackets. Add explanation in a note, if useful. Ignore common
graphic variants.
年寄 〓[介]そへ 心得 之 事
Note: Third character in title not available in MS-IME; consists of
手 (left) and 介 (right)

Odoriji, Kurikaeshi Kigō (踊字・ 繰り返し記号)
Transcribe Odoriji (repeating symbol) for Chinese character “々” as it
appears in the title proper as given on the chief source of information but
replace repeating symbols for Hiragana and Katakana such
as ゝ, ゞ, ヽ, ヾ, etc. with their respective characters and explain in a note.
夫々
But
かがみ (Title appears asかゞみ)
Note: Repeating symbol used in title.
Use boldface equal symbol “〓” [geta] or the Japanese reading of the
character in square brackets to replace Chinese characters that are not in
MS-IME. Use the note area to provide explanations of the missing
characters.
7
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陳〓 通鑑・商 輅 綱目
Or,
陳[Jing] 通鑑・商 輅 綱目
Note: Missing character Morohashi 14804*
*The number is the character identification number of Morohashi’s
Dai Kan-Wa jiten.
0D. The basic description
0D1. The description must always include the following elements,
regardless of the completeness of the information available: title proper,
date of publication, extent of item, size of item. Also include other
elements of description as set out in the following rules, if available and
appropriate to the chosen level of description.
0D2. In general, base the description on the copy in hand. If this copy is
known to be imperfect, however, and the details of the description of a
copy without the imperfection(s) can be determined with certainty, rely on
these details, employing the conventions for bracketing as if the
imperfection(s) did not exist. In such cases, the details should be verified
by examining one or more additional copies, or be referring to a
description in a reliable bibliography, preferably one based on an
examination of several copies (e.g. Kokusho sōmokuroku, Kotenseki sōgō
mokuroku, etc.). Cite the source used for the description in a note.
If the copy being cataloged is imperfect and no reliable evidence of the
necessary details is available, describe the copy as it is. Use the mark of
omission enclosed in square brackets to show lacunae in the source of
information if this helps to explain the incompleteness of the transcription.
If missing or obscured characters can be reconstructed with some certainty,
include these in the transcription, enclosing them in square brackets. Use
the note area to justify such additions and to provide explanations,
conjectural readings of the data, etc.
0D3. Use the square “囗”symbol to replace an omitted or obscure
character. In Romanized field, use mark of omission in square brackets
([…]) for each missing or obscure character. However, supply the mark of
8
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omission in one set of square brackets if missing information is in
succession. Use the note area for explanation.
濃州 何郡 囗村 五人組 御仕置帳
Nōshū nani-gun […] mura goningumi oshiokichō
Note: One character illegible in title
濃州 何囗囗囗 五人組 御仕置帳
Nōshū nani […] goningumi oshiokichō
Note: Three characters illegible in title
0E. Chief source of information (title page)
The chief source of information for a publication and a manuscript is the
title page, or, if there is no title page, the source from within the item that
is used as a substitute for it.
For items without a title page, if a single title proper is available in a single
source within the item, use this source as the title page substitute. If the
same title proper is available in more than one source within the item,
choose as the title page substitute the source that supplies the most
additional information. If the above mentioned provision does not settle
the issue, choose the title page substitute one of the following, in this order
of preference:
a) Caption title (巻首題 kanshudai)
b) Title from table of contents (目次題mokujidai)
c) End title (尾題bidai)
d) Title from preface (序題jodai)
e) Title from title piece (題箋題 daisendai)
f) Title from page 2 of cover (見返題 mikaeshidai)
g) Title from Tobira (扉題 tobiradai)
h) Title from postscript (跋題 batsudai)
i) Colophon title (奥付題 okutsukedai)
j) Title from center column or running title (柱題 hashiradai)
k) Title from bottom edge (小口書koguchigaki)
l) Title from piece mounted on case (帙外題chitsugedai)
m) Spine title
n) Binder’s title
9
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Indicate in a note the source chosen as the title page substitute if other than
the usual title page, or, in a multivolume monograph, if it is other than the
title of volume one (see 7B2).
Hereafter in these rules, “title page” means “title page or title page
substitute.”
If none of the above is present, choose a title from reference sources or
devise a title in Japanese based on the contents of the work. Enclose a
supplied or devised title in square brackets and make a note on the source.
1. TITLE AND STATEMENT OF RESPONSIBILITY AREA
Contents:
1A. Title proper
1B. Other title information
1C. Items without a collective title
1D. Statement of responsibility
1A. Title proper
Title proper is the first element of the description. Other titles and other
title information preceding the chief title on the title page are considered
part of the title proper. If the chief title is preceded or followed in the
source by other elements of information, such as information in “角書”
(tsunogaki), transpose these elements to their appropriate areas in the
record or give them in a note, unless the grammatical construction of the
data would be disturbed, or the element is otherwise inseparably linked to
the title proper. In the latter cases, transcribe the data as part of the title
proper. Put a center dot (中黒 nakaguro) between tsunogaki and the chief
title.
庖厨 備用・倭名 本草
古今 増補 ・立花 大全
Indicate in a note the source of the title proper if it is a title page
substitute, e.g., cover title.
If forms of the title different from that transcribed as title proper appear
10
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elsewhere in the book, transcribe them in variant title fields.
Main title: 大學 啓發集
Cover title: 蒙養 啓発 (hand-written)
Running title: 啓発集
Main title: 宋 朱 晦菴 先生 名臣 言行錄. 前集
Variant title: Title on title piece: 宋 名臣 言行録. 前集
Variant title: Title on p. [2] of cover (mikaeshi): 名臣 言行録. 前集
Running title: 名臣 言行録. 宋 前集
Main title: 鼎鍥 趙田 了凡 袁 先生 編纂 古本 歷史 大方 綱鑑補
Variant title: Title on title piece: 歷史 綱鑑補
Caption title: 新鐫 趙田 了凡 袁 先生 編纂 古本 歷史 大方 綱鑑補 v.
12, 22
Caption title: 新鍥 趙田 了凡 袁 先生 編纂 古本 歷史 大方 綱鑑補 v.
8, 14
Caption title: 新刻 趙田 了凡 袁 先生 編纂 古本 歷史 大方 綱鑑補 v.
36-37
Running title: 了凡 綱鑑補
If forms of the title different from that transcribed as title proper are found
in reference sources, transcribe them in a reference note.
1B. Other title information
Transcribe other title information appearing on the title page in the order
indicated by the sequence on, or layout of, the title page. Transcribe other
title information not appearing on the title page in a note whenever it is
considered important.
Generally treat statements indicating the number of volumes (巻 maki or
kan) as other title information, if the number of volumes of the entire set
appearing on the title page. Otherwise give it in a note area if it is
considered important.
首書 講釈入 和漢 朗詠集 : 全 二巻
水滸 画傳 : 全 三冊

11
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補義 荘子 因 : 獨見 附標 · 全 六冊
Reference note: Kokusho sōmokuroku, 1989, v. 7, p. 410 (Honchō
burinden, 95-kan 25 satsu)
1C. Items without a collective title
1C1. When an item has no collective title and the title page bears the titles
of two or more individual works, other than supplementary matter, that are
contained in the item, transcribe the titles of the individual works in the
order in which they appear on the title page. Separate the titles of the parts
by a space-semicolon-space if the parts are all by the same person(s) or
body (bodies), even though the titles are linked by a connecting word or
phrase.
尚書學 ; 孝經 識 ; 孟子 識
If the individual works are by different persons or bodies, or the
authorship is in doubt, precede the title of each part other than the first by
a period and one space, unless a linking word or phrase is already present.
Precede each statement of responsibility by a space-slash-space.
病中 須佐美. 上 近衛公 書. 子姪 禁 俳諧 書
日本 養子說. 非 火葬論
公家 社家 法樂 和歌 懷紙. 幼學 熱田 詣 / 旭亭 主人. 熱田 詣 / 淺野 先
生 述. 熱田 舊記. 古渡 誌 / 一秋 考. 熱田 祠官 司掌 私記
1C2. When an item has no collective title, and works additional to those
named on the title page appear in the item, whether or not on pages laid
out as title pages, either transcribe the titles of such works according to the
provisions of 1C1 in square brackets, or give them in the note area (see
7C12, contents)
Note: No collective title; individual titles taken from leaves 7 and
16
Alternatively, if the preceding method does not provide satisfactory
results, devise a collective title for the whole item in square brackets.
12
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1D. Statement of responsibility
1D1. Transcribe statements of responsibility appearing in the preliminaries
(title page recto and verso, cover, and any page preceding the title page) or
in the colophon, in the form in which they appear. If a statement of
responsibility is not taken from the title page, enclose it in square brackets
and indicate its source in a note.
本草 綱目 補 目録 / 後藤 光生 梨春 編輯
花押 拾遺 / [嶺秀軒 横山 寛 識]
Note: Author statement from preface.
1D2. If a statement of responsibility appears in a source other than the title
page, other preliminaries, or the colophon, or if it is taken from outside the
item, give it in the note area (see 7C5).
Note: Pref. by author, 花顛 三熊 思考
Reference note: Bussho kaisetsu daijiten, v. 11, p. 50 (Yaemugura,
2-kan, by Hakuin Ekaku jutsu, Hōreki 9 [1759]; v. 1 includes
Takatsuka shinyōkōki).
1D3. If a statement of responsibility precedes the title proper in the source,
transpose it to its required position unless it is an inseparable part of the
title proper according to one or more of the conditions enumerated in 1A.
When transposing the statement of responsibility, do not use the mark of
omission. Make a note indicating this transposition.
宋 朱 晦庵 先生 名臣 言行録
1D4. Transcribe a single statement of responsibility as such whether the
two or more persons or corporate bodies named in it perform the same
function or different functions.
東洞 先生 遺稿 / 男・猷 修夫, 清 子直, 辰 子良 同輯

13
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秘伝 花鏡 / 陳 不揺 彙輯 ; 平賀 先生 校正
1D5. When a single statement of responsibility names more than one
person or corporate body performing the same function or with the same
degree of responsibility, generally transcribe all the names mentioned. If
the number of responsible persons or bodies named in a single statement is
very great, all after the third may be omitted. Indicate the omission by the
mark of omission and add “et al.” in square brackets.
旧蹟 異聞 / 三輪 秀福, 坂牛 助丁, 梅内 祐訓 輯録
1D6. If there are two or more statements of responsibility, give them in the
order indicated by their sequence on, or by the layout of, the title page. If
the sequence and layout are ambiguous or insufficient to determine the
order, give the statements in the order that makes the most sense. If
statements of responsibility appear in sources other than the title page, also
transcribe them in the order that makes the most sense.
重訂 本草 綱目 啓蒙 / 蘭山 小野 口授 ; 小野 職孝 録 ; 井口 望
之 蘇仲 訂

1D7. Include titles and abbreviations of titles of nobility, address, honor,
and distinction that appear with names in statements of responsibility.
秘伝 花鏡 / 陳 不揺 彙輯 ; 平賀 先生 校正
公家 社家 法楽 和歌 懐紙. 幼学 熱田 詣 / 旭亭主人. 熱田 詣 /
浅野 先生 述. 熱田 旧記. 古渡誌 / 一秋 考. 熱田 司官 司掌 私
記

1D8. If desired, add a word in Japanese* within square brackets to the
statement of responsibility, when the relationship between the title of the
work and the person(s) or body (bodies) named in the statement is not
clear.
*Use the following words when cataloging old Japanese books:
著、編、撰、画、詠、訳、誌, etc.
14
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*Use the following words when cataloging Chinese books:
撰、輯、選、校、訂、評、注、補、etc.
Give expansions, explanations, and corrections of statements of
responsibility in the note area when needed for clarity (see 7C5).
1D9. If the statement of responsibility includes an element belonging to
another area, and the element is an inseparable part of the statement of
responsibility according to one or more of the conditions enumerated in
1A, transcribe it as part of the statement of responsibility.
2. EDITION AREA
Contents:
2A. Sources of information
2B. Edition statement
2A. Sources of information
The prescribed sources of information for the edition area are the title
page, other preliminaries, and colophon, in that order of preference. If an
edition statement is not present in any of these sources, take it from any
source within the item and enclose it within square brackets. If the edition
statement, or any part of the edition area, is taken from elsewhere other
than the prescribed sources, indicate its source in the note area (see 7C6).
When the item does not contain an edition statement but it is provided by a
reference source or by a specialized bibliography, or by a scholar, give this
information in a note.
2B. Edition statement
2B1. Transcribe the statement relating to an edition of a publication in the
terms in which it appears. Give the exact wording if the edition statement
is taken from the title page. If it is taken from any other source, standard
abbreviations and Arabic numerals may be given in place of words.
Include explanatory words or phrases appearing with the edition
statement.
15
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2B2. Transcribe as an edition statement a statement relating to issues or
impressions, even if the publication contains no changes from the previous
edition.
3. MATERIAL SPECIFIC DETAILS AREA
No general use of this area is made for printed monographic publications.
In using these rules to describe items that by their content fall within the
scope of other portions of AACR 2 (e.g., an atlas), it is recommended that
the provisions for this area in the appropriate section of AACR 2 be
followed.
4. PUBLICATION, ETC., AREA
The name and location of the printer are here given equal status with the
publisher and distributor. Thus the words “place of publication” and
“publisher” refer equally to the location and name of a publisher,
distributor, or printer, unless otherwise indicated.
Generally transcribe imprint information as it appears in the publication.
Exceptions are provided in the specific rules.
For hand-written manuscripts, record only the date of production.
Contents:
4A. Sources of information
4B. Place of publication
4C. Publisher statement
4D. Date of publication/production
4E. Date of impression
4A. Sources of information
The prescribed sources of information for the publication, etc., area are the
colophon, title page, other preliminaries, center column, preface, and
postscript, in that order of preference. If the information for an element
(place, or publisher, or date) is not present in these sources, any source
may be used to supply needed information, which is then enclosed in
16
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square brackets. This means that when statements belonging to the
different elements are found in separate sources, they should be combined
to make a complete publication, etc., area, with square brackets used as
necessary. In general, do not combine statements belonging to a single
element when they appear in different sources within the publication.
大坂 : 萬屋 彦太郎 判板
For example, a seal stamped on advertisements, lists of publications or any
other sources within the publication may be used as a publisher.
[江戸] : 青山堂 蔵
Note: “青山堂 蔵” – At bottom of each fold (hashira)
Reference note: Tokugawa jidai shuppansha shuppanbutsu shūran, p. 64
(under 雁金屋 清吉 (青山堂) 江戸; 一蝶 画譜 3巻 明和 7)
4B. Place of publication
Give the most prominently indicated place of publication, etc. as the place
of publication appearing in colophon. Transcribe it as found in the source
of information used.
If the place of publication appears in a phrase describing the place such as
“花洛,” “皇都,” “東都,” etc., transcribe it as it appears and supply the
modern name of the city, etc. in square brackets, if it is considered
necessary for identification.
花洛 [Kyoto]
東都 [江戸]
皇都 [Kyoto]
摂陽 [Osaka]
駿府 城下
If only street name is given, transcribe it as it appears and supply the
modern name of the city etc., in square brackets.
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二條通 [Kyoto]
日本橋 本石町 [江戸]
四條 坊門通 [Kyoto]
When no probable city of publication can be given, supply the name of the
country as the place of publication, with a question mark if necessary (all
in square brackets)
[Japan]
[Japan?]
For hand-written manuscripts, do not record the place of production.
4C. Publisher statement
The publisher statement may include names of publishers, distributors,
booksellers, and printers, together with associated information concerning
places of activity and statements of printing and reprinting.
江城 [江戸] : 平野氏 傳左衛門 ; 摂陽 [Osaka] : 平野屋 勝左衛
門
Transcribe the name of the publisher, together with any preceding or
succeeding words or phrases, as it appears in the publication.
浪華 [Osaka] : 文金堂 河内屋 太助 寿梓 ; 江戸 : 発行 須原屋 茂
平衛
[江戸] : 藤木 久市 梓 : 須原屋 伊八 蔵
江府 [江戸] : 藤 木 久市 蔵版
If the publisher statement includes no more than three publishers in a
single source, generally transcribe all the names in the order in which they
appear. If there are more than three, record the first and the last named
publishers. In this case, use the mark of omission and add after it in
square brackets a phrase in English to convey the extent of the omission.
18
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京都 : 永田 調兵衞 …[and 8 others] ; 大坂 : 河內屋 茂兵衞
(Kawachiya Mohē is the last named publisher)
京都 : 出雲寺 文次郎 … [and 8 others] ; 大坂 : 近江屋 平助 板
(Ōmiya Heisuke is the last named publisher)
If there are more than one publisher listed and if the publisher which is in
the neither first nor last position bears such words as “蔵版 zōhan”, “板
han”, “版 han”, or its seal, transcribe the publisher along with the first and
last ones.
京都 : 永田 調兵衞 ; 江戸 : 須原屋 伊八 蔵版 … [and 7 others] ;
大坂 : 河內屋 茂兵衞
If multiple statements relating to publisher appear in more than one
source, and one of these is the colophon, prefer to transcribe in the
publication, etc., area the statement in the colophon. If, however,
publisher statement appearing elsewhere is known to be from the later date,
transcribe that statement in the publication, etc. area. If one is a publisher
statement and the other is a printer statement, transcribe the publisher
statement and if desired, add the printer statement. In any case, make
notes for any publisher statements not transcribed in the publication, etc.,
area.
Note: “浪華 群玉堂梓”—P. [2] of cover (mikaeshi)
Note: “平安書館 竹苞樓, 瑞巌堂”—P. [2] of cover (mikaeshi)
When no name, address, or device of a publisher appears in the
publication, supply the name of the publisher in square brackets if known.
When the responsibility of a publisher for a particular publication is
uncertain or speculative, either add a question mark to any supplied name
or give the information in a note. In any case of a supplied publisher, give
supporting evidence in the note area.
When no publisher statement can be given, supply the abbreviation “s.n.”
(sine nomine) in square brackets. However, if the item is a hand-written
manuscript, it is not necessary to supply “s.n.”
[Kyoto? : 伊予屋 佐右衛門?]
Reference note: Tokugawa jidai shuppansha shuppanbutsu shūran,
p. 28 (under Iyoya Saemon, Kyoto; publ. Bunkyū 2 [1862])
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[Japan : s.n., 1830?]
Reference note: Kokusho sōmokuroku, v. 3, p. 512 (Kotō meikan,
4-satsu; at head of title: Kōsei; by Sugawara (Hon’ami) Nagane,
Bunsei 13 [1830] kan)
4D. Date of publication/production
The basic date of publication for this area is the year of publication or
printing. Transcribe this date from the publication, together with any
preceding or succeeding words or phrases. If the date is deduced or
supplied from an external source, enclose it in square brackets and explain
the source in a note.
官許 天保 14 [1843]
文政 12 [1829] 刻成
文政 10 [1827] 新彫
天保 4 [1833] 求版
文化13 [1816] 補刻
Transcribe years other than Gregorian or Julian as they appear in Arabic
numerals and supply the year(s) of the Gregorian calendar in square
brackets. If the given date is described in the zodiac year, transcribe it and
add the corresponding Gregorian calendar year in square brackets. If both
the numeral and the zodiac year appear on the item, record only the
numeral year with corresponding Gregorian calendar year in square
brackets.
元禄 5 [1692]
元禄 壬申[1692]
But not
元禄5壬申[1692]
Give a conjectural date based on any information available. Give
20
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necessary indications of the basis for the conjecture in the note area.
Give a probable date or period of publication according to one of the
patterns shown in the examples below. Give any needed explanation in
the note area.
, [1760?]
, [ca. 1780]
, [ca. 1780?]
, [not before 1785]
, [not after 21 Aug. 1785]
, [1727 or 1728]
, [between 1711 and 1749]
, [between 1711 and 1749?]
, [167-]
, [167-?]
, [16–]
, [16–?]

probable date
approximate date
probable approximate date
terminal date
terminal date
one year or the other
span certain
span uncertain
decade uncertain
probable decade
century certain
probable century

In describing a publication consisting of volumes, parts, or fascicles
published over a number of years, give the date of the first published
volume, part, or fascicle and the last published volume, part, or fascicle
and connect them by a hyphen.
If desired, give the date of each volume in a note. Such a note is
particularly useful when the order of publication dates does not correspond
to the order of the volume numeration.
If multiple dates appear in the same item, take the latest date as the date of
publication, and add notes for explanation on other dates.
For hand-written manuscripts, record the date of production. Add notes
for the source of the date found in the manuscript.
[not before 1759]
Note: The latest date appears in the work: Hōreki 9 [1759]
[not before 1615]
Latest event mentioned in the work, "大坂 夏 御陣" [1615]
[not before 1807]
Reference note: Kokusho sōmokuroku, v. 6, p. 86 (Dōchū yoroku,
see 北 蝦夷 圖説); v. 2, p. 423 (Kita Ezo zusetsu, 4-kan 4-satsu;
21
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variant: 銅柱 餘説; by Mamiya Rinzō jutsu, Murakami Sadakiyo
hen, Bunka 4 [1807] 成)
[1852?]
Note: "嘉永 五年 巳 閏 二月 出火 燒失 塲所 御宮 火除地 ニ 被
度 仲ヶ間 一統 ヨリ 両神主 江 談合 手續 其 ... 扣"--At head of
title on original cover
[1818?]
Note: Postscript, "此書 者 平屋町 飯塚 源治郎 所藏 之 留書 ...
文化 十五[?]年 [1818?] ... 江川町・三階屋 仁右衛門 道雄・右
筆 仁平 道三"
4E. Date of impression
Record the date of publication found in the item in the date of publication
area, even if the actual impression date is assumed to be much later (後印/
後刷) than the indicated date. In this case, the source of the date of
impression and any explanations may be given in the note area if useful.
元禄 10 [1697]
Note: Not before 1868 impression?
寛永 2 [1625]
Note: 寛永版元禄刷. Cf. 国文研古典籍総合目録データベース
元禄 5 [1692]
Note: 後印?
5. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION AREA
Contents:
5A. Sources of information
5B. Extent
5C. Illustration
5D. Size and format
5E. Accompanying material
5A. Sources of information
22
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Take information for this area from the item itself.
5B. Extent
ITEMS IN ONE PHYSICAL UNIT
5B1. General
Give the complete number of leaves, pages, or columns in accordance
with the terminology suggested by the volume (or other physical unit)
itself. Describe a volume with leaves numbered on both sides, or with
leaves unnumbered and printed on both sides, in terms of pages. Describe
a volume with leaves numbered on one side only, or with leaves
unnumbered and printed on one side only, in terms of leaves. When the
leaves of a pre-1868 volume are numbered and printed on one side only,
state this fact in a note. When an item contains sequences of leaves and
pages record each sequence in its appropriate terms.
Giving the “complete number” as stated above means giving the number
on the last numbered page or leaf of each numbered sequence as the basic
statement of extent, with any necessary additions according to succeeding
rules. Give leaves or pages in Arabic numerals for extent expressed in
words or in characters.
5B2. Unnumbered pages or leaves
When unnumbered pages or leaves (printed or blank) are not included in a
sequence of pagination or foliation, count them according to the terms
used to describe the rest of the item or the part of the item with which they
are associated. In ambiguous cases count them as leaves when they are all
printed on one side only; otherwise generally count them as pages.
[8], 28 p.
[2], 32, [6] p.
64 p., [2], 16 leaves
(The unnumbered leaves introduce the following section)
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64, [4] p., 16 leaves
(The unnumbered pages are not closely associated with
either adjacent sections, and one or more are printed on a
verso)
Consider that numbered sequences include unnumbered pages or
leaves falling logically within the sequence, generally counting
back from the recorded number to 1.
[2], 40 p.
(Item is numbered 3-40 and has four unnumbered pages at
the beginning)
5B3. Advertisements
For pages containing only advertisements, make a concise mention
of them in the statement of extent when they clearly belong to the
publication. This is the case when they:
or
or
or

are included in the pagination;
are printed on the pages of an initial or final gathering;
are printed on a separate gathering issued within a
publisher’s binding;
are known to be present in other copies.

If it is not possible to mention the advertisements concisely in the
statement of extent, account for them in a note.
124 p. (p. 119-124 advertisements)
124, [3] p.
Note: Advertisements on p. [1-3] at end
124, 8 p.
Note: Advertisements on p. [1]-8 at end
5B4. Expansions or corrections
When it is desired to give more precise information about
pagination or foliation, blank pages or leaves, or other aspects of
collation, either expand the extent statement (if this can be done
succinctly) by adding information within parentheses after the
statement of extent, or use the note area.
91, [1] leaves (the last leaf blank)
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215 p. (p. [205]-[206] blank)
or
Note: The last leaf blank
Note: Pages [205]-[206] blank
When the number of the last numbered page or leaf of a sequence
is incorrect, either give the number as given in the item and supply
a correction in square brackets or give the sequences exactly to
indicate the source of the error. If desired, provide explanations in
a note.
82 [i.e. 28] p.
Note: Page 28 wrongly numbered 82
25 [i.e. 32] p.
Note: Numbers 12-18 are repeated in pagination
5B5. Lack of numbering
If the whole volume is unpaginated, count the pages or leaves and
give the total in Arabic numerals within square brackets. State the
total in terms of pages or leaves, but not of both. Begin the count
with the first page or leaf of the first gathering and end the count
with the last page or leaf of the last gathering, as instructed in 5B2.
Count all blank pages or leaves.
[23] p.
[33] leaves
5B6. Leaves or pages of plates
Give the number of leaves or pages of plates at the end of the
sequence(s) of pagination whether the plates are found together or
distributed throughout the item. Give the number even when there
is only one plate. Count a double plate (a plate folded at the inner
margin) as two leaves. Count unnumbered leaves or pages of
plates without regard for used to describe the rest of the item
(accordingly, leaves of plates may follow sequences of pages and
pages of plates may follow sequences of leaves).
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46 p., 5 leaves of plates
46 p. [4] p. of plates
(Plates are printed on rectos and versos of 2 leaves)
32, 10 p., [1] leaf of plates
46 p., 3 leaves of plates, 4 p. of plates
When a volume contains a mixture of unnumbered leaves and
pages of plates, give the number either in terms of leaves or pages.
Treat tables printed on leaves that are not an integral part of any
gathering as leaves or pages of plates.
Do not treat any illustrated title page (including an engraved title
page) as a plate.
5B7. Folded leaves
Describe folded leaves as such.
22 folded leaves
22 p., 5 leaves of plates (some folded)
5B8. Double leaves
If numbered pages or leaves are printed on a double leaf (e.g.
books in the traditional oriental format), give them as pages or
leaves according to their numbering. If they are unnumbered count
each double leaf as two pages. Always indicate the presence of
double leaves in a note.
[36] p.
Note: On double leaves, oriental style (fukurotoji)
[20] p.
Note: On double leaves, oriental style (karitoji)
22 leaves
Note: On double leaves, folded accordion style (orihon)
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5B9. Sheets, scrolls, cases, portfolios, etc.
For an item in a single physical unit other than a volume (e.g., a
sheet, a scroll, a case, or a portfolio), use an appropriate
designation (“sheet,” etc.) preceded by the Arabic numeral 1.
When adding a statement of pagination or foliation, place it in
parentheses following the designation.
1 portfolio (26 sheets)
1 scroll
ITEMS IN MORE THAN ONE PHYSICAL UNIT
5B10. When an item consists of more than one physical unit, give
the appropriate designation preceded by an Arabic numeral
indicating the number of such units. Exclude accompanying
material from the numbering.
3 v.
2 portfolios
6 sheets (verso blank)
Add notes on non-western numbering system used for counting
volumes, if considered useful.
5 v.
Note: Vols. numbered on title pieces: 仁, 義, 礼, 智, 信
When the number of the physical units in which an item is bound
differs from the number in which it was actually issued, state this
fact in a note (see 7C15).
6 v.
Note: LC copy bound in 3 v.
5B11. If the number of bibliographic volumes differs from the
number of physical volumes, give the number of bibliographic
volumes followed by in the number of physical volumes.
8 v. in 5
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shukan, 9 v. in 10
5B12. When the pagination of the item in more than one physical
unit is continuous, give the pagination in parentheses after the
number of units.
4 v. (222 p.)
Do not use the physical description area to record preliminary
sequences unless only the first volume contains such a sequence.
A complete sequence may be given in a note.
3 v. (xx, 222 p.)
3 v. (222 p.)
Note: Vol. 1: xx, 50 p.; v. 2; xx, 51-100 p.; v. 3: xxi, 10l222 p.
5B13. When an item planned in more than one physical unit has
been discontinued, or appears to have been discontinued, describe
the incomplete set as appropriate (i.e., give paging for a single
volume or the number of volumes for multiple volumes). Make an
explanatory note.
2 v.
Note: No more published?
56 p.
Note: Vol. 2 was never published
5C. Illustration
5C1. To indicate the presence of illustration use the abbreviation
“ill.” Optionally, disregard minor illustrations. Do not regard
illustrated title pages or ornaments (e.g., head-pieces, vignettes, tail
pieces, printers’ devices) as illustration. Ornaments which are
considered important may be mentioned in a note (see 7C8)
8 v. : ill.
42 p. : ill.
42 p., 5 p. of plates : ill.
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Optionally, add the graphic process or technique.
ill. (woodcuts)
ill. (metal cuts)
5C2. When they are considered to be important, specify particular
types of illustrations. Use in alphabetical order one or more such
terms as the following: coats of arms, diagrams, facsimiles, forms,
genealogical tables, maps, music, plans, portraits (use for single or
group portraits), samples. Replace the abbreviation “ill.” with
these terms if the particular types are the only illustrations in the
item.
45 p. : maps
5C3. Describe colored illustration as such.
col. ill.
ill. col. maps, ports. (some col.)
ill. (some col.), maps, plans
Do not describe hand-colored illustrations as colored unless there
is evidence that the publication was issued with the hand-coloring.
In either case, mention the hand coloring in a note (see 7C8 and
7C15).
Note: LC copy has some illustrations colored, possibly by
previous owner.
Note: Ms. (98 paintings; probably hand-colored)
5C4. Give the number of illustrations when their number can be
ascertained readily (e.g., when the illustrations are listed and their
numbers stated). Count an unnumbered illustration repeated in the
item as one rather than as two or more.
9 ill.
1 ill., 1 map
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5C5. When some or all of the illustrations appear on the
endpapers, make a note of this fact.
ill. maps.
Note: The maps are on endpapers
5C6. When an item consists entirely or mainly of illustrations,
account for them with “all ill.” or “chiefly ill.” When the
illustrations are all or chiefly or one type (see 5C2), use the name
of the type instead of ill.
81 p. : all ill.
81 p. : chiefly maps
5C7. Describe illustrations issued in a pocket attached to the item
in the illustration statement. Indicate the location, and when
necessary clarify the number of illustrations in a note (see also
5E2).
ill. : 4 maps
Note: The maps are in a pocket
12 maps
Note: Four of the maps on 2 folded laves in pocket
5D. Size and format
5D1. Give the height of an item (based on the copy in hand) in
centimeters exact to within one centimeter, counting a fraction of a
centimeter as a full centimeter. When an item measures less than
10 centimeters, give the height in millimeters.
18 cm.
(An item measuring 17.1 centimeters in height)
99 mm.
(An item measuring between 98 and 99 millimeters in
height)
When an item is bound, measure the height of the binding. When
the height of the item differs by 3 centimeters or more from the
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height of the binding, specify both.
12 cm. bound to 20 cm.
When an item is unbound or inserted in a library binder, measure
the height of the item itself.
5D2. When the width of a volume is grater than the height or less
than half the height, give the height followed by the width,
separated by a multiplication sign.
20 x 32 cm.
20 x 8 cm.
5D3. When the volumes of a multivolume set differ in size, give
the smallest or smaller size and the largest or larger size, separated
by a hyphen.
24-28 cm.
5D4. When a volume consists of separate physical units of varying
height bound together, give the height of the binding only.
5D5. Single-sheet items
Give both the height and the width of a single-sheet item produced
unfolded. When a sheet is produced in folded form, but is
designed to be used unfolded (e.g., with the chief part occupying a
whole side of the sheet), add the dimensions of the sheet when
folded.
1 sheet ([1] p.) ; 48 x 30 cm. folded to 24 x 15 cm.
When describing a folder, give the height of the sheet when folded.
1 folded sheet ([8] p.) ; 18 cm.
Maps folded and placed in wrappers: Give the height and width of
a single sheet. If such a sheet is designed to be folded when
produced, add the dimensions of the sheet when folded.
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1 folded sheet : map ; 48 x 30 cm. folded to 24 x 25 cm.
5D6. For scrolls: Give the height of the scroll (軸 jiku) and the
height and the width of the sheet in a note.
1 scroll : col. ill. ; 40 cm.
Note: Scroll: 37.4 x 1739.0 cm.
Single rolls of long sheets: Give the height and the width of the
sheet.
1 sheet ; 20 x 325 cm.
5E. Accompanying material
5E1. When an item and its accompanying material are issued
simultaneously (or nearly so) and are intended to be used together,
give the number of physical units in Arabic numerals and the name
of the accompanying material at the end of the physical
description.
212 p. : ill. ; 25 cm. + 1 price list
Optionally, give the physical description of accompanying material
in parentheses following its name.
212 p. : ill. ; 25 cm. + 1 map (col. ; 65 x 40 cm.)
Alternatively, describe the accompanying material independently
or mention it in a note (see 7C9).
5E2. When accompanying material is issued in a pocket attached
to an item, designate the location in a note. Do not treat illustrative
materials in a pocket as accompanying materials (see 5C7).
6. SERIES AREA
Note that series statements are rare in early printed monographs
and care should be taken to distinguish true series titles from other
title information. When giving series titles, see AACR 2.
群書 類従
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丹鶴 叢書
昌平 叢書
7. NOTE AREA
Contents:
7A. General instructions
7B. Preliminary rule
7C. Notes
7A. General instructions
Notes qualify and amplify the formal description, especially when
the rules for such description do not allow certain information to
be included in the other areas. Notes can therefore deal with any
aspect of the item.
Notes, by their nature, cannot be enumerated exhaustively, but can
be categorized in terms of the areas of description. In addition to
notes relating to these areas, there are notes that do not correspond
to any area of the formalized areas of description. Occasionally it
may be useful to group together notes which refer to more than one
area, for instance when they are all based on one source within the
work, such as privilege statement.
If the description in the areas preceding the note area does not
clearly identify the edition or issue being cataloged, make
whatever notes are necessary for unambiguous identification.
When appropriate, refer to detailed descriptions in standard
catalogs or bibliographies (see 7C11), or use both notes and
references to catalogs or bibliographies.
Notes may also be made to justify added entries intended for
special files or personal names, titles, genres/forms, physical
characteristics, provenance, etc.
Generally notes are not mandatory, but some notes are required in
particular situations and are so indicated in previous rules and in
some of the rules for this area.
7B. Preliminary rule
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7B1. Punctuation
End each paragraph with a period or other mark of final
punctuation. Do not use prescribed punctuation within a note,
except in formal contents notes, “With:” notes, and notes of
accompanying material that include the elements of the physical
description area (see 7C9, 7C13, and 7C16). When formulating
phrases or sentences in a note, use modern punctuation according
to current good usage.
7B2. Sources of information
Take data recorded in notes from any suitable source. Square
brackets are required only for interpolations within quoted
material.
7B3. Form of notes
Capitalization. Use uppercase or lowercase, according to the
same practice applied to the title and statement of responsibility
area.
Order of information. If data in a note correspond to data found
in the title and statement of responsibility, edition, publication,
physical description, or series areas, usually give the elements of
the data in the order prescribed for those areas.
Quotations. Give quotations from the item or from other sources
in quotation marks. Follow the quotation by an indication of its
source, unless that source is the title page.
“大内 余庵 著述 並 蔵版”—Colophon page
“徂徠 著”—Title piece (hand-written)
“古活字版”—Title piece mounted on case
“文化 元年 [1804] 木下 従縄 調”—Vol. [6], p. 2 of original cover
Formal notes. Use formal notes employing an invariable
introductory word or phrase or a standard verbal formula when
uniformity of presentation assists in the recognition of the type of
information being presented or when their use gives economy of
space without loss of clarity.
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Informal notes. When making informal notes, use statements that
present the information as briefly as clarity, understandability, and
good grammar permit.
7C. Notes
A general outline of types of notes follows; other notes than those
provided for may be made if desired. Specific applications of
many of these notes are provided in the preceding sections. Make
notes as called for in the following subrules, and, generally, in the
order in which they are listed here. If a particular note is of
primary importance, it may be given first, regardless of its listing
here. When appropriate, combine two or more notes to make one
note.
7C1. Nature, scope, or artistic form
Make notes on such matters when useful to amplify or explain the
title proper and other title information.
Ms. (shahon), the copier and the date not known
黄表紙. Cf. 国書 総目録, 1989.
7C2. Language of item; translation or adaptation
Make notes on the language of the item, or on the fact that it is a
translation or adaptation, unless this is apparent from the rest of the
description.
In Kanbun, with reading marks
In Chinese, with Japanese reading marks
In Kanbun and Chinese, with reading marks
Author’s adaptation of his Chinese text
7C3. Source of title proper
Always make a note on the source of the title proper if it is from a
substitute for the title page. (see 0E)
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Caption title
Title from title piece (v. 2)
Title from p. [2] of cover (mikaeshi)
Title from colophon
Cover title
7C4. Variations in title
Make title added entries or notes on titles borne by the item other
than the one chosen as the title proper.
7C5. Statement of responsibility
Make notes to convey the following information:
1) Authorship. If the statement of responsibility transcribed in
the title and statement of responsibility area appears in a source
other than the title page, make a note to indicate this source.
Author statement from preface (jo)
“徂徠 著”—On title piece (hand-written)
If a statement of responsibility appears in the item but outside the
sources for the statement of responsibility (see 1D2), give it and its
source in a note.
Postscript by XXXX
Postscript by commentator, XXXX
If no statement of responsibility appears in the item and facts
relative to authorship are available, give this information in a note.
Include the authority for the attribution whenever possible and
useful.
Attributed to XXXX. Cf. 国書 総目録, 1989.
If the statement of responsibility recorded in the title and statement
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of responsibility are or in a note is known to be fictitious or
incorrect, make a note stating the true or most generally accepted
attribution. Normally give the authority for the information.
False attributions appearing in the bibliographical literature or in
library catalogs may also be noted, along with the authority for the
false attribution and the authority for questioning it.
Erroneously attributed to Kido Jōyō. Cf. Kokusho
sōmokuroku, 1989, and Kokusho kaidai, 1926
2) Other statements. Give the name of persons or bodies
connected with a work, or with previous editions of it, if they have
not already been named in the description; give the authority for
the information, if necessary.
“授与 … 寛文 十年 … 山下 権兵衛 … 藤原 良忠·三浦
孫助 殿” – Postscript (inserted)
Postscript by 源無dated寛文 庚申 [1800], stating増補 校
訂 し あらたに 図画 を 加 …”
国書 解題, 1926, p. 2116 (和字功過自知錄, 1卷, author
unknown; based on 功過格 and 自知録by 雲棲 大師)
7C6. Edition and bibliographic history
Make notes on the edition or bibliographic history that are not
included in the edition area if they are considered to be important.
When imprint elements have been taken from a source other than
the prescribed sources, make a note specifying the source.
The statement “補刻” from the end of text.
高野版. Cf. 国書 総目録, 1989.
古活字版. Cf. 川瀬 一馬. 古活字版 の 研究, 1937.
7C7. Publication
Make notes on publication details that are not included in the
publication area if they are considered to be important. When
imprint elements have been taken from a source other than the
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prescribed sources of information, make a note specifying the
source.
永樂 書屋stamped below 永樂屋 東四郎—Colopon
千鐘房·東壁堂 printed and 永樂堂 記 stamped—p. [2] of
cover (mikaeshi)
Publication date from p. [4] of cover
Publication date from Kokusho sōmokuroku
Preface by芝田 温, dated 天保 7 [1836]
Postscript by original copier, 能見 知實, dated 明治 5
[1872]
Preface by author, 越谷 吾山, dated 安永 乙末 [1775]
Book advertisement on endpapers (v. 6), listing a
publication of Bunsei 3 [1820]
Publication date from book advertisement on the endpapers
of v. 6
Manuscripts:
Postscript by copier, “宝暦 五 乙亥 [1755] ... 写 之”
Some editions published during the medieval period are known by
generic names, or by the names of Buddhist monasteries where
they were published. The statements such as 春日版, 高野版, 五
山版, etc., or any other data regarding publishing such as補刻, 改
正再刻, 新版, 覆刻, 古活字版, 近世木活字版, 銅版, etc., do not
normally appear in the publications but are found in specialized
bibliographies and reference sources and in certain cases
assumptions can be made by the imprint and by the year of
publication as to the identification of editions.
Since the aim for cataloging Japanese books published before 1868
is to give as much firm factual information as possible, this part of
the description inevitably contains cataloger’s assumption and the
use of words like “possibly” and “probably”.
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Note: Possibly Gozan-ban. Cf. Hand-written card inserted
in LC copy
Reference note: Descriptive Catalogue of Japanese Books
in the British Library Printed before 1700, 1993, p. 237
(Gozan-ban)
7C8. Physical description
Make notes on important physical details that are not already
included in the physical description area. Details of physical
description given here usually apply to all copies of an edition or
issue. If copy specific information is noted, it should be given
separately as described in 7C15 below.
1) Block format. Give the frame measurement per half-folio from
the first page of the text, number of columns per page, the number
of characters per columns if the number of characters per column
are consistent throughout the publication. The frame measurement
should include the outer border lines and outer edge of the folded
center column and, if taken from other than the first page of the
text, state the location from where the measurement was taken.
Within single border (20.0 x 14.0 cm.); text in 11 vertical
lines (varies from volume to volume)
Within double border, except outside single (22.3 x 16.2
cm.), text in 10 vertical lines
With no borders, text in 10 vertical lines
With no borders, text chiefly in 11 vertical lines
Within 2 borders; outside (22.5 x 15.1 cm.) with
commentary text in 22 vertical lines, inside (13.4 x 9.4 cm.)
original text in 7 lines
Two open pages within single border (21.9 x 32.6 cm.)
Describe significant features on hanshin (版心), the fore-edge of a
folded sheet in a book bound in fukurotoji (袋綴 ) style, often
bounded by a long narrow printed frame, such as fishtail design
(魚尾 gyobi), 黒口, 白口, etc.
2) Binding. If the binding is other than the Western-style binding,
record the form and also add the form in Japanese if it is necessary
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for clarification.
On double leaves, oriental style (fukurotoji)
On double leaves, folded accordion style (orihon)
Printed on mica coated paper (mostly worn off), oriental
style binding (粘葉装 detchōsō); dark blue cover, with
gold-painted title piece
7C9. Accompanying material
Make notes for any accompanying material not recorded in the
physical description area. Give the location of accompanying
material if appropriate.
Accompanied by “救荒 野譜 啓蒙 小野 恵畝 職考 口授 男 彦安
職實 録” (2 v. in 1)
7C10. Series
Make notes on series data that cannot be given in the series area.
If desired, give information about a series in which the item has
been issued previously, about series editors, or about other title
information relating to the series.
7C11. References to published descriptions
Give references to published descriptions. Begin the note with the
word "References" and a colon, if it is a general note (field 500)
but if it is a citation/reference note (field 510) disregard the word
“Reference” and a colon.
Kokusho sōmokuroku, v. 4, p. 79 (6 entries under 熾盛光
法Shijōkōbō; [not identified with this work]); v. 2, p. 687688 (5 entries under 求聞持法Gumonjihō; [not identified
with this work])
Not listed in Bussho kaisetsu daijiten and Kokusho
sōmokuroku
Bussho kaisetsu daijiten, v. 6, p. 323 (Senju Kannon zō
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shidaihō giki, 1-satsu, by 善無畏 訳)
7C12. Summary
Give a brief summary of the content of the item if desired.
7C13. Contents
List the contents of an item, either selectively or fully, if it is
considered necessary to show the presence of material not implied
by the rest of the description, to stress items of particular
importance, or to provide the contents of a collection or of a
multivolume monograph.
Transcribe contents from the title page if they are presented there
formally and have not been transcribed as part of the title and
statement of responsibility area. In such cases, follow the word
"Contents:" with the parenthetical phrase "(from t.p.)." If a formal
statement of contents is not present on the title page, take contents
from the head of the parts to which they refer, or, if this is not
feasible, from any contents list, etc., that is present. For items in
two or more volumes, generally transcribe the volume or part
designations as found.
If a complete listing of contents cannot be assembled by one of the
above means, the cataloger may devise a contents note from any
appropriate source or combination of sources.
7C14. Numbers borne by the item
Make notes of important numbers borne by the item other than
those which can be associated with a series title.
7C15. Copy being described and library's holdings (Copy-specific
notes)
Make notes on any special features or imperfections of the copy
being described when they are considered important. Carefully
distinguish such notes from other kinds of notes that record
information valid for all copies of an edition. (For many older
publications, however, it will not be readily ascertainable whether
the characteristics of a single copy are in fact shared by other
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copies.)
Features that may be brought out here include hand coloring,
manuscript additions, binding and binder, provenance (persons,
institutions, bookplates), imperfections and anomalies. For copyspecific "With:" notes, see the next rule.
Leaf 5 incorrectly bound between 7 and 8
Imperfect: leaves 12 and 13 wanting
Physical condition:
Library’s set cover detached
Library’s set rebound in western style in 1 v.; original
covers probably removed
Library’s set wormed, with loss of text
Library’s set slightly wormed, with no loss of text
Library’s set extensively wormed, with loss of text
Library’s copy generally in good condition but with a few
soiled and damaged corners and minor worm damage in
margins, some repaired by Urauchi backing
Library’s copy cover cropped at upper edge
Library’s copy extensively wormed, brown stains at inner
edge. Needs re-sewing
Seal of ownership:
Stamps or seals impressed by former owners of the book (蔵書印
zōshoin) are transcribed (in 561 field) if owner(s) are identified. If
the seals are blurred or difficult to read that the owners names can
not be identified, simply note the existence of such seals.
LC set has “陸軍 幼年 学校 之 印” “陸軍 予科 仕官 学
校” and “陸軍 士官 学校 蔵書印” stamped
LC set has “織田氏 蔵” “織田” and 2 other seals, not
deciphered, stamped
LC set has “Gift, Lucy H. Starr, Dec. 5, 1942” penciled-in,
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and Romanized title written on cover with brush
Written-in notes:
References to any hand-written notes added subsequently which
may appear in the book. These may be textual annotation in the
margins or between lines of text; reading marks, notes by former
owner(s) anywhere in the book, etc.
LC copy has Kunten and Kaeriten in black in Katakana and
other reading marks in red
LC copy has note in red ink dated Enpō 8 (1680) on last
page
LC copy has some marginal notes and interlinear notes
LC copy has markings in red, and extensive head-notes in
black added by a previous owner?, including a date
“Genbun gannen” [1736]
LC copy has “鶴沢 清造” written in black and “天王寺•鶴
清” in red on p. [2] of cover (mikaeshi)
Provenance:
The source from which the library acquired the book, and the date
of acquisition, if known, are given (in 541 field).
Gift; Dr. Akio Matsui Received: 09/66
7C16. "With:" notes
If the description is of part of an item that is made up of two or
more separately titled parts that are also separately paged, make a
note beginning "With:" List the other parts of the item in the note,
in the order in which they are found. In the case of bound
volumes, list all the other parts on the record for the first part and,
in general, only the first on the records for the subsequent parts.
(Do not make such "With:" notes when the pagination are
continuous with the part being described. Instead, record these
titles in a contents note as instructed in 7C13. Or, treat it as
“without collective title” collection.)
For each work listed give only the elements listed below:
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a) the heading; normally give this element first, usually in
catalog-entry form (e.g., with inversion of personal names
under surname, but not necessarily including personal
birth/death dates, corporate qualifiers, etc.);
b) the title proper as found in the record for the work; long
titles may be shortened (whenever the uniform title is
considered useful for the identification of the work, record
it within square brackets preceding the title proper);
c) the primary statement of responsibility as found in the
title and statement of responsibility area of the record for
the work, unless it is redundant of the heading; and
d) the publication, etc., area as found in the record for the
work, abridged as necessary.
With: 新本 礼拝講 探題 出仕. 文政 7 [1824]. Bound
together
With: 多忠篤. 三鼓 類集. [17--?] Bound together
If desired, add at the end of the note information to distinguish
works issued together from works put together subsequent to
publication.
With: ... Probably bound together subsequent to publication
[copy-specific]
With: ... Bound together subsequent to publication [copyspecific]
With: ... Issued together [universal]
If the works are too numerous to be listed in the "With:" note,
make an informal note.
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THE NEW GOVERNMENT ROMANISATION SYSTEM:
WHY WAS IT NECESSARY ?
Prof. James Huntley Grayson*
At the start of the new millennium, the Government of the Republic of Korea implemented a new
system for transcribing Korean words, terms and phrases into the Latin alphabet to replace a variant of
the so-called McCune-Reischauer system which was the then accepted standard system of romanisation
both in Korea and in the scholarly world outside of Korea.1 In this article, I discuss the vexed issue of a
proper system for romanising Korean, and why I believe that the new government romanisation system
(hereinafter called NGR) is not only unsatisfactory, but inferior to the system which it has supplanted. I
wish to indicate some serious social and political issues which have been raised about the way in which
NGR was implemented, and to suggest a way out of the current unsatisfactory situation. I am writing as
scholar in the field of Korean Studies with two principal concerns – a concern for consistency in
transcribing terms in my subject field, and a concern that such terms be transcribed in such a way that
the non-native student or scholar can pronounce the term so that it is comprehensible to a native
speaker of the Korean language.
What is the Purpose of a System of Romanisation?
Any system of romanisation is a linguistic transcription system which exists in order to transcribe the
words, terms, and phrases of a language which is not written in the Latin alphabet into that system of
writing.2 Such systems, thus, have one principal purpose and one purpose only, to enable non-native
speakers of a given language to pronounce these words, terms, and phrases in such a way that the
native speaker of the language understands them. A romanised form of vocabulary items from a
language not written in the Latin alphabet is intended solely for the use of the non-native speaker. It is
not meant to supplement or to supplant the use of the native script. Obviously, this general principle
applies to the romanisation of the Korean language as to any other language not using the Latin
alphabet. They are not intended to be the principal system of language transcription for Koreans who
have an excellent alphabet of their own which was scientifically designed by their own linguists in the
fifteenth century. Romanised terms, however, can be useful to the native speaker as a tool for the
introduction of words, terms, phrases, cultural and historic ideas and events to non-Korean speaking
foreigners. Thus, any system of romanisation, including a system for romanising the Korean language, is
for the use and benefit of people who do not speak that particular language and probably will not have
to time to learn to do so.3
A secondary principal of any system of romanisation is to provide consistency in the representation of
the words, terms and phrases of one language into another. Anyone can, and people do, devise their
own ways of representing the vocabulary of one language in the script of another language when they
write letters and other personal materials. Although this is acceptable on a personal level, it is
inappropriate on a general level when these words, terms and phrases will appear in books, papers and
other public means of communication. Because of the wide spread nature of these forms of public
communication, it is essential that in such materials there be consistency in the representation of
terms being romanised.
Principles of Romanisation
Consistency is a key principle, as well, in the process of the romanisation of the terms of any language
into another. That is, the values assigned to letters of the Latin alphabet must generally carry the same
pronunciation in one system of romanisation as in another. If unorthodox and non-standard
pronunciations of letters are introduced in a system, the system fails to do what it was intended to do,
provide a simple means for the non-native speaker to say the terms in a way comprehensible to a
native speaker. It is for this reason that most systems of romanisation have adopted the dual principles

*James H. Grayson is Professor of Modern Korean Studies at The University of Sheffield, England. An anthropologist,
he was an educational missionary in Korea with the Methodist Church from 1971 to 1987. He has written several
books and articles, among them Korea: A Religious History (Routledge-Curzon, rev. ed. 2002) and Myths and
Legends from Korea: An Annotated Compendium of Ancient and Modern Materials (Curzon, 2001).
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of representing vowel sounds according to their pronunciation in Italian, and consonantal sounds
according to their pronunciation in English. This is because the vowel sounds of Italian and the
consonantal sounds of English are recognised as being both unchanging and readily understood by native
speakers of any of the other European languages.4
The principle of using Italian vowel sounds and English consonantal sounds for transcription, however,
has a subsidiary principle for the variation of the sound of the letter. The Latin alphabet evolved to
provide a system for transcribing the Latin language, the language of Rome. Subsequent to the collapse
of the Roman Empire the peoples of western Europe and parts of eastern Europe used the alphabet of
Rome to transcribe the sounds of their own languages. It was found inadequate to the task because
many of these languages had sounds which do not exist in Latin. Consequently, every major European
language which uses the Latin alphabet, except for the English language, has varied the appearance of
the letters representing both the vowels and consonants to reflect the richness of their own phonology.
This means, in effect, every European language but English uses diacritical marks over either the
vowels, or the consonants, and some cases over both. Likewise, romanisation systems for non-European
languages with complex phonologies have to use diacritical markings to represent the sounds of their
languages. This is particularly the case with the classical and contemporary languages of the Indian subcontinent. Even in languages which have fairly simple phonologies, such as Japanese, diacritical marks
are used. Japanese, for example, uses a diacritical mark called a macron to distinguish long vowels
from standard vowels, as in Tōkyō. This use is standard practice on all formal signage including railway
stations in Japan.
English does not use diacritical marks, because the English language does not have agreed canons for
spelling its vocabulary in any consistent, phonetic way as is the case with every other European
language. Foreign words imported into English, for example, remain in the form in which they were
imported, and are not altered as in other European languages according to the pronunciation canons
and orthographic conventions of the receiving language. This convention for the writing of the English
language means that learning to spell and write in English is a difficult task, because in effect the
written form of every item of vocabulary has to be learned individually. This process is not very
different from the way in which Chinese characters have to be mastered, and does not recommend the
English system of writing as a model for any system of transcription.
Issues in the Romanisation of the Korean Language
The correct transcription of the Korean language into the Latin alphabet is a more complex problem
than is the case for the vast majority of the languages of the world. This is because the Korean
language has the following features – an extremely rich and extensive phonology, extensive sound
changes between syllables and between words in a sentence, and finally a complex system of
agglutination. In any system for transcribing the Korean language account has to be taken both of the
great variety of sounds and of the complex set of sound changes. The feature of agglutination creates
particularly difficult problems in transcribing the Korean language. Decisions have to be made about
the correct or appropriate transcription of grammatical morphemes, grammatical structures that
indicate, for example, whether the preceding word is a subject, an object, or whether it possesses the
word which follows. How do such morphemes actually fit into the total sentence structure? Are they to
be transcribed as attached to the previous word, or are they to be separated out from it? Decisions
made about such grammatical issues will influence the way in which the word (the grammatical
morpheme) is transcribed. Few of the world’s language have as many transcription problems as does
the Korean language.5
A second and related issue to the question of morphemic change is whether the system of transcription
chosen is to be a transliteration system (that is, a letter-for-letter transcription from the Korean
alphabet into the Latin alphabet), or whether it will it be a transcription of whole words from Korean
into the Roman alphabet. On an ad hoc basis, most Koreans choose the first system because it is easy to
do a simple letter-for-letter substitution, and because it is confidently believed that the Korean
alphabet faithfully represents the sounds of the Korean language. As a general point, the latter belief is
true BUT the actual orthographic rules for writing the Korean language ignore the fact of sound changes
between syllables. Any one who has had to learn Korean knows that these changes have to be learned
laboriously because the orthographic conventions for writing Korean do not take into account these
changes.6
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It is useful at this point to compare issues surrounding the transcription of the languages of Korea’s two
closest neighbours, China and Japan. Chinese is a relatively easy language to transcribe, in spite of its
unusual and complex system of tones, because there are no significant sound changes between syllables.
Consequently, words, terms and phrases in Chinese can be transcribed character by character without
worrying about any of the complex issues of sound change which occur in Korean. Likewise, transcribing
Japanese is not as difficult as transcribing Korean even though they are grammatically similar languages
and Japanese has the feature of sound change between syllables. This is the case both because there
are vastly fewer phonemes in Japanese than in Korean, and because Japanese is written in a syllabery
and not in an alphabet. It is worth pointing out that one of the probable reasons that the fifteenth
century linguists who devised the Korean alphabet chose an alphabetic system of writing over a
syllabery (and previous Korean scripts were syllaberies) is that while Japanese has some 50 or so
phonemes, Korean has around 1300.7 More importantly, although the Japanese language does possess
the feature of sound change between syllables as in Korean, because Japanese is written in a syllabery,
the sound changes are already built into the indigenous system for transcribing the language. Thus,
when Japanese is transcribed into the Latin alphabet, transcription can be done on the basis of simple
substitution. Of the three major East Asian languages, there are many more complex issues in the
process of the transcription of the Korean language than with any of the languages of its neighbours.
A Brief History of the Romanisation of the Korean Language
From the time that Western missionaries, merchants and foreign diplomats arrived in Korea, it was
plain that there had to be a system for writing terms and phrases in the Korean language in the Latin
alphabet in order to introduce the names of places, people, things and events to people in their
respective home countries. By the late 1890s, a system began to emerge which bears some
resemblance to the so-called McCune-Reischauer system (hereinafter MR) which was formalised in the
late 1930s. An examination of the map of Korea in Mrs. Isabella Bird Bishop’s book Korea and Her
Neighbours shows that this system had two distinctive features, the transcription of aspirated sounds by
the addition of the letter ‘h’ after a consonant and the use of the umlaut over ‘o’ and ‘u’ to represent
the shorter vowels ㅓ and ㅡ.8 There was also a French transcription system used by the French Roman
Catholic missionaries. By the time of the creation of the MR system, George M. McCune and Edwin O.
Reischauer who introduced (but did not create) the system calculated that there were at least seven
different systems then in use. Given the variety and contradictions between these several systems, and
given the fact that the Chosŏn-ŏ hakhoe (Korean Language Research Society) was endeavouring to
introduce a standardised system for the use of the Korean alphabet, it seemed an appropriate time to
propose and introduce a standardised system for transcribing the Korean language into the Latin
alphabet.9
The system of romanisation which McCune and Reischauer introduced was the creation essentially of
three well-known Korean phoneticians and scholars, Ch’oe Hyŏnbae, Chŏng Insŏp and Kim Sŏn’gi who
worked in collaboration with McCune and Reischauer. The principles underlying this new system were
checked and discussed with Korean scholars and scholars in Europe and North America for its
appropriateness and ease of use before it was formally announced. The new system, introduced
through the Transactions of the Korea Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society in 1939, immediately became
the standard system used throughout the world because of its consistency and appropriateness.10 Aside
from the linguist aspects of the MR system, it is important to note that
1) the new system of Romanisation was devised by Koreans in collaboration with non-Korean
scholars,
2) the new system was voluntarily adopted as the standard system because of its obvious
usefulness to the scholarly and non-scholarly community alike,
3) neither McCune nor Reischauer ever claimed to have created the system, nor did they refer to
the system by the name by which it has become known. They did, however, refer to it as the
system which they used.
By the 1950s, the so-called MR system had established itself as the international standard for the
transcription of the Korean language into the Latin alphabet. It was universally used by cartographers
and international bodies and organisations for representing Korean place names, terms and phrases. It
was also used by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Republic of Korea in all external documentation
including maps which were distributed to the non-Korean speaking world.
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By the 1960s, domestically there were moves to replace the MR system with another system. In the
1970s, this system was formally adopted by the Korean Government and was used on all internal
documentation including signs for roads, streets and railway stations. Identified with the Ministry of
Education, which promoted its wide-spread domestic use, this system became known as the MOE
system. However, throughout the whole period in which the MOE system was used internally, the
Ministry of Foreign Affairs continued to use the internationally recognised MR system.
The MOE system has the following features:
1) it is a transliteration system substituting one letter in the Korean alphabet with one letter in
the Roman alphabet,
2) it ignores sound changes between syllables,
3) it uses unusual combinations of vowels to avoid the use of diacritical marks, and
4) it uses hard consonants to represent the standards consonants of the Korean language.
The advantage of the MOE system was that it was easy for Koreans to use, substituting one letter for
another. A complaint made about MR by Koreans was that in reading an MR-transcribed term, it was
hard to read back into the original Han’gŭl lettering. The disadvantage of the MOE system was that it
was difficult for non-Korean speaking foreigners to pronounce the Korean words, terms and phrases
represented by the system. The MOE system failed to do what a good system of romanisation must do,
provide a means by which non-native speakers can produce a sound similar to the sounds of the original
words. In fact, the MOE system produced many embarrassing romanisations, most notable of which was
the transcription of the 독립문 as the ‘Dog-rib mun’, consequently referred to jokingly as the ‘Kae
k’albi Gate’. Clearly, the MR’s representation of 독립문as ‘Tongnim-mun’ was far more accurate and
did not produce laughable transcriptions.
In the run-up to the 1988 Olympics, the Government of the Republic of Korea decided that for the sake
of internal and external consistency, a decision had to be made about the appropriateness of the MOE
and MR systems. Both systems had their domestic proponents. After research, it was found that the MR
system most faithfully represented the Korean language and was formally adopted as the official
governmental transcription system used on all internal and external documentation including maps, and
railway, street and road signs. Thus, for the first time there was a system for transcribing the Korean
language into the Roman alphabet which was accepted both nationally in Korea and internationally, a
system which was accepted by the Government and by the scholarly community in Korea and abroad.
This situation of unanimity remained the case until the dramatic introduction of a new system by the
ROK Government in 2001, a system which will be referred to hereinafter as NGR (New Government
Romanisation).
Features of the MR system
Before we can discuss the introduction and characteristics of NGR, we must first discuss the
characteristics of the MR system which in Korea it has replaced. There are five characteristics of MR.
1) it is a system for transcribing whole words and phrases, and is not a simple letter-for-letter
substitution transliteration system,
2) its use of the Latin alphabet is based on the widely accepted principle of vowels as in Italian,
and consonants as in English.
3) MR recognises the paucity of the Latin alphabet to transcribe fully the phonetic system of the
Korean language by augmenting the sounds of the vowels and consonants with the use of
diacritical marks.
4) the MR system recognises that there are a wide range of sound changes between syllables.
5) MR is a system for transcribing whole words or vocabulary items and not for transcribing
comprehensively whole sentences or phrases.11
To take each of these characteristics in turn, the first point means that whole words or phrases will
transcribed as they sound as individual units. Thus, the ancient Korean kingdom of 고구려 is transcribed
as Koguryŏ, recognising the alteration in the pronunciation of the letter ㄱ from its position as a
consonant in the initial position in the word and in the medial position. MR thus recognises a feature of
the Korean language which is NOT represented orthographically by the Korean alphabet, that is the
alteration between soft and hard consonants, depending on whether the consonant is in either the
initial or final position on the one hand, or in the medial position on the other hand. The second
principle takes account of major sound changes where the pronunciation of the letter changes into a
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very different sound. Examples of this type of phonemic change may be illustrated by the auxiliary verb
합니다 which is written in MR as ‘hamnida’, recognising that in the succeeding sound environment of
the letterㄴ, the letter ㅂ is read as an ‘m’. Another frequently encountered example would be the
case of the ancient kingdom of 신라 which MR transcribes as Silla. This transcription accounts for the
fact that the sounds of the letter ㄴ and ㄹ in that order of sequence are pronounced as if they are a
double ‘l’.
The phonology of the Korean language is one of the richest and most extensive of any of the world’s
languages, and probably the most extensive of any of the major languages. In terms of its consonants
there are three types, standard consonants with variations, forced voiced plosive consonants, and
aspirated consonants.12 Likewise, the vowel phonemes are complex including standard vowels,
monophthongs and dipthongs.13 To take account of this extensive phonology, the MR system uses a
system of diacritical markings such as the breve to represent the shorter ‘o’ and ‘u’ vowels, and the
apostrophe to represent aspiration. Forced voiced plosive consonants are represented by a doubling of
the standard consonants. Thus to distinguish between the two different ‘o’ sounds in 이촌 and 인천,
MR transcribes these place names as ‘Ich’on ‘ and ‘Inch’ŏn’. Likewise the difference between the two
‘u’ sounds in 군산 and 금강산 is represented in MR as Kunsan and Kŭmgang-san. It is important to notice
that no symbols are used in these transcriptions which introduce extraneous sounds. The breve, the
diacritical mark used to indicate a short ‘o’ and ‘u’, is a symbol widely used in the pronunciation
element of English dictionary entries, and is universally understood by speakers of any European
language as representing a short sound to whatever vowel it is attached. The umlaut which had been
used in several of MR’s predecessors is unsatisfactory because it introduces a sound which is not in
Korean.
Diphthongs are very common in Korean, perhaps the commonest being the combination of ㅏwith ㅣ to
make ㅐ, and ㅓ with ㅣ to make ㅔ. MR uses ‘ae’ to represent ㅐ and ‘e’ to represent ㅔ. The
combination ‘ae’ is widely understood because it is used in Greek, and ‘e’ because it is the
pronunciation of the vowel in Italian. To represent diphthongs or other sounds, MR does not use
combinations of vowels such as ‘eo’ and ‘eu’ because these do not exist in any European language and
the use of them would introduce extraneous sounds.
Because of the range of different consonantal sounds, MR uses the apostrophe to represent aspiration.
Thus, 대전 and 대천 are represented as Taejŏn and Taech’ŏn. The distinction made by the apostrophe
between aspirated and non-aspirated sounds is a readily understood convention. Thus the MR system in
order to supplement the meagre range of vowel and consonantal sounds in the Latin alphabet employs
widely used and readily understood diacritical markings which do not introduce any extraneous sounds
into the reading of the transcribed word or term.
The fourth feature of the MR system - that it takes account of sound changes - has been discussed
above. Sound change between syllables is a major feature of the Korean language and any system for
transcribing Korean must take account of it if such a system is to enable non-native speakers to
pronounce words with any likelihood of being understood. This MR does consistently, with one notable
exception, which brings us to the fifth characteristic of the MR system. MR is for the transcribing of
whole linguistic terms (names, place names, whole words, whole vocabulary items) but not for the
transcription of whole sentences, phrases or book and article titles as a unit. That is, each item in a
book title, for example, will be transcribed as a separate unit, ignoring any sound changes which might
occur in natural speech between words. To preserve the linguistic integrity of the individual items of
vocabulary, sound changes between words are ignored and only sound changes between syllables within
individual items are transcribed. This convention applies to personal names as well. Taking the name of
the scholar 백낙준 as a whole, it would be transcribed as Paeng Nakchun, accounting for the sound
change of a ㄱ followed by a ㄴ. However, to preserve the integrity of the surname, the name is
transcribed as Paek Nakchun, with a vocabulary break created between the surname and the personal
name.14
Reasons for the Introduction of NGR
Following cabinet-level discussions at the beginning of the new century and with virtually no
consultation with the scholarly and foreign communities - the principal audience for a system of
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romanising Korean, the Government of the Republic of Korea announced and implemented a new
system of romanisation to replace MR which it said was unsatisfactory.
Pamphlets were distributed widely within and outside of Korea explaining why the new system was
being implemented, and domestic institutions including newspapers and scholarly bodies and
publications were ordered to use the new system, NGR, exclusively. Like every scholar in the area of
Korean Studies, I received a copy of this booklet, which gives three basic reasons for scuttling MR and
implementing NGR. These reasons are that:
1) the apostrophe was often left out, with the result people would mispronounce words,
2) the breve over the vowels was often omitted with the same results in pronunciation, and
3) the MR system is unsuited to the information age.
Essentially, these arguments are one argument, a dislike of using diacritical markings.
Before critiquing NGR, we need to consider what kind of system it actually is, what features
characterise it. These features are:
1)
NGR is a cross between a letter-for-letter transliteration system and a true transcription
system which transcribes whole words and vocabulary items,
2)
NGR recognises certain sound changes between syllables within vocabulary items,
3)
NGR recognises a difference between soft and hard consonants but not in the medial
position within a vocabulary item,
4)
NGR rejects the use of diacritical marks in transcribing vowels, and
5)
NGR provides no markings for indicating the difference between aspirated and nonaspirated consonants.
Essentially NGR is a version of MOE taking cognisance of certain features of the MR system, but
rejecting the latter’s use of diacritical marks and the distinction between soft and hard consonants in
the medial position of a word or term.15
Let us look at each of these features in turn. While from the non-Korean point of view, a system which
is not a simple letter-for-letter substitution system is a major advance, it is strange that this point has
been accepted, because popularly it was the principal criticism of the MR system. With regard to the
second point, this may also be considered to be an advance over the original MOE system as we can see
in the following example. The term 독립문 in NGR becomes ‘Dongnimmun’ which is similar to MR
‘Tongnim-mun’, taking into account the fact that the letter ㄱ followed by the letter ㄹ together
becomes the cluster ‘ngn’, and that the letterㅂ in 립 when followed by ㅁ itself becomes an ‘m’.
The problem with the Romanisation of 독립문as ‘Dongnimmun’, however, is in the choice of the initial
consonant, an issue which relates to the second point, the way in which standard soft and hard
consonants are represented. In MOE this distinction was never recognised. Thus the letters ㄱ, ㄷ, ㅂ,
and ㅈ were always and in every instance represented by the Latin letters ‘g’, ‘d’, ‘b’, and ‘j’. These
are hard consonants, which not only do not represent the sound of the Korean letters ㄱ, ㄷ, ㅂ, and ㅈ
in the initial position in a word, but create word constructions which produce peculiar sounds in English
and other European languages. Thus the surname 박 became ‘Bag’. To avoid this type of problem, the
creators of the NGR system decided that soft consonants could be used in the final position in a word or
vocabulary item. However, if the word or term being transcribed is treated as an independent
vocabulary item, then the same consonant in the initial and final positions in a vocabulary item will
have the same, not a different, sound. Thus NGR in its transcription introduces sounds which are not
actually there, whereas MR more nearly reflects the actual pronunciation.
Moreover, NGR does not recognise the alteration in sound from a soft to a hard consonant which does
take place in spoken Korean. The representation of this shift in sound is a major feature, however, of
MR as mentioned above. To take the name of the ancient kingdom of 고구려 again, in NGR it becomes
Goguryeo. This transcription for 고구려 leads anyone unfamiliar with the Korean language to assume
that the first and second consonants are the same sound. They are the same letter in the Korean
alphabet, but they are not pronounced the same in the sound environment where the consonant falls
between two vowels. MR’s representation of the kingdom’s name as Koguryŏ is much closer to Korean
pronunciation and is completely consistent in its principles of romanisation. NGR on the other hand is
entirely inconsistent at this point, both introducing distinctions in sound which are not there (i.e.,
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between initial and final consonants), and ignoring distinctions which are there (i.e., between
initial/final consonants and medial consonants).
To come to the fourth and fifth points, NGR rejects the use of any diacritical markings to indicate
variations in the pronunciation of vowels and consonants. In order to represent the differences between
ㅓ and ㅗ, and ㅡ and ㅜ, NGR reverts back to the MOE system’s use of ‘eo’ and ‘eu’ to represent
ㅓand ㅡ. The problem with this choice is that it combines two vowels which do not exist as a
combination in any European language. As a result, a foreigner unfamiliar with the Korean language will
pronounce each vowel in each combination as two separate letters. Confusion on this point may have
resulted from the popular spelling of the name of the capital of the Republic of Korea as ‘Seoul’.
Anyone unfamiliar with the origins of this transcription might assume that the ‘eo’ represents the
Korean letter ㅓ. The transcription, however, derives from French where it is properly spelled as
‘Séoul’. This is composed of two syllables ‘Sé’ and ‘oul’. Also note that in French you have to use
diacritical marks because the Latin alphabet lacks enough letters to represent the richness of the
French language. How much more so for Korean. The French motor manufacturer ‘Peugeot’ is another
case in point, where the ‘e’ in both instances relates to the sound of the consonant preceding it and is
not attached to the ‘u’ or ‘o’ which follows it.
Further examples could be multiplied from other European languages, but the point is clear. ‘Eo’ and
‘eu’ are not combinations in any European language and their use in systems of transcription for the
Korean language not only leads to confusion but more importantly to mispronunciation through the
addition of sounds which are not there in the Korean word. There is no practical alternative to the use
of diacritical marks. As stated before, the example of the lack of diacritical marks in the writing of
English does not contradict this point because in English the spelling of each item of vocabulary has to
be laboriously memorised. One cannot with assurance sound out the pronunciation of an English word
without previously knowing its pronunciation.
If NGR possesses these defects, what were the reasons which lead the Government to consider
replacing the MR system which we have seen when it is compared with NGR is both closer to the
pronunciation of Korean words and terms, and is also more consistent in the application of the
principles underlying its system. As mentioned above, the pamphlet introducing the new system stated
three reasons which are essentially one reason, the dislike of the use of diacritical marks. However, we
have seen how
1) that it is standard procedure for writing any European language other than English to use
diacritical marks, and
2) that there is no practical alternative to using diacritical marks in Korean if the purpose of a
romanisation system is to enable a foreigner unfamiliar with the language to pronounce Korean
sounds in an approximate manner.
The first two reasons given for the rejection of MR was that leaving off the diacritics on the vowels and
the apostrophes on the consonants led to mispronunciation. Leaving off these marks might have led to
some mispronunciation, but certainly not as much as great as the mispronunciations found in the use of
the NGR system. The addition of an ‘e’ to ‘o’ and ‘u’ adds sounds which are not present in the
pronunciation of Korean words. The resulting situation then is far worse than failing to make the
distinction between a long and a short vowel.
In addition, the NGR system does not provide for a proper distinction between aspirated and nonaspirated consonants. In Korean, aspirates are strong consonants and need to be indicated as such. The
use of ‘k’, ‘t’ , ‘p’ and ‘ch’ for the letters ㅋ, ㅌ, ㅍ and ㅊ is inappropriate because there is no
indication that these sounds are different from their normal soft standard equivalents. Foreigners with
no knowledge of the Korean language will pronounce these consonants in a soft manner and without
sufficient aspiration. Consequently, the NGR system itself fails at the precise point where it criticises
the MR system. In other words, the very criticism of mispronunciation which critics of MR level at its
application can be levelled at the NGR system as a structural problem. More importantly, these first
two criticisms of MR are not about the principles underlying the system only about the inappropriate
way the system may be have been used popularly. The problem with the NGR system is an inherent
problem.
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The third criticism of the MR system is that it is inappropriate for the information age. This again is a
criticism of the use of diacritics, and is a completely fallacious argument. This argument in effect says
that diacritics cannot be used in email messages and only with difficulty in word processing. Both of
these sub-arguments are wrong. I regularly receive email communications from colleagues in France,
Germany and the Scandinavian countries with diacritical marks displaying prominently. I am currently
writing this article on a computer which has a programme packed with a wide range of fonts and
diacritical marks. Unfortunately, they are awkward to get at, using a laborious process with the mouse.
However, this usage is a result of poor design and not an inherent problem in itself. In fact, the widely
used Korean HWP or are a Han’gŭl programme in its earlier versions had a means by which you could
switch from a standard English keyboard to a keyboard with easy access to both standard English letters
and letters with diacritical marks appropriate for transcribing Korean. By changing the settings you
could easily and rapidly touch type all vowels and consonants using diacritical marks. In other words,
the technology existed, but has gone in reverse. This is a failure in the design of computer programmes
not to add these necessary features, and is not an inherent problem with the MR system itself.
On examining both the principles underlying the NGR system and the reasons given for its introduction,
we have seen that NGR is not as good a system as the one which it replaced, and that the reasons given
for its introduction are insufficient to explain the change which the Government made.
Examples of Problems in the Use of NGR
The problems in the use of the NGR system may be illustrated by three vignettes. Wales High School in
the Sheffield region has an exchange agreement with Panp’o High School in southern Sŏul whereby
every year students from the two high schools visit the other school for a two-week period. Before the
students from Panp’o arrive in Sheffield, Wales High School asks us to give their students some basic
instruction in the Korean language. In order to make most efficient use of the time, we do not teach
the alphabet or the written language, but only concentrate on spoken skills such as greetings and polite
phrases. As an aid to the students, we provide a romanised list of the phrases and sentences which we
will be teaching them. We have always used MR to transcribe these phrases. We never had to correct a
student’s pronunciation on the basis of terms represented using MR. Shortly after the introduction of
NGR, we distributed a sheet using NGR romanisations. Not one of the students in that particular year
could get the correct pronunciation, even after we had tried drilling them many times. NGR misled
such students for whom it was presumably designed, persons with no knowledge of the Korean language.
A second example concerns my youngest son. When he was fifteen, he started to study the Korean
language with our Korean language instructor at Sheffield. One day, I gave him a list of words written in
Han’gŭl and the same list romanised in NGR. In each case, he could correctly read the words in the
Korean alphabet, but mispronounced them when reading them in NGR.
When I have flown into Korea in the last few years, as we approach 인천공항, the pilot announces that
we are about to land in ‘In chee on’ Airport. It is clear that this change in pronunciation has occurred
because the current romanisation system adds an additional letter which will be pronounced by anyone
not familiar with the Korean language. These three anecdotes point up the same problem. Because NGR
uses hard consonants when there should be soft consonants, and because NGR adds an extra vowel to a
short ‘o’ and ‘u’, mispronunciation of Korean words by non-native speakers has become endemic. This
problem of mispronunciation is not the result of a misapplication of the NGR system of romanisation, it
is an inherent problem with the system itself.
Problems in the Implementation of NGR
Until the implementation of the NGR system, in previous decades there had been freedom of choice
about what system should be used to represent the Korean language. During the days when MOE was
the official domestic romanisation, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, English newspapers and Korean
academic journals published in English (such as the Korea Journal) used MR. The two systems were
allowed to co-exist together. This is no longer the case. The Government now requires all domestic
institutions and publications to use NGR and has exercised strong pressure on bodies overseas to do the
same.
To contrast the MR and NGR systems, the MR system was created by Korean phoneticians in close
collaboration with non-Korean scholars. Because it was recognised by non-Koreans as being the best
system for representing Korean words, terms and phrases, MR voluntarily became accepted as the
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international standard. Every subsequent system has under test conditions been shown to be inferior in
regard to the main purpose of a system for the romanisation of Korea - which is to enable non-Koreans
unfamiliar with the language to pronounce Korean terms with a fair degree of accuracy. In contrast to
this, the NGR system although created by Korean scholars was conceived with virtually no consultation
with foreign scholars and ignored such advice which was given. It was then imposed as the single
acceptable system.
It is this last point which most disturbs me. However the Korean Government wishes to represent
domestically a Romanised form of the Korean language is one thing, but to impose by fiat on the world
of scholarship a system of romanisation is an infringement on scholarly endeavour which is out of touch
with the democratic age in which we live. In fact, even during the days of the military rulers, this kind
of intrusion into the world of scholarship was never ever countenanced. Some times comparisons are
made with the substitution of the Wade-Giles system for romanising Chinese with the Chinese
Government’s system called pin-yin. The latter system has now become the standard system for
Chinese. I have discussed the issue of the romanisation of Chinese with a number of colleagues in the
area of Chinese Studies. Every one of these many colleagues indicated that the pin-yin system is a
better system than the one which it replaced. I have never heard any scholar in Korean Studies argue
that NGR is a better system than MR.
A Solution to the Problem: Co-existence
I would like to request the Government of the Republic of Korea to consider returning to a state of
affairs which is more appropriate to our democratic times. That is, I would like to ask the Government
to allow academic and journalistic freedom in the choice of the system for representing the Korean
language in the Latin alphabet. I would strongly recommend that MR be allowed to co-exist alongside
NGR, that academic journals, academic institutions and museums in Korea be permitted to use the MR
system. This is important because most European and North American scholars teach students who do
not know Korean and will probably never learn it. For these students and the general public it is
important that the current literature continue to use the same terms as in the past. The unanimity
which existed with the domestic and international use of MR until the introduction of NGR meant that
there was a decade and a half in which there was a consistent use of a single romanisation system.
Academic works which will be read for decades to come must continue to use these terms or confusion
will ensue.
Therefore, I make the following concrete proposals to the Government of the Republic of Korea for
consideration:
1) that as a principle a situation of co-existence between the MR and NGR systems be legally
permitted and encouraged,
2) that it is understood that the Government will continue to use NGR on its own domestic
documentation, and on road and railway signs,
3) that Korean academic journals, newspapers and public institutions such as museums be
permitted to choose their preferred system of romanisation with the proviso that in textual
material and on signs when a term is introduced the other romanisation of the term is included
in parentheses at the point of its first occurrence only. Curiously, under current Government
regulations Japanese romanisations in parentheses are permitted, but not ones in MR.
4) that a list of several hundred commonly used terms, place name, and names of historic figures
be created and widely distributed to schools, and public institutions for ease of use and
reference.
5) that manufacturers of computer programmes be encouraged to return to the use of keyboards
which provide easy access to diacritical marks. This is currently done for switching between
Latin letters without diacritics to Han’gŭl by the use of a single key. It would not be difficult to
do the same for access to Latin letters with commonly used diacritical marks.
I have one further suggestion for the scholarly world, that we should commemorate the phoneticians
whose work resulted in the creation of the so-called McCune-Reischauer system. As George S. McCune
and Edwin O. Reischauer both have disclaimed credit for the system, I believe that we should refer to
this system of scholarly transcription as the Ch’oe-Chŏng-Kim system in honour of Ch’oe Hyŏnbae,
Chŏng Insŏp, and Kim Sŏn’gi. It could be called the CCK system for short.
Finally, I challenge the Government to test the two systems by presenting a series of the same words
transcribed in both the CCK and NGR systems to a large sample of foreign visitors to this country with
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no knowledge of the Korean language. It would be useful to see how successful these two systems are
in assisting non-native speakers to approximate the sounds of a language with which they have no
familiarity.

Endnotes
1. This system for transcribing the Korean language was introduced to the world in the classic article by
George M. McCune and Edwin O. Reischauer entitled ‘Romanization of the Korean Language Based upon
its Phonetic Structure’, Transactions of the Korea Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society, v. 29 (1939), pp.
1-55. This is the most exhaustive public statement and description of any system for rendering Korean
words, terms and phrases into the Latin alphabet. After discussing the necessity for a new system of
romanising Korean, they discuss at great length the vowels and consonants of the language taking into
consideration among other subjects simple vowels, labialized vowels, palatized vowels, long and short
vowels, irregularities in vowel pronunciation, plosive consonants, unvoiced, voiced, ‘forced’ and
aspirated plosives, plus non-plosive consonants including nasal consonants and fricatives. Rules for the
application of the system are considered exhaustively as well as special issues in transliteration. This
discussion, covering 55 pages, is enriched by seven charts. In short, McCune and Reischauer
demonstrate at length why the system which they are introducing most appropriately covers every
normal aspect of transcribing a highly complex language, and therefore makes it the most appropriate
general system of romanisation. They concede, however, that it is not appropriate for purposes of
scholastic linguistic transcription (see page 7).
2) McCune and Reischauer, op. cit., pp. 1-3, 7.
3) Ibid, pp. 7-8. Although they discuss the issue of romanisation in terms of the Korean language, the
issues discussed are themselves of general implication.
4) Ibid, p.9.
5) Ibid, pp. 6-7. For a thorough description of the Korean language, its grammatical structure and
phonology see James H. Grayson ‘Korean Language’ in Robert Asher and J.M.Y. Sijmpson, eds.,
Encyclopedia of Language and Linguistics (Oxford, Pergamon Press, 1994), v. 4, pp. 1864-1872.
6) For a more detailed discussion of the current and previous Korean writings systems see James H.
Grayson, ‘Korean Writing System’ in Robert Asher and J.M.Y. Sijmpson, eds., Encyclopedia of Language
and Linguistics (Oxford, Pergamon Press, 1994), v. 4, pp. 1872-1874.
7) Marshall Pihl has discussed the development of the systems for writing Korean, including syllabic and
alphabetic scripts. He believes that the vast number of phonemes made the use of a syllabic script
untenable. Pihl estimates that there are around1300 phonemes in the language, which could be
reduced to about 500 syllabic symbols with the use of diacritical markings. See Marshall R. Pihl, Jr.,
‘The Alphabet of East Asia’ in Korean National Commission for UNESCO, The Korean Language (Sŏul, Sisa-yong-o-sa, 1983), p.117.
8) Evidence such as this indicates that very early on, from the mid-1890s, a system of romanisation was
emerging amongst the foreign community in Korea which had many of the features of the so-called MR
system, that is soft initial and final consonants, diacritical marks over vowels such as ‘o’ and ‘u’, and a
mark to indicate that a consonant was aspirated to distinguish it from the softer, standard form. See
Isabella Bird Bishop, Korea and Her Neighbours: A Narrative of Travel, with an Account of the Recent
Vicissitudes and Present Position of the Country (1898, repr. Sŏul, Yonsei University Press, 1970). The
map is located between pages 10 and 11 of the text.
9) McCune and Reischauer, op. cit., p. 6.
10). Ibid, see note 1.
11) Ibid, pp. 7-9.
12) Ibid, pp. 10-23.
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13) Ibid, pp. 24-48.
14) Ibid, pp. 49-53.
15) Ibid, pp. 53-55. Although some complain that the MR system is hard to use, McCune and Reischauer
provide a few simple clues in those pages on how to apply the system, generally by thinking how the
words, terms and phrases are actually pronounced. Proponents of another system have to show why on
phonetic and linguistic grounds the system proposed to replace the one introduced by McCune and
Reischauer is superior to it, and to do it in the exhaustive detail which these scholars did to promote
their preferred system. To aid in the romanisation of Korean vocabulary, terms and names The Royal
Asiatic Society, Korea Branch has produced a simplified chart based upon McCune and Reischauer’s
article which may be obtained by application to them.
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COPYRIGHT ISSUES REGARDING CHINA PUBLICATIONS USED IN U.S. LIBRARIES∗
Chuanfu Chen
School of Information Management, Wuhan University, China
Kuei Chiu
University of California, Riverside
In the last two decades, the rapid emergence and evolution of digital technology has quickly changed our
traditional thinking about the use of library materials.
be as easily defined as the print ones.

The proper use of digital materials can no longer

Many legal issues such as intellectual property right (IPR) are

more important than ever and have become major challenges for library decision makers.

This is

especially true for the U.S. libraries using digital materials from China and China libraries using digital
materials from the U.S.

There is confusion and misconception about the proper use of these materials.

This paper will introduce the current copyright protection efforts in China, and help U.S. academic
libraries deal with copyright issues in using digital materials from China.
Copyright Protection in China
Since China launched its “Open Door” policy in 1978, there has been an effort to gradually establish a
nationwide system for the protection of intellectual property (IP).

The Chinese government believes

that a good intellectual property protection system will play a significant role in promoting science and
technology, enriching the Chinese culture and developing the Chinese economy.

After ten years of

deliberation, China adopted its first Copyright Law on September 7, 1990, effective June 1, 1991.
1992, the China accepted the Berne Convention for the Protection of Literary and Artistic Works.

In
In

1993, China joined the Convention for the Protection of Producers of Phonograms against Unauthorized
Duplication of Their Phonograms.
The Chinese Copyright Law and the rules for its implementation explicitly protect the copyright and
other legitimate rights and interests of the authors of literary, artistic and scientific works.

The law

provides additional protection for the copyright of written works, oral works, music, operas, quyi (folk
art forms including ballad singing, story telling, comic dialogues, clapper talks, cross talks, etc),
choreography, works of fine arts, photographs, films, TV programs, video tapes, engineering designs,
product designs and their descriptions, maps, sketch maps and other graphic works, as well as computer
software.

China is among a select group of countries that have explicitly listed computer software as an

object of protection under copyright law.

As a necessary supplement to the Copyright Law, these

regulations came into effect in October 1991. On September 25, 1992 the Chinese State Council
promulgated the Regulations on the Implementation of the International Copyright Treaty, providing
specific rules on protecting foreign authors' copyrights in accordance with international treaties.

Supported by the MOE Project of Key Research Institute of Humanities and Social Sciences in Universities。This paper
was presented at the 2006 program of CEAL Committee on Chinese Materials, April 6, 2006.
∗
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China acceded to the WTO in 2001. To honor its commitments, China amended its IP related law. In the
same year, the revised China Copyright law replaced the 1990 law, effective on September 15, 2002.
The Implementation Rules for Copyright Law are consistent with the new Copyright Law and China’s WTO
commitment.
Since 2000, the Chinese people’s court system has been under organizational reform.

So far, the

Supreme People’s Court and 31 provincial higher courts have set up their respective civil tribunals
devoted to IP cases.

In addition, all the intermediate people’s courts where the people’s governments

of these 31 Provinces, autonomous Regions, and Municipalities Directly under the Central Government
are situated have also set up their respective IP courts.1
There are three categories of liabilities for IP infringements in China:
Correspondingly, the approaches to impose the liabilities vary.

civil, administrative and criminal.

In the judicial system, the civil tribunal

of a court is responsible for establishing and imposing criminal liability.

While the administrative

authorities are concerned with the matter of civil liability to the same extent, they focus more on the
administration and protection of the public interest, and impose administrative liabilities mainly for
violation of the administrative law and regulations.

An interested party’s requests made to seek legal

relief are no more than a. cessation of an infringement b. compensation of damages and c. punishment
of then infringement.

Then, the party involved may choose the civil, the administrative or the criminal

approach to protect its own IP rights.2
The revised Copyright Law’s remedial measures cover all requirements under WTO’s Agreement on
Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS), such as permanent injunction, statutory
damages and the establishment of the comprehensive provisional measures for evidence preservation,
property preservation and temporary injunctions.

Promulgated by the Supreme People's Court and the

Supreme People's Procuratorate on December 8, 2004 and effective as of December 22, 2004 were
several issues relating to the specific application of the Law to the Treatment of Criminal Cases of IP
Infringement.

Article 5 reads:

Whoever, for the purpose of making profit, commits any of the acts of

infringement of the copyright provided for in 217 of the Criminal Law, with the illegal profit being more
than RMB 30,000, he/it has done an act with “other serious circumstance”, and shall be sentenced to the
fixed-term imprisonment of not more than three years or criminal detention, and shall also only, be fined
for the crime of copyright infringement, if any of the following situations apply:

(1) the illegal business

turnover is more than RMB 50,000; (2) the number of reproductions made or distributed without
authorization of the copyright owner of his/its literacy, music, cinematographic, television or video work,
computer software or other work is more than 1,000 pieces (copies) in total; and (3) there are other
serious circumstance.3
As for the criteria, the Article 11 explains:

The circumstance of directly or indirectly charging and

collecting fees by way of publishing paid advertisement shall be considered “for the purpose of making
profits” as is provided for Article 217 of the Criminal Law.

The phrase “without authorization from the

copyright owner” in Article 217 of the Criminal Law will be considered to refer to any of the following
circumstances:

lack of authorization by the copyright owner, forging or altering copyright owner’s

authorization; or licensing document or going beyond the authorization or license.
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Questions and Answers on Copyright Issues for International Users
COPYRIGHT IN GENERAL
1. What is the jurisdiction of the Chinese court on copyright issues?

Is the case foreign-related civil IP

where two interested parties are Chinese and foreign citizens, legal entities or other organizations, but
the infringing act takes place in a foreign country, or the subject matter of the infringed right is in a
foreign country?
According to the provision of Article 304 of the Opinions of the Supreme people’s Court on Several Issues
Relating to the Application of the Civil Procedure Law of the People’s Republic of China, all of the
following are foreign related civil cases:

when interested parties in the case are foreigners, the legal

fact takes place in a foreign country, or the subject matter of the infringed right is in a foreign country.
Cases of the following nature are also foreign-related civil cases:

the two interested parties are a

Chinese and a foreign citizen, legal entity or other organization; the act of infringement of the IP right
takes place in a foreign country; or the subject matter of infringed right is in a foreign country.

The

Chinese court has jurisdiction over such cases.
A case of dispute over copyright on a computer network shall be under the jurisdiction of the people’s
court of the place where an infringing act is committed or where the defendant has his or its domicile.
The places where infringing acts are committed shall include places where equipment used to carry out
accused infringing acts, such as network servers or computer terminals, etc. are located. Where the
place in which an infringing act is committed or in which the defendant has his or its domicile is difficult
to be determined, the place in which the plaintiff has deposited the finances of the contents of
infringement may be deemed the place where the infringing act is committed.
2. What is the legal basis on which foreigners bring civil IP lawsuit to a Chinese court?

Should U.S.

libraries be concerned with U.S. citizen, legal entities or other organizations bringing IP lawsuits
relating using publications produced in China to Chinese courts?
Where a foreigner brings a civil IP lawsuit to the Chinese court to protect his /her/its intellectual
property rights, the Chinese court will review the case in two aspects.
the lawsuit meets the requirements for the court to accept it.

First, the court has to decide if

This should be based on the Chinese Civil

Procedure Law, which determines if the plaintiff has the right for the lawsuit:

what are the contents

of the right, and whether the accused infringing act constitutes an infringement according to the
international treaties China has acceded to as well as the Chinese civil law and the relevant IP laws. The
former is related to the procedure; the latter to the issues addressed in the substantive trial.

As long as

the publication, whether print or electronic, is published in China, and the copyright holder is a Chinese
citizen, legal entity or other organization, U.S. libraries do not have to worry about the lawsuit brought
to a Chinese court by U.S. citizen or entity.
3. Who is the copyright holder of digital contents?

Who is the copyright holder of print materials?

there any fundamental differences between these two types of copyright?
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As a principle of Chinese Copyright Law, copyright belongs to the author.

According to Article 11, the

copyright of a work shall belong to its author, unless otherwise provided in the Law.
work is the person who has created the work.

The author of a

When a work is created according to the intention and

under the supervision and responsibility of a legal entity or other organization, such legal entity or
organization shall be deemed to be the author of the work.
The citizen, legal entity or other organization whose name is mentioned in connection with a work shall,
in the absence of proof to the contrary, be deemed to be the author of the work.
The copyright holder of the print material and its digital format is the same.
differences between the two.

There are no fundamental

In Chinese Copyright Law, there are no additional rules which separate

the belonging of the copyright of the print or digital material; therefore, when the copyright and the
permission of use is not transferred, the person who creates the work or the legal entity or organization
who is responsible for the work is the copyright holder of the work.

Article 12 reads: “Where a work is

created by adaptation, translation, annotation or arrangement of a preexisting work, the copyright in the
work thus created shall be enjoyed by the adapter, translator, annotator or arranger, provided that the
exercise of such copyright shall not prejudice the copyright in the original work.”

The digitization of

print materials is a simple act of duplication, not a creative activity; therefore, it does not generate any
new copyright.
1.

Is there any major discrepancy between the Chinese and U.S. copyright laws?

How should U.S.

libraries handle this?
In principle, the Chinese Copyright Law is consistent with the WTO’s TRIPS agreement and the Bern
Convention.

However, international treaties allow contracting parties to establish their own copyright

regulations if such regulations can meet the minimum requirements of the treaties.

Therefore, there

are some discrepancies between Chinese and U.S. copyright laws.
Before Oct. 2001, Chinese Copyright Law did not allow the author to transfer the copyright.
words, the original author owns the perpetual copyright.

The copyright that the publisher or the

database content provider obtains from the author is only the right of usage.
this right.

Once it expires, the original author regains the copyright.

Copyright Law changed in Oct. 2001.

There is a time limit for

This part of the Chinese

Now, the original author may transfer the ownership of copyright

permanently to the publisher of the database content provider.
copyright law.

In other

This practice is now in line with the U.S.

In the US, the owner is the creator, or another person/entity to whom ownership is

conveyed in writing.

Accordingly, works of Chinese authors being used in the US should be treated the

same as works by US authors.
There is difference between the Chinese and the U.S. copyright laws regarding the fair use of digitized
print materials in the library collection.
Section 404 of the US Digital Millennium Copyright Act (DMCA) amends the exemption for nonprofit
libraries and archives in section 108 of the Copyright Act to accommodate digital technologies and
evolving preservation practices.

Prior to the enactment of the DMCA, section 108 permitted such

libraries and archives to make a single facsimile (i.e., not digital) copy of a work for purposes of
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preservation or interlibrary loan. As amended, section 108 permits up to three copies, which may be
digital, provided that digital copies are not made available to the public outside the library premises.

In

addition, the amended section permits such a library or archive to copy a work into a new format if the
original format becomes obsolete—that is, if the machine or device used to render the work perceptible
is no longer manufactured or is no longer reasonably available in the commercial marketplace.4 The US
copyright law is more flexible regarding fair use.

The Chinese Copyright Law Article 22 reads:

“In the

following cases, a work may be exploited without permission from, and without payment of remuneration
to, the copyright owner, provided that the name of the author and the title of the work shall be
mentioned and the other rights enjoyed by the copyright owner by virtue of this Law shall not be
prejudiced:

(8) reproduction of a work in its collections by a library, archive, memorial hall, museum,

art gallery or any similar institution, for the purposes of the display, or preservation of a copy, of the
work.”
The Chinese Copyright Law includes only the definition of live performance, not mechanical performance.
On Dec. 9, 1999, however, a notification was issued by the China National Administration of Copyright
indicating that mechanical performance is part of performance right, and permission is needed from the
copyright owner regardless of the fact if the performance is for profit or not.
5. Are modern punctuations of pre-modern Chinese texts protected under Chinese copyright law?
Just like the language, punctuation is in public domain.
should be protected by the copyright law.

However, the action of punctuating the text

Many of the ancient Chinese texts do not have punctuation.

Punctuating involves a series of intellectual activities such as version selection, collation, paragraphing
and punctuating.

By nature, these activities are considered as arrangement which is protected by

Article 12 of the Chinese Copyright Law which reads “Where a work is created by adaptation, translation,
annotation or arrangement of a preexisting work, the copyright in the work thus created shall be enjoyed
by the adapter, translator, annotator or arranger, provided that the exercise of such copyright shall not
prejudice the copyright in the original work.”
However, not all punctuating can enjoy the protection of the copyright law.

The act of punctuating the

text already punctuated by someone else does not generate new authorship, even if such act can be
compensated monetarily.

Please refer to the memo “The response to the copyright issue in rare book

punctuating” issued by the China National Administration of Copyright in July 12, 1999.
6. What Chinese publisher copyright policies we should be aware of in order to protect our libraries?
What Chinese copyright holders’ rights we should be aware of?
U.S. libraries should be aware of the following:
a. The publisher including database producer (licensor) owns the copyright when authorized by the
original author or the authorized third party.
b. This right is protected by Chinese and U.S. laws and international copyright treaties.
c.

Licensee shall use reasonable care to prevent the disclosure, dissemination, copying and use of
the databases.

d. The publisher may only use the individual work of an author for a predetermined period of time.
Once it expires, the copyright returns to the original author, and the library may not be allowed
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to use it anymore.

Even if the author transfer the copyright to publisher or database producer,

the author may still have moral right over his/her work.
e. For database producers, it is virtually impossible to obtain copyright authorization from all
authors and get them compensated.
texts in the database.

For various reasons, it is possible to include unauthorized

Therefore, the licensor is required to provide information on such

unauthorized inclusion, so that the user library may evaluate the risk involved.
For example, in some of its database contacts, Tsinghua Tongfang included the following clause: “The
Licenser reserves the right at any time to withdraw from the Licensed Products any item or part of an
item for which it no longer retains the right to publish, or which it has reasonable grounds to believe
infringes copyright or is defamatory, obscene, unlawful or otherwise objectionable.
give written notice to the Licensee of such withdrawal.

The Licenser shall

If the withdrawal represents more than ten

percent (10%) of the journal in which it appeared, the Licenser shall refund to the Licensee that part of
the fee that is in proportion to the amount of material withdrawn and the remaining un-expired portion
of the subscription period.”

Similarly, in the Northeast Research Libraries Consortium’s generic license

agreement for electronic resources, it also says that “in the event of any unauthorized use of the
Licensed Materials by an Authorized User, Licensee shall cooperate with Licensor in the investigation of
any unauthorized use of the Licensed Materials of which it is made aware and shall use reasonable efforts
to remedy such unauthorized use and prevent its recurrence. Licensor may terminate such Authorized
User's access to the Licensed Materials after first providing reasonable notice to Licensee (in no event
less than two (2) weeks) and cooperating with the Licensee to avoid recurrence of any unauthorized use.
7. U.S. Government publications are in the public domain. Is this also true for the Chinese
government publications?
It is true, since article 5 of Chinese Copyright Law reads: This Law shall not be applicable to:

(l) laws;

regulations; resolutions, decisions and orders of State organs; other documents of a legislative,
administrative or judicial nature; and their official translations.

The selection or arrangement of

government publications by a publisher can be protected by the Chinese Copyright Law. Chapter II,
Article 10.16 indicates that the Law protects “the right of compilation, that is, the right to compile works
or parts of works into a new work by reason of the selection or arrangement”.
8. Some government publications of the Chinese Republican period were reprinted in the 1960s by
Chinese government agencies and in the 1980s by commercial publishers. Does either of the publishing
agencies own the copyright of these materials?
A mere reprint does not generate new copyright; however, a new arrangement or editing of an older
version of work does.
9. Showing the library purchased Chinese feature films (in DVD, VCD, VHS formats) inside the
classrooms and library buildings is typical fair use in U.S.
showing such films?
charge in China?

Is there a similar fair use law in China for

Can libraries also allow such films to be shown within the campus facilities free of

If this is considered illegal, where can people obtain the showing rights of these films

outside of the library building and classroom but within the campus?
Yes, there is application clause in the Chinese Copyright Law.
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a work may be exploited without permission from, and without payment of remuneration to, the
copyright owner, provided that the name of the author and the title of the work shall be mentioned and
the other rights enjoyed by the copyright owner by virtue of this Law shall not be prejudiced:

(6)

translation, or reproduction in a small quantity of copies, of a published work for use by teachers or
scientific researchers, in classroom teaching or scientific research, provided that the translation or
reproduction shall not be published or distributed;

(9) free-of-charge live performance of a published

work and said performance neither collects any fees from the members of the public nor pays
remuneration to the performers;”
“The above limitations on rights shall be applicable also to the rights of publishers, performers,
producers of sound recordings and video recordings, radio stations and television stations.”
COPYRIGHT ON E-RESOUCES:
1. What crucial areas should librarians look for in the contracts for e-sources, to ensure that those
e-resources purchased can be used to support activities of regular teaching and research needs at the
library?

What are some of the important terms and clauses that librarians should make sure that they

are included in contracts?
To avoid of the risk of copyright infringement, the library should take the following measures:
1) To uphold the position of copyright protection, the library should have disclaimer on copyright in
their webpage.
2) Select publishers with good reputation.

In general, large size publishers, or publishers with long

histories, and academic research institutions are compliant with copyright law.
3) Pay attention to recently publicized copyright disputes, and avoid products published by the
parties involved.
4) Use proper channels of acquisition.
5) Include copyright warranty clause in the license agreement or purchase contract.
Special attention should be paid to the following clauses:
1) The definition of authorized users.

Try to define the authorized users based on your targeted

library users such as currently enrolled students, faculty, and staff as well as walk-in patrons.
2) The definition of authorized usage, such as browsing, preservation, downloading, printing out,
number of simultaneous users, perpetual rights, uploading to the library server, the range of IP
addresses, etc.
3) ILL and document delivery.

Some database publishers prohibit interlibrary loan and document

delivery of electronic publications, to protect their profit.

The library should specify the use of

interlibrary loan and document delivery in the agreement to avoid the risk of copyright
infringement.
4) Whether licensee is allowed to charge a fee from walk-in patrons for offering access to the
database.
5) Whether licensee is allowed to distribute documents retrieved from Databases to Customers and
to charge a fee for such document delivery.
6) Whether licensee is allowed to print, download, and distribute (in any form, including, but not
limited to: printed, electronically relayed, posted to user restricted list services or user
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restricted bulletin boards, or magnetically stored).
7) Whether licensee is allowed to download the complete database for digital preservation
purposes.

2. What should librarians be aware of when considering subscribing or purchasing an aggregated
database from China?
From the view of copyright, libraries should pay attention to the following:
a. The database provider should have a license issued by the Chinese government to publish such
kind of publication.
b. How was the copyright authorization obtained?

It should be obtained from the author/original

publisher or from copyright collecting agency.
c. The database provider should be able to provide evidence of payment to copyright holders.
3. Does the term “authorized uses” cover practices such as:

display, digitally copying a portion,

printing a copy of a portion, recovering copying costs, making an archival/backup copy, course packs,
electronic reserve, electronic links, caching, indices, scholarly sharing, or interlibrary loan?

In other

word, do we have to include these elements in the license when purchasing e-resources from China?
Chinese copyright Law Article 22 (8) indicates that the reproduction of a work in its collections by a
library, archive, memorial hall, museum, art gallery or any similar institution, for the purposes of the
display, or preservation of a copy, of the work, is fair use.

In practice, however, “authorized uses” do

not necessarily cover all the things above. User libraries should negotiate with the producer or vendor
for such rights.

The authors believe that Northeast Research Libraries Consortium’s generic license

agreement for electronic resources is a good model for a license agreement.
4. Are there restrictions on loading stand-alone CD-ROM data or a program purchased from China on a
U.S. library’s local network?
It is permissible if such act meets the requirement of China Copyright Law Article 22 and does not violate
the right management system and circulating technical measures of the product.
5. Is it legal for the U. S. libraries to make backup copy of CD-ROM purchased from China for
preservation purpose?
It is permissible according the China Copyright Law Article 22 Clause 8.
FAIR USE, INTER-LIBRARY L OAN, DIGITIZATION, M ICROFILMING, ETC.
1. In China, is it legal to transfer contents from printed and electronic resources to other libraries for
interlibrary loan purposes?

If so,are there any restrictions?

Yes, it is legal, as long as such transactions are:
a) Free of charge or charge lower than cost
b) The borrowing library bears part of the cost
c) Authorized by license, e.g. CASHEL
d) There is no limit for interlibrary loan on purchased print material
e) Limited institution for e-content delivery
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2. Is it legal or can it be considered “fair use” under Chinese law to provide English subtitles to older
Chinese film?
Based on the purpose of such act, it is permissible under Article 22 of the Chinese Copyright Law.
3. Would Chinese publishers or vendors object to electronic interlibrary loan that a library system
provides to their users?

If not, what are the usual terms they use regarding number of pages and

formats for delivery?
They probably will not object to electronic interlibrary loan, but it is a good idea to write it out clearly in
the license agreement.
4. What legal procedures are required to digitize materials held by the libraries in China?
It is uncertain now.
reading.

The Implementing Rule of Information Network Communication Right is it its final

It maybe approved by the State Council later this year.

Currently, it is legal to digitize

materials held by a library and allow their use by regular registered library users.
5. Some Chinese institutions duplicate the microfilm or databases of rare books held in American
libraries without officially letting American owner library know.

Is this practice a legal act?

If it is

not, what are the rights of owner library?
If the microfilm or databases of rare books are compiled or created by owner library, owner library owns
the copyright, and the owner library has the right to prohibit others from copying the microfilm or
database.

1

Jiangzhi Pei, “Latest Developments in Judicial IP Protection in China,” China Patents and Trademarks,

2004(3): 3.
2

Wu Yuhe, “An Overview of the IP Enforcement System in China,” China Patents and Trademarks,

2005(1): 85.
3

Supreme People’s Court and the Supreme People’s Procuratorate of Several Issues Relating to Specific

Application of Law to the Treatment of Criminal Cases of IP Infringement, Article 5, December 8, 2004.
4

The Digital Millennium Copyright Act of 1998，U.S. Copyright Office Summary，December 1998.
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CHINESE ORAL HISTORY COLLECTIONS AT COLUMBIA:
TOWARD BETTER ACCESS1
Chengzhi Wang

Columbia University

Introduction
Source materials keep their scholarly value unabated with the passage of time. This is true of the Chinese
Oral History collections at Columbia. Most of the collections were created, acquired in association with
the Chinese Oral History Project undertaken about three decades ago, but they are still frequently inquired
about and consulted by students and scholars researching modern China.
All the original Chinese oral history collections are kept at the Rare Book and Manuscript Library (RBML) at
Columbia. Some difficulties in accessing the collections from afar and at Columbia have been reported by
new users. Among other problems, new users assume that records for these Chinese-language oral histories
have been completely entered into CLIO (Columbia Libraries Information Online), Columbia’s online catalog,
and converted to LC pinyin system, and so are searchable in CLIO, but in fact this is not true. Many authors
and titles of the oral histories, if known, are not directly searchable. Some general titles of oral history
projects are searchable, and the search results offer substantial useful information in great detail. Yet,
few users would search CLIO using the correct general titles, and some specific personal papers and
archives cannot be located this way.2 Moreover, it seems the Journal of East Asian Libraries and other
library professional periodicals have not carried any articles focusing on this important oral history
collection.3
The Chinese Oral History project at Columbia officially started in 1958 and ended in 1980. Prof. C. Martin
Wilbur, the project co-director, prepared an updated, but unfinished inventory for RBML in 1984. A
number of other Chinese-related oral history projects of significant importance were conducted at or
collected by Columbia. The available guides, printed in 1972, 1979, and 1984, were collected by some
institutions, but they have been found not to be perfect in meeting the research needs of the new
generation of users who are used to renewed, updated search tools. The general guide at RBML, which has
been very useful, seems to be the aggregate of documents such as guides, inventories, and relevant journal
articles from various sources at different time. Many of the documents in the guide are informal
documents, with undated handwritten notes and corrections.
It is necessary to offer an updated, comprehensive, consistent overview of Chinese oral history collections
at Columbia for better access by users and librarians alike. Chinese oral history collections at Columbia
mainly consist of the Chinese Oral History Project collection, the China Missionaries Project collection, the
Academica Sinica Institute of Modern History oral history collection, and the Zhang Xueliang oral history
1

I wish to acknowledge the C. V. Starr East Asian Library at Columbia, particularly Dr. Amy V. Heinrich, the Director,
and Ms. Ria Koopmans-de Bruijn, East Asian Studies Librarian, for the opportunity to explore the collections and for
their general support. I wish to thank Bernard Crystal, former Curator of Manuscripts of the Rare Book and Manuscript
Library (RBML), who helped me better understand the multitudes of the collections and their related issues before his
recent retirement. Thanks also go to Jane R. Siegel, Curator of Bibliographic Services, who answered my many
questions concerning Chinese collections stored at RBML. Dr. Tang Degang (T. K. Tong) and Dr. Jim Seymour, who
participated in the interviews of Chinese Oral History Project, for sharing with me some personal experiences that they
now can recall. Any errors, however, remain mine alone.
2
According to RBML librarians, a considerable number of oral history materials remain to be cataloged. RBML has a
decent collection of Chinese rare books, of which only three titles have been cataloged. Soren Edgren (1990) revealed
that the Chinese rare book collection at RBML has a number of sample leaves of rare Song edition.
3
The Journal of Asian Studies carried a book review article on a published oral history of Li Tsung-jen (Li Zongren)
(Lary, 1980) and it briefly mentioned Columbia Chinese Oral History Project.
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collection. It is impossible for me to cover all the collections in detail in this article. This article intends
to provide essential information on what is available, how to navigate through the multitudes of the
collections, and how to communicate requests for access to RBML staff. In particular, it includes the lists
of person names in LC pinyin, Chinese and original Romanization, and record titles of the transcribed
memoirs, personal papers, and archives that users and librarians may find immediately useful.
Access Issues
Judging from holdings information provided in OCLC OPAC, few institutions have collected Columbia’s twopart Chinese oral history project materials in book or microfilm format. Part II of the collections is made
up of the memoir of Wellington Koo (Gu, Weijun) only. This series left out many others published in
microform or book format.
In 1972, the East Asian Institute at Columbia issued a 38-page descriptive guide to 16 oral histories or
autobiographies, entitled The Chinese Oral History Project, for sale at $1. None but the Harvard College
Library and the California Sate University at Sacramento have collected this guide according to OCLC OPAC.
Columbia’s copy was donated by Martin Wilbur, co-director of the project himself and was kept at RBML,
but could not be found in the Columbia OPAC. This useful guide of 1972, however, did not include the
memoirs of Hu Shih.
The Oral History Collection of Columbia University (Mason & Starr, 1979) was held by 566 libraries
worldwide according to OCLC OPAC. Information on Chinese Oral History Project collections and China
Missionaries Project collections was included. But the Chinese oral history collections listed in this
publication only covered the 16 oral histories in the project proper, leaving out personal papers, archives,
and of course other Chinese oral histories at Columbia after 1979. Information provided on the Chinese
Missionaries collections included the list of finalized oral histories deposited by the Oral History Program of
Claremont Graduate School, and a statement that “a few interviews with China missionaries, conducted by
the Columbia Oral History Office, are included also” (p. 52). No information was given about Columbia’s
interviews with China missionaries. 4 And some names of interviewees, such as Dorothy Spicer Andrews and
William S. Morton, could not be found.
The Columbia Chinese Oral History Project is listed online on the RBML’s Oral History Research Office
homepage.5 Except for the linked preliminary synopsis of Peter H. L. Chang (Zhang Xueliang) oral history
materials, a link to information on the Chinese Oral History Project collections can only be found in the
office’s Project List, which lists the web link of Chinese Oral History (1958-76, 17,584 p.).6 But when
clicking on the link, readers are brought back to the initial page.
Commercial databases of oral histories, typically the Alexander Street Press “Oral History Online,” offer
both full text and index to oral history collections in a comprehensive way.7 The Alexander Street Press
database includes the index to the China Missionaries Project collection at Columbia and the Chinese Oral
History Project initiated at Columbia, but none of them are in full text. Its information simply repeats,
and links to, these two Oral History collections at Columbia. However, the Columbia Chinese Oral History
Project homepage has been updated to include the Zhang Xueliang Oral History materials, which cannot be
found in the searchable database of the Alexander Street Press “Oral History Online.”
As mentioned above, personal names from the Chinese oral history collections have not been completely
entered into CLIO, or made available in LC pinyin or cross-referenced with LC pinyin names. The original
Chinese names were presented in either Wade-Giles system or in many cases, a Romanization devised by
the person. In general, many current users are not familiar with the original Romanization of the author
names and assume personal names for Chinese language materials are all in LC pinyin now. But any such
4

Columbia conducted interviews with Leslie and Mary Fairfield by John T. Mason, with William S. Morton and George
Chalmers Browne by George P. Browne, according to records kept at RBML.
5
Chinese Oral History Project, at http://www.columbia.edu/cu/lweb/indiv/oral/guides/chinese.html.
6
Oral History Research Office Project List, at http://www.columbia.edu/cu/lweb/indiv/oral/projects.html.
7
Oral History Online, at http://www.alexanderstreet6.com/orhi/.
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pinyin searches for Chinese authors of the oral histories in Columbia online catalog will be unsuccessful.
Moreover, an updated, comprehensive, formal guide on Chinese oral history collections at Columbia is not
compiled yet.
Chinese Oral History Project and Its Collections
When the Chinese Communists won the civil war and took Mainland China in the late 1940s, many eminent
figures of the Nationalist government went into exile, particularly to Hong Kong and the New York
metropolitan area. In December 1956, Prof. C. Martin Wilbur (1907-1997) of the East Asian Institute,
Columbia University, realized the opportunities of interviewing eminent Chinese in New York and got “a
bright idea” (Wilbur, 1992, p. 236) to initiate an oral history project. In 1957, he planned to start a
Chinese Oral History Project similar to the American Oral History Project. The latter project, initiated in
1948 by Allen Nevins (1890-1971), a renowned professor of history at Columbia, interviewed prominent
Americans and transcribed their reminiscences for record-keeping and history studies. In 1958, Professors
C. Martin Wilbur and Franklin L. Ho officially started the Chinese Oral History Project in the East Asian
Institute at Columbia to interview and record the life recollections of prominent Chinese leaders of the
Republican era (1911-49). Different from Prof. Nevins, who interviewed extensively and transcribed the
recollections of hundreds of persons, but provided minimal research and editorial assistance, Wilbur
decided to use an intensive approach, focusing on a few outstanding persons but trying to compile and
provide accurate and detailed autobiographies (Wilbur, 1980; 1981). The project was financed by
Columbia University, the Ford Foundation, and later by the National Endowment for the Humanities. Given
that funds for the project were not always adequate and project staff must be able to manage the work
with limited resources, this approach appeared to be a realistic, expedient option.
In the ensuing years, outstanding Chinese figures, including several residing in Hong Kong, were
interviewed, and the life recollections of sixteen eminent people were transcribed, translated, researched,
and edited into memoirs deposited in the project collections at RBML. Generally, the subjects interviewed
were those who had played major roles in Republican China in important governmental or nongovernmental capacities. The interviewees were encouraged to provide private papers and personal
archives to accompany the memories. When original documents could not be given, microfilming was
undertaken to obtain a copy on microfilm. The repository of personal papers and archives contain diaries,
letters and telegrams, official documents, drafts of speeches, rare photographs, as well as documentation
of the various stages of each memoir. Most of the private papers are in Chinese, but many were translated
into English. A small portion of the papers and archives are English language materials.
The project staff served as outstanding scholar-interviewers. The team included Julie Lien-ying How, Dr.
Te-kong Tong, Dr. Minta Chou Wang, Mrs. Alice Kwong Bolocan, Dr. Kai-fu Tsao, Mrs. Lillian Chu Chin, Dr.
James Seymour, and Mrs. Crystal Lorch Seidman. Well trained in modern Chinese history, they brought
knowledge and research abilities to the interview process. Under the outstanding leadership and
supervision of Prof. Wilber, they tried their best to draw out the maximum information from the interviews,
check the account for accuracy and steer the interviews toward scholarly directions. These scholarinterviewers also worked as collaborators with the interviewees, as translators of their finalized memoirs,
and sometimes also as co-authors when the memoirs were eventually published (Wilbur, 1980; 1981).
The interview periods ranged from several months to many years, as they were conducted in New York and
Hong Kong where the interviewees resided. Each edited and organized memoir was submitted to its author
for correction and written approval for deposit at Columbia. Authors of memoirs were given the right to
close the manuscript until a given date or event.
The Chinese Oral History Project proper produced sixteen finalized reminiscences that were deposited at
RBML. A few unfinished interviews were also deposited. Table 1 shows the author names in pinyin,
simplified Chinese, and original Romanization, the titles of life reminiscences, and the interview year for
the sixteen reminiscences in the project.
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Table 1. Chinese Oral History Project Collection of Reminiscences
Pinyin Name
Chinese Name
Original Name
Record Title
Cai, Zengji
Choy,
Jun-ke
Reminiscences of Choy Jun-ke
蔡增基 (1892-?)
(Tsai Tseng-chi)
Chen,
Ch’en, Kuang-fu Reminiscences of Kuang-fu
陈光甫 (1881Guangfu
Ch’en
1976)
Chen, Lifu
Ch’en, Li-fu
Reminiscences of Li-fu Ch’en
陈立夫 (19002001)
Gu, Weijun
Koo, Vi Kyuin
Reminiscences of Vi Kyuin
顾维钧 (1888Wellington
Wellington Koo
1985)
He, Lian
Reminiscences of Ho Lien
何廉 (1895-1975 ) Ho, Lien (Ho,
Franklin L.)
(Franklin L. Ho)
Hu, Shi
Hu,
Shih
Reminiscences of Shih Hu
胡适 (1891-1962)
Jiang, Tingfu
Tsiang, Ting-fu
Reminiscences of Ting-fu
蒋廷黻 (1895Fuller
Fuller Tsiang
1965)
Kong, Xiangxu 孔祥熙 (1880K’ung, HsiangReminiscences of H. H. Kung
hsi
(Kung,
H.
1967)
H.)
Li, Hanhun
Li, Han-hun
Reminiscences of Han-hun Li
李汉魂 (18951987)
Li, Huang
Li, Huang
Reminiscences of Huang Li:
李璜 (1895-1991)
manuscript
Li, Shuhua
Li,
Shu-Hua
Reminiscences of Shu-Hua Li
李书华 (18901979)
Li, Zongren
Li, Tsung-jen
Reminiscences of Tsung-jen Li
李宗仁 (18911969)
Shen, Yiyun
Shen, I-yun
Reminiscences of Huang Shen
沈亦云 (1894(Huang,
Shen
II-yun
1971)
yu; Mme. Huang
Fu)
Wu, Guozhen
Wu, Kuo-Cheng
Reminiscences of Wu Kuo吴国桢(1903Cheng
1984 )
Zhang, Fakui
Chang, Fa-k’uei Reminiscences of Fa-k’uei
张发奎 (1896Chang
1980)
Zuo,
Tso, Shun-sheng Reminiscences of Shun-sheng
左舜生(1893Shunsheng
Tso
1969)

Date
1970
1961
1959
19581975
1966
1958
1965
1958
1962
[195-?]
1961
1961
1962

1962
197080
1961

Personal papers and archives of the interviewees were also acquired and added to the collections. These
are open to public users. Table 2 shows the major papers and archives and their major points. These
personal papers and archives form an indispensable part of the oral history collections at Columbia.
Table 2. Chinese Oral History Project Collection of Major Personal Papers
Pinyin Name
Chinese
Original Name
Papers & Key Points
Name
Chen, Guangfu 陈光甫
Ch’en, KuangCh’en, Kuang-fu Papers, including diplomatic loan
fu
documents, diaries, memoir, and notebooks.
Chen, Lifu
Ch'en, Li-fu
Ch’en, Li-fu Papers, including government
陈立夫
documents, diplomatic files, correspondence,
manucripts, public speeches, etc. associated with
Chen's different stages of career.
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Gu, Weijun

顾维钧

Koo, Vi Kyuin
Wellington

Koo, Vi Kyuin Wellington Papers, including 90,000
items. Columbia's second largest archives (second
to President Truman archives), mostly 1932-1956.

Hu, Shi

胡适

Hu, Shih

Hu, Shih Diaries, on microfilm, the Library of
Congress has a copy. Photocopies were published
in Taiwan, but some of the diaries are not
included. Hu’s father’s works are also Included.

Huang, Fu

黄郛

Huang, Fu

Jiang, Tingfu

蒋廷黻

Tsiang, Ting-fu
Fuller

Kong, Xiangxu

孔祥熙

Li, Hanhun

李汉魂

K’ung, Hsianghsi (Kung, H.
H.)
Li, Han-hun

Li, Huang

李璜

Li, Huang

Li, Shuhua

李书华

Li, Shu-Hua

Li, Zongren

李宗仁

Li, Tsung-jen

Liu Ruiheng

刘瑞恒

J. Heng Liu (Jui
Heng Liu)

Xiong Shihui

熊式辉

Hsiung, Shih-hui

Zhang, Fakui

张发奎

Chang, Fa-k’uei

Huang, Fu Papers, mostly in microfilm, including
documents associated with Huang's career related
to important events, communications with eminet
people, 1913-1936.
Tsiang, Ting-fu Papers, including correspondences,
diplomatic papers, newspaper clippings, 19471964.
K’ung, Hsiang-hsi Papers, mainly Xi’an Incident
documents, government documents,
correspondences.
Li, Han-hun Papers, including photocopied
documents, diaries and the first draft of memoir,
1926-1946.
Li, Huang Papers, including diaries, manuscripts,
1922-1971.
Li, Shu-Hua Papers, including hundreds of letters
from eminent people, 1922-1972.
Li, Tsung-jen Papers, largely correspondences
with American government officials, 1949-1951.
J. Heng Liu Papers, including interview on Liu's
education, materials on Peking Union Medical
College.
Hsiung Shih-hui Papers, including diaries 19301974, autobiography 1907-1950, Jiangxin
provincial documents, reports on military
delegation in Russia 1945-1946, correspondence
from Chiang and other important people.
Chang, Fa-k’uei Papers, in microfilm, including
diaries, war documents, reports, letters, the 3rd
Force documents, 1937-1953

There are also other manuscripts and papers related to Liang Qichao; Sun Yat-sen; Song Qingling; Wu
Tingfang; Chiang Chiek-shek; Chen Jieru; Song Meiling; Hu Shi; Mao Zedong; Huang Renlin and others.
These documentary collections were not associated with the Chinese Oral History Projects at Columbia, or
a similar project at Academic Sinica of Taiwan, which is discussed below. Much smaller in scale, these
unique manuscripts and papers are also very valuable (Yang, 1998).
Furthermore, Chester Fritz’s Six-month Diary Through Inland China in 1917, Donald C. Dunham’s The
Influences of American Education in South China written in 1935, and a collection of W. H. Donald (William
Henry Donald) correspondences, 1926-1946 are also of special historical interest (Wilbur, 1988). These are
unique documentary collections on Republican China that are also kept at RBML.
In the opinion of some noted historians such as Yang Tianshi, the personal papers and archives, which are
mostly related to the Oral History Projects, are of more historical significance than the life reminiscences
(Yang, 1998, p. 689).
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Oral History Collection from the Institute of Modern History, Academia Sinica
As one of the earliest few subjects interviewed in New York in 1958, Hu Shih cooperated impressively with
the Columbia Chinese Oral History Project. He not only encouraged some friends to participate in the
project, but also helped start the oral history initiative in Academia Sinica to which he moved to work as
the President.8
During 1958, C. Martin Wilbur met Guo Tingyi (Kuo Ting-yee), Director of the Institute of Modern History,
Academia Sinica. They agreed that a similar oral history project would be conducted by the Institute of
Modern History. Columbia subsidized the project in Taiwan by sending $1,000 per year for the necessary
expenses of entertaining and transporting the interview subjects, which were the necessary courtesies not
financed by the budget-limited Academia Sinica (Wilbur, 1981, p. 1085; 1992, p. 246). (The subsidy to the
institute was also said to be $1,000-2,000 per year [Zhang, 1997, p. 127].) When the institute successfully
won 10-year grant awards amounting to $430,000 from the Ford Foundation and started implementing the
grant projects in 1962, Columbia decided to suspend its subsidy to the Institute for the oral history project.
The grant awards were made possible with the great help from Wilbur, who read, edited, and revised the
proposals; John K. Fairbank, George Taylor and other leading China scholars also helped (Zhang, 1997).
With consent from Wilbur and the Ford Foundation representative, the subsidy to the Institute
subsequently came from the Ford grants, and the oral history project in Taiwan could be continued and
expanded.
In return for initial funding from Columbia and the strong help from C. Martin Wilbur, the Institute of
Modern History deposited the unpublished manuscripts of oral histories at Columbia whenever the
interviews were finished, edited and finalized. Columbia Chinese Oral History Project staff prepared an
English abstract to accompany the manuscripts to be kept at RBML. When the manuscripts were published
as books in Taiwan, the books were sent to be included in the East Asian Library collections at Columbia.
After his retirement, Wilbur gave most of his personal papers to Columbia. Part of his papers and archives
were given to the Institute of Modern History when the time came in 1989, perhaps as a reciprocal
gesture.9
In total, 37 memoirs resulted from interviews conducted by the Institute of Modern History, Academia
Sinica were given to Columbia (see Table 3). Compared to Columbia’s finalized memoirs, the memoirs
from Taiwan are generally shorter in length. The English abstracts prepared for some of them are as long
as the original documents. The notables interviewed represented nearly all provinces of Republican China.
Table 3. Chinese Oral History Collection from the Institute of Modern History, Academia Sinica
Pinyin Name
Chinese Name
Original Name
Date
Bai, Yu
Pai Yu
1962-1963
白瑜
Chen, Zhaoying
Ch’en
Chao-ying
1961
陈肇英
Fu, Bingchang
Fu P’ing-ch’ang
1959-1960
符秉常
Gong, Hao
Kung Hao
1962
龚浩
He, Guoguang
Ho
Kuo-kuang
1961-1962
何国光
Hu, Zongduo
Hu Tsung-to
1962
胡宗铎
Ji, Yiqiao
Chi Yi-ch’iao
1964
戢翼翘
Lei, Yin
Lei
Yng
1964
雷殷
Li, Hongwen
Li Hung-wen
1963-1964
李鸿文
Li, Pinxian
Li
P’in-hsien
1963
李品仙
8

See Hu’s letters to Shen Yiyun, encouraging her to participate in Chinese Oral History Project at Columbia (Geng &
Ouyang, 1996, p. 1551-1552), to Tang Degang, stating that he and Guo Tingyi invited the six people, who agreed to
first participate in Taiwan oral history project, to dinner (Geng & Ouyang, 1995, p. 1459).
9
Gifts of Personal & Organizational Archives to the Institute of Modern History: C. Martin Wilbur, at
http://archives.sinica.edu.tw/main/person.html#韋慕庭(Clarence%20Martin%20Wilbur).
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Li, Wenbin

李文彬

Li, Yuwan
Liu, Hangchen
Liu, Jingshan
Liu, Maoen
Liu, Shiyi
Ma, Chaojun
Mei, Jiaolin

李毓万
刘航琛
刘景山
刘茂恩
刘士毅
马超俊
梅乔林

Mo, Jipeng
Nie, Qide (Mme.
Zhang, Qihuang)
Qin, Dechun
Shen, Honglie
Shi, Jingting
Su, Lianzhong
Wan, Yaohuang
Wang, Chongping
Wu, Kaixian
Xiang, Goufu

莫纪彭
聂其德（张其煌
夫人）
秦德纯
沈鸿烈
石敬亭
孙连仲
万耀煌
汪崇屏
吴开先
向构父

Xiong, Bin
Yang, Sen
Yuan, Tongchou
Zhang, Tinge
Zhang, Weihan
Zhang, Zhiben
Zhao, Hengxi
Zhong, Boyi
Zhou, Yongneng

熊斌
杨森
袁同畴
张廷锷
张维瀚
张知本
赵恒惕
钟伯毅
周庸能

Li Wen-pin (chihch’ing)
Li Yu-wan
Liu Hang-shen
Liu Ching-shan
Liu Mao-en
Liu Shih-I (Jen-fu)
Ma Ch’ao-chun
Mei Ch’iao-lin
Mo Chi-p’eng
Nee Nieh Ch’i-te (Mme
Chang Ch’i-huang)
Ch’in Te-ch’un
Shen Hung-lieh
Shih Ching-t’ing
Sun Lien-chung
Wan Yao-huang
Wang Ch’ung-p’ing
Wu K’ai-hsien
Hsiang Kou-fu (Hsiang
Jui-i)
Hsiung Pin
Yang Sen
Yuan T’ung-ch’ou
Chang Ting-o
Chang Wei-han
Chagn Chih-pen
Chao Hen-t’i
Chung Pai-yi
Chou Yung-neng

1965
1961
1965
1962-1963
1963
1961
Mei's articles, 19501955
1961
1962
1960-1961
1962
self-written biography
1960
Diary-based memoir
1960-1961
1964-1965
1963
1960-1961
1963-1964

1960
1960
1960-1961
1960-1961
1964

In addition, a number of miscellaneous manuscripts were also given to Columbia. They include the
following:
• Deng Jiayan (Teng Chia-yen) 邓家彦, 6 photographs of revolutionary leaders from Teng’s collection.
• Zhang Jia’ao (Chang Chia-ao) 张嘉璈, an autobiography manuscript, particularly about his career
1913-1935, written at the request of Franklin Ho in about 1960.
• Chen Qitian (Ch’en Ch’i-t’ien) 陈启天, an autobiography manuscript, done in 1958.
• Xu Enceng (Hsu En-tseng) 徐恩曾, an English manuscript for the book “The Invisible Conflict”, later
published by Chinese Viewpoints, Hong Kong, 1958.
• Chen Lifu，documents detailing the struggles of KMT against Chinese Communist Party in 1927-1937.
• Chen Guofu (Ch’en Kuo-fu) 陈果夫, Xeroxed copies of two volumes in Chinese: one volume
Commemorating Ch’en in 1951 and one named Investigation of the Chinese Land System dated
1937. Gift by his brother Chen Lifu.
• Wang Zhengting (C. T. Wang) (Wang Cheng-t’ing) 王正廷, autobiography, completed in 1956,
entitled Looking Back and Looking Forward, a printout of a microfilm copy.
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Oral History Collections of China Missionaries Project
The Oral History Program of Claremont Graduate School10 started this project in 1969 with a 3-year grant
from the Henry Luce Foundation. The goal of the project was to assess the influence of the China
missionary movement, 1900-1950. About 50 Christian workers of various denominations were interviewed
in the project. The interview manuscripts of 44 people were deposited in the project collection,
representing such Christian denominations as Methodist (11), Congregational (10), Presbyterian (5),
Disciples of Christ (4), Catholic (3), YMCA (2), and YWCA, Society of Friends, Lutheran, Church of the
Brethren, Episcopal, Reformed Church of America, Baptist, Seventh Day Adventist, and China Inland Mission.
The recollections covered personal and organizational stories and experiences, conditions in urban and
rural China, the interaction between American residents and Chinese communities, and the religious and
sociopolitical confluences that shaped modern Chinese history in the first half of the 20th century. The
project was funded by the Henry Luce Foundation. According to funding requirements, ten copies of the
transcripts were deposited in a number of universities having extensive resources in Chinese history, of
which Columbia is one. In addition to finalized manuscripts, archival materials from the interviewees were
given to the project and added to the collection, which were listed in appendix to the donor’s manuscript.
Columbia Oral History Office also conducted a few interviews of China missionaries on their own and the
finalized reminiscences were deposited in the collection of China missionaries at RBML. Thus, Columbia
has a richer oral history collection on China missionaries than other institutions that received copies of the
China Missionaries memoirs from Claremont Graduate School. Table 4 lists the Christian workers
interviewed, their birth year, and the year the interview was conducted.
Table 4. China Missionaries Project Collection
Name
Ady, Merrill Steele
Allen, Netta Powell
Andrews, Dorothy Spicer
Andrews, John Nevins
Baker, James Chamberlain
Bradshaw, Homer Vernon
Bradshaw, Wilda Hackenbury
Browne, George Chalmers
Cranston, Earl
Cranston, Mildred Welch
Cross, Rowland McLean
Dizney, Helen
Fairfield, Leslie
Fairfield, Mary
Faulkner, Cyril
Fuller, Glen V.
Goulter, Oswald John
Hayes, Edward Pearce

Interview
Birth Year Year
1897
1971
1890
1971
1970
1891
1970
1879
1969
1971
1971
1915
1975
1895
1969
1898
1971
1888
1969
1894
1970
1972
1972
1911
1971
1894
1970
1890
1971
1895
1970

10

Claremont Graduate University Oral History Catalogue includes China Missionaries Project at
http://web.cgu.edu/oralhistory/china_missionaries_project.htm.
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Hayes, Egbert M.
Heininger, Alfred Dixon
Holleman, Clarence H.
Houston, Lyda Suydam
Hylbert, Ethel Lacey
Ikenberry, Ernest LeRoy
Johnson, Lydia
Jones, Francis Price
Jones, Lucille Williams
Kellogg, Claude Rupert
Latimer, Mary Lee
Loftus, John Joseph
McCallum, James Henry
McCormick, Mary Colmcille (Sr.)
Morton, William S.
Oliver, Jay Charles
Reed, Alice Clara
Rowley, Grace May
Scott, Agnes Kelly
Scott, Roderick
Simkin, Margaret Timberlake
Smythe, Lewis Strong Casey
Smythe, Margaret Garrett
Stanley, Louise Hathaway
Steurt, Marjorie Rankin
Stockwell, F. Olin
Tootell, George Thomas
Topping, William Hill
Ward, Katherine Bertha Boeye
Wiley, Martha
Winance, Eleutherius
Winans, Pearl Beatrice Fosnot

1886
1891
1890
1891
1889
1892
1893
1890
1889
1886
1898
1902
1893
1892

1969
1971
1969
1971
1970
1971
1971
1970
1970
1970
1971
1971
1970
1971

1886
1890
1887
1891
1885
1892
1901
1901
1880

1970
1969
1971
1972
1970
1971
1971
1972
1971
1970
1971
1969
1970
1971
1969
1969
1970

1900
1886
1888
1900
1874
1909
1891

Zhang Xueliang Oral History Materials
The oral history interview with Zhang Xueliang was conducted in Taiwan during 1991-1993. This interview
was also extended with Edith Chao Chang (Zhao Yidi), Zhang’s wife. This extensive interview material was
donated to Columbia in 1995. Columbia University conducted a shorter interview with Zhang in 1990. The
two comprehensive interviews and Chinese transcriptions constitute Zhang Xueliang oral history at
Columbia. They were not open to the public until 2002 at Zhang’s 100th birthday. An index is available
with the Zhang oral history.11
Zhang Xueliang and Zhao Yidi Papers, or, in Columbia’s official name for the files, Peter and Edith Chang
Papers, were gifts from Robert Chang, Zhang Xueliang’s son. The papers include correspondence,
manuscripts, notes, documents, artwork, calligraphy, study materials, photographs, published materials,
and news clippings, detailing the various stages of the life of Zhang and his wife from the 1930s to 2001.

11

Peter H. L. Chang Oral History Materials http://www.columbia.edu/cu/lweb/indiv/oral/zhangII.html.
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The Peter and Edith Chang Papers Finding Aid online has both English and Chinese versions.12
Unfortunately, because Zhang Xueliang’s name in pinyin is not included in the title of finding aid homepage,
users cannot locate it through a search for him on the general online search engines. However, the finding
aid itself was carefully created and is well organized. It has helped a great number of users to access the
Zhang oral histories and archives.
The oral history and papers are also kept at the RBML at Columbia and open to users. A dedicated room,
Peter H.L. and Edith C. Chang Reading Room, is also available at the RBML.
Conclusion
There are other China-related oral history collections at Columbia. Examples are Reminiscences of Tsungdao Lee (Li Zhendao 李政道) and Reminiscences of Chen Ning Yang (Yang Zhenning 杨振宁)13, both based on
interviews conducted in 1964 in association with the Nobel Laureates on Scientific Research Project. There
is also the Chinatown Telling Lives Oral History Project, started as a part of the September 11, 2001 Oral
History Narrative and Memory Project. These are unique collections of great importance. However, the
major collections of China-related oral history are the reminiscences of the Chinese Oral History Project
and related papers; the Institute of Modern History, Academic Sinica memoirs and papers; the China
Missionaries oral histories; and Zhang Xueliang oral histories and related papers.
Because not all the oral histories and related materials are fully processed, cataloged, or updated, new
users may have difficulties locating information from Columbia online catalog or in communicating their
needs to access specific collections. It is hoped that this synopsis of the Chinese oral history collection, or
at least the personal names alphabetically presented in multiple ways in this article, will help new users or
researchers and librarians outside Columbia to locate relevant information and communicate their requests
for more efficient access.
At present, the most heavily used Chinese oral history collections are those of Zhang Xueliang. Many users
of the Zhang oral history and papers have pointed out the problems and issues associated with the original
interviews and transcriptions. Allan Nevins (1966), the father of oral history wrote: “Now and then, too,
the work originally done had to be revised and redone” (p. 601). The plan to re-transcribe the interviews,
correct errors and publish the corrected, annotated, finalized transcripts as books in English, Chinese and
Japanese simultaneously is under way. Columbia has also begun microfilming the Zhang papers and
archives in order to make them more accessible to users in the world. Furthermore, the guide to the
Chinese oral history collections has been taken on as a digital project and will be scanned, processed, and
uploaded to websites for more convenient access.
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Introduction

In the late twentieth century, boundaries that once restricted the flow of thought and commerce
disappeared with the development of the IT industry. The ability of today’s academic researchers to use
the Internet and related technology has become a necessary skill in information retrieval. In the case of
Korean studies, the Korean government’s policy of working “to make the nation the best place in the world
for IT services” 3 has led to the appearance of an enormous amount of information in electronic format.
Now e-journals, e-books, and e-resources, including dictionaries and encyclopedias, are available on the
Internet. This digitization of information is the product of not only non-profit and governmental
organizations, but also private for-profit companies.
Curiously, despite this trend, little attention has been paid in the vast literature of information science to
Korean databases dedicated to Korean studies. Instead, recent critical debates in Korea have tended to
center around the question of overseas databases. In particular, KERIS (Korea Education & Research
Information Service), a non-profit organization under the Ministry of Education, is currently spearheading
the movement to purchase national licenses from foreign database providers to allow universities and
research institutions to access these databases.
Korean collections in North America are in desperate need of databases dedicated to or related to Korean
studies. The Council on East Asian Libraries’ Committee on Korean Materials (CKM) has created a
consortium for the purchase of commercial Korean databases. It completed purchases in 2004 and 2005
and is currently working on its third group purchase, of the newspaper Kyǒngsǒng ilbo 경성일보 (in
Japanese, Keijo nippo 京城日報 ), published in Seoul during the Japanese colonial period.
In this paper, we will first consider the current situation of commercial databases in the field of Korean
studies; that is, we will consider the utility of these resources with respect to the needs of academic
researchers in North America. We will then examine our own experiences acquiring them through group
purchases. Finally, we will comment on the future of databases for Korean studies. We hope that this
article will prove helpful for subsequent group purchases as well as to those who will be organizing them.

2.

The Current Status of Digital Resources in Korea

There are presently seven mainstream companies in South Korea that provide a variety of digitalized
information on the Internet related to Korean studies (Table 1). Most of them appeared in the marketplace
in the 1990s, established during the IT boom and with governmental support. Since 2000, there has been
rapid growth in both the quality and quantity of their digital content. Originally providing nothing more
than full text in portable data format (PDF), these companies’ databases are now offering multimedia
functions such as sound, graphics, video, and 3Ds with full-text content.

1

The authors would like to express their gratitude to Yunah Sung, Korean Studies Librarian, University of Michigan, and
to Hee-sook Shin, Korean Studies Librarian, Columbia University, and their special thanks to vendors in Korea.
2
Mikyung Kang was at UCLA during the time the authors undertook this study.
3
2003 Kukka chǒngbohwa paeksǒ, Han’guk Chǒnsanwǒn, 2003, p.21.
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Limited by both market and content, however, these companies occasionally offer overlapping access to
full-text information. In addition, issues such as copyright, price algorithms, back-up file availability, and
mirror sites, still remain to be resolved.
Table 1: Current Companies and Their Databases4
Companies

Databases

Electronic Education & Research
Information Services (2003)
학술정보원

EERIS

Dongbang SnC (1998)
동방미디어주식회사

Encyclopedia /
KoreaA2Z

Korea Contents Lab (2001)
(주)코리아컨텐츠랩

Kdatabase /
KPjournal /
KPM

Korean Studies Information (1993)
한국학술정보 (주)

Chosun Ilbo Archive /
KISS /
KSI e-book /
PaperSearch Net

Hakjisa (2000)
학지사

Newnonmun

Nuri Media (1997)
누리미디어

DBpia /
KRpia

Zininzin (2000)
진인진 (주)

Zininzin Excavation Report DB /
Zininzin History Culture Series

2.1. E-books
Korean Studies Information (KSI) is currently the leading e-book company in Korea. According to its CEO,
Mr. Jung Jun Ch’ae, as of May 2006, KSI had 2,100 e-book monograph titles and is adding 30 to 50 titles
every month. Most of the contents are not directly related to Korean studies, however.
Nuri Media’s KRpia is a database that contains various primary sources in Korean studies in e-book format.
In Korean history, for instance, KRpia has digitalized such sources as Samguk sagi 삼국사기 and Samguk
yusa 삼국유사, Koryŏsa 고려사, and Parhaesa 발해사. The database also includes the Chosŏn law codes
Kyŏngguk taejŏn 경국대전 and Taejŏn hoet’ong 대전회통, as well as illustrated books on eastern medicine
and reference materials for the study of literature.
4

The companies are listed in alphabetical order. The year indicates the date the company was established.
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Initially SoltWorks provided digitized versions of the annals of the Chosŏn dynasty, Chosŏn wangjo sillok
조선왕조실록, including Kojong Sunjong sillok 고종순종실록, for a fee through the website Korea5000.
However, the National Institute of Korean History (국사편찬위원회), a government organization, bought the
electronic annals from the company and since January 2006 has provided them to the public free of charge.
This new service links the han’gǔl version of the annals with the traditional hanmun version, making it
easier for researchers to compare the two.
Table 2: E-books
Database

Company

Description

Korean history /
civilization /
literature/
folklore

Primary sources for Korean studies
including 111 titles such as Koryǒsa,
Samguk sagi, Samguk yusa, Chungbo
munhon pigo.5

Korean Studies
Information

Multidisciplinary

Approximately 2,100 scholarly titles.

Zininzin

Korean
archaeology

Approximately 2,100 Korean
excavation reports published by
various museums and research
institutions since the 1940s.6

KRpia

Nuri Media

KSI e-book

Zininzin
Excavation Report
Database

Subject Areas

2.2. E-journals
Full-text articles first published in South Korean academic journals are being digitalized largely by two
major database companies, Nuri Media’s DBpia and KSI’s Korean Information Service System (KISS). The
articles selected by the respective companies complement each other but occasionally overlap as well.
Together, their databases cover over 90% of the academic journals published by research institutions in
Korea. As of May 2006, DBpia provided online access to 760 periodicals, and KISS to 3,500 titles. KSI also
runs a separate website, PaperSeach.net,7 which allows individual researchers to access some 760
academic journals for a fee.
In addition, there are two more companies for e-journals, Haksul Chǒngbowon (학술정보원)’s EERIS 8 and
Hakjisa (학지사)’s Newnonmun Haksul Nonmun Wǒnmun Sǒbisǔ 9 (뉴논문학술논문원문서비스), though they
are not well known to general public. The Hakjisa’s database includes academic journals mainly for the
sphere of education and social welfare.
Korea Contents Lab’s KPjournal provides access to 18 academic journals published in North Korea. It is
limited to the natural sciences and engineering and does not include any offerings in the humanities and
social sciences. However, during the 2006 CEAL annual meeting in San Francisco, Mr. Daeseung Yu, the
company’s CEO, announced that a new service dedicated to the humanities and social science would start
in 2006, KPM, Chosǒn Ǒllon Chǒngbo Kiji. According to its web site, this service covers fifteen academic
journals and six newspapers.10

5

http://www.krpia.co.kr/utility/contents.asp
http://www.zininzin.co.kr/znz_50000/exca_db.htm
7
http://www.papersearch.net/
8
http://eeris.net/
9
http://www.newnonmun.com/
10
http://www.dprkmedia.com
6
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Table 3: E-Journals
Database
DBpia

Company
Nuri Media

Subject Areas
General /
Multidisciplinary

EERIS

Haksul
Chǒngbowon

General /
Multidisciplinary

Kdatabse

Korea Contents
Lab

Korean history

KPjournal

Korea Contents
Lab
Korean Studies
Information

Science / Asian
medicine
General /
Multidisciplinary

Newnonmun
Haksul Nonmun
Wǒnmun Sǒbisǔ

Hakjisa

education and
social welfare

PaperSearch
Net

Korean Studies
Information

General /
Multidisciplinary

KISS

Description
Full-text articles of 760 Korean
scholarly journals from their initial
issues to the present, with keyword
searching capability.
About 150 scholarly journals

Full-text articles written by 116
selected Korean scholars on Korean
contemporary history.
Full-text articles from 18 academic
science journals out of North Korea.
3,500 Korean scholarly journals
published by more than 1200
research institutions.
Full-text articles of about 60
scholarly journals

A personal-use version of KISS.

2.3. E-newspapers
KSI recently became the exclusive agent for the Chosun Ilbo Archive 조선일보아카이브 produced by Chosǒn
Ilbosa, and began marketing the database. For users of the two major newspaper databases, Donga ilbo
동아일보11 and Joongang ilbo 중앙일보,12 however, the situation is somewhat confusing. Donga Ilbosa, the
company providing the Donga ilbo database, created a database for their archives dating back to 1920, the
year Donga Ilbosa was established. But the National Institute of Korean History 국사편찬위원회currently
allows public access to the newspaper between the years 1920 and 1962 free of charge.13 In the case of
Joongang ilbo, the company provides articles from 1965 on, while the National Institute of Korean History
provides access only to articles dating between 1931 and 1933.14
Table 4: E-newspapers
Database
Chosun Ilbo
Archive
조선일보아카이브
Donga Ilbo
동아일보

Company
Distributed by
Korean Studies
Information
Donga Ilbosa

Subject Areas
General

Description
PDF archives running from the
initial issue (1920) to the present

General

PDF archives running from the
initial issue (1920) to the present

11

http://www.donga.com/search/
http://find.joins.com/pdf/pdf.asp
13
http://kuksa.nhcc.go.kr/front/dirservice/dirFrameSet.jsp
14
http://kuksa.nhcc.go.kr/front/dirservice/dirFrameSet.jsp
12
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Joongang Ilbo
중앙일보

Chungang Ilbosa

General

PDF archives running from the
initial issue (1931) to the present

2.4. E-reference resources
With multimedia functions such as video and sound recording for e-lectures, KoreaA2Z has wide-ranging
content and subject matter, including Han’guk minjok taepaekkwa sajon 한국민족문화대백과사전 and
other dictionaries. Zininzin focuses Korean culture, from prehistoric to contemporary times; it will also
prove useful to lower-division students in science and engineering, as well as anyone looking for
information on general science topics.
Table 5: E-reference Resources
Database
Korea A2Z

Company
Dongbang SnC

Subject Areas
General/
Multidisciplinary

Description
A variety of classical and reference
works and journal articles.

Zininzin History
Culture Series

Zininzin

Korean history /
civilization

Image files with explanatory texts.

3.

Group Purchases

In 1998, the University of California attempted a system-wide collaborative purchase of CD-Rom versions of
databases related to Korean studies. The attempt failed because of technical problems, especially with
the English-language-based Windows 98, which did not operate with virtually any of the Korean-languagebased CD-Roms. The only alternative for research using the English Windows system, the language input
program UnionWay, was not stable enough to use. Other serious problems occurred, such as
miscommunication between computer technicians working in different countries and employing different
concepts of computer language. The technical terms were difficult to understand and difficult for
librarians to translate.
Problems with commitment also influenced purchase negatively: only two out of the five libraries that
initially promised to participate remained through the end. The main lesson learned from this experience
was that we needed more time for technical, financial, and psychological preparation before proceeding
with the purchase. We also recognized the importance of informing Korean database vendors about the
needs of potential customers overseas.
In 2003, conditions were more favorable. Technology allowed the development of web versions of
databases. Together with the simple installation of Global IME, this resolved the searching problems
encountered earlier. U.C. Berkeley and UCLA attempted a consortial purchase of Korean databases. When
the University of Michigan and Columbia University expressed interest in participating in the purchase, the
project was extended into a nation-wide consortial purchase.
3.1. The first group purchase
The purpose of this consortial project was three-fold. First, since every university’s financial situation was
different, sharing the cost of purchase equally was not practical. We consequently used our increased
bargaining power to lower the cost of the purchase. Second, we determined to make, not only UC-wide,
but nation-wide collaboration among Korean studies librarians one of our goals. Third, we wanted greater
efficiency of database use.
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Stage 1. Establishing the Working Group (June 2003)
The 2003 group purchase was initiated by two University of California campuses, then
broadened to include other institutions. The participating libraries called themselves the
Consortial Working Group for Korean Online Databases.
Stage 2. Selecting databases (June 2003)
The Working Group selected databases from three commercial companies: Nuri Media
(KRPia and DBPia), Dongbang Media (EncyKorea and Korea AtoZ), and Korean Studies Information
(KISS). We asked the vendors to provide us with free trials, promising a commitment to purchase
or not within six months, or by December 31, 2003. We also requested each vendor to provide
usage statistics during the trial period.
Stage 3: Problems encountered during the trial period (July–September 2003)
Technical and communication problems persisted, although considerably less severe than
those encountered in 1998. The technical problems included proxy access, computer configuration,
and han’gǔl input with Global IME. The main communication problem was communicating clearly
with the vendors not known to us personally. Working in different time zones compounded the
trouble.
Stage 4: Negotiations (October–November 2003)
Before negotiating with the vendors, the Working Group made commitments to
• fix a maximum amount each participant could contribute to the project;
• prioritize and rank the database titles;
• decide maximum amounts each library could pay a vendor annually;
• divide responsibilities three ways: communication with the vendors (Berkeley);
communication among libraries (UCLA); reviewing the purchase agreements (Michigan
and Columbia).
Two representatives of the Working Group, Berkeley and Michigan, visited Korea to
negotiate with the vendors, meeting twice with each. We divided the participants into two tiers.
Tier distinction was based on the presence of full-time Korean librarians, a vital factor in
determining the importance of Korea studies at their respective institutions. Costs for each tier
were set separately. We also combined the concepts of subscriptions and purchases. Provisions for
both subscriptions and back-up copies had been negotiated. We sought similar purchase conditions
from all three vendors. We also centralized our communication channels.
Stage 5: Communicating through EASTLIB (December 2003)
Negotiations were reported through EASTLIB and requests for purchase information, such as
prices and conditions of use, were received there. After satisfying these requests, participation
had to be decided by set due dates. The databases purchased and the number of participating
libraries follows:
•

EncyKorea, from DongBang SnC http://www.encykorea.com/encykorea.htm
Participating institutions: 7

•

Korea A2Z, from DongBang SnC
http://www.koreaa2z.com/
Participating institutions: 9

•

DBpia and KRpia, from Nuri Media
http://www.dbpia.co.kr/
http://www.krpia.co.kr
Participating institutions: 6
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•

KISS, from Korean Studies Information
http://kiss.kstudy.com/
Participating institutions: 9

Stage 6: The license agreement (January 2004)
UCLA drafted standard license agreements for all participating libraries and vendors. Each
vendor then distributed the agreements electronically to each participating library as individual
contracts. Individual participating libraries finalized and signed agreements for each database
selected. The term of the license agreements was five years, from January 2004 through
December 2008. On signing, each participating library assumed individual responsibility for paying
each vendor annually; for reporting any technical problems; and for communicating directly with
individual vendors concerning other problems.
3.2. The second group purchase (2005)
The second group purchase for five databases followed the same procedures as the first group purchase.
Individual participating libraries signed a five-year contract, which began in July 2005 and will run through
June 2010. Among the databases purchased (see the complete list below), two databases, KPjournal and
Zininzin pulgul pogosǒ deit’ǒ beisǔ 진인진발굴보고서데이터베이스, had never been purchased by any North
American institutions. In the case of KPjournal, this was possibly because even though the database is
dedicated to Korean studies, it does not include North Korean academic journals in the humanities and
social sciences, and would therefore probably be of use to only a handful of North American graduate
students and scholars in the field of Korean archaeology.

4.

•

Kdatabase, from Korea Contents Lab
http://www.kdatabase.com
Participating institutions: 9

•

KPjournal, from Korea Contents Lab
http://www.kpjournal.com
Participating institutions: 0

•

Choson Ilbo Archive, distributed by Korean Studies Information
http://srchdb1.chosun.com/pdf/i archive/
Participating institutions: 12

•

Ilche sidae munhwa yujǒk charyo chosa일제시대문화유적자료조사, from Zininzin
http://chosun.excavation.co.kr
Participating institutions: 5

•

Zininzin pulgul pogosǒ deit’ǒ beisǔ 진인진발굴보고서데이터베이스, from Zininzin
http://www.excavation.co.kr/
Participating institutions: 0

Positive and Negative Feedback
4.1. Positive feedback

Journal coverage. Participating libraries enjoyed an extensive coverage of Korean academic journals: over
90% of all scholarly journals published in South Korea have been digitized by DBpia and KISS.
Legibility. Participating libraries also reported PDF files of sufficiently high quality. Most of the PDF files
work better in the Korean version of Adobe Acrobat Reader, however, than in the English version.
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4.2. Negative feedback
Change in host databases. Because institutions publishing academic journals generally contract with one of
the three major companies for digitization and maintenance of its publication, they may change companies
at the expiration of a contract, making it necessary for librarians to review the databases’ journal coverage
regularly.
Price algorithms. The consortium paid considerably less for the databases than academic and research
libraries in Korea. This might have been influenced by the fact that the database companies had difficulty
calculating a standard price for North American libraries, where demand is specialized but funds limited.
At the second group purchase, costs differed according to the number of participating institutions.
Back-up availability. To ensure continuity of service regardless of a company’s continued existence, the
companies are providing back-up files in CD-ROM format. None of the companies, however, offer the more
secure alternative of mirror sites. (Korean institutions commonly do not request mirror sites.) Even if they
did, few institutions could afford the service since it would require computer technicians familiar with
han’gǔl.
Cooperative cataloging of e-resources. The problem of cataloging e-resources acquired through group
purchase remains to be solved. Clearly, it would be ideal if all participating institutions could cooperate in
creating a union catalogue of e-resources.

5.

Conclusion

Group purchase was the only way Korean studies librarians and Korean collections in North America could
increase their bargaining power vis-à-vis Korean vendors. Without the power to reduce the cost of
purchase, few libraries would be able to subscribe to Korean databases individually. Group purchase makes
a significant difference, not only in purchase price but in the ability to purchase at all.
Group purchase also proved time-efficient. Participating libraries spent less time in negotiations,
communications were clearer, and Korean librarians shared more information as a result of group purchase.
This efficiency was passed on to the vendors, who by consolidating communication channels were able to
save time and energy.
Because these initial attempts at nation-wide group purchase were successful, they can be regarded as
models for future cooperative projects among Korean collections in North America. They also opened
Korean vendors’ eyes to the U.S. and overseas markets, while giving them a better understanding of the
place of Korean collections in academic libraries in North America.
On the other hand, difficulty negotiating database prices should be expected after the current contract
term expires. Exchange rates, which already affect current acquisitions of Korean books and journals, will
certainly be a negative factor. As Korean currency value rises and the U.S. dollar weakens, even a
consortium’s bargaining power will diminish. In addition, if database costs rise, it will become increasingly
difficult to balance the acquisition of materials in print and digital formats.
Usage statistics could be another factor. One justification for lower pricing raised during negotiations with
vendors was that per-institution usage in North America would not approach that of Korean institutions.
After the expiration of the five-year term, each vendor will have usage statistics for each institution, which
may not support this reasoning.
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ASIAN DIVISION FRIENDS SOCIETY A CASE STUDY FOR BRIDGING SCHOLARS, COMMUNITIES, AND COLLECTIONS
Anchi Hoh, Ph.D.

Assistant to the Chief, Asian Division, The Library of Congress

The advantages of having a friends group have always been widely accepted among libraries. Such groups
serve multiple functions. First and foremost, such groups offer opportunities for the community to get
involved in the entire process of library events and programs, from planning and coordinating, to their
taking place. As a result, this type of interaction helps strengthen the relationship between a library and
its users and in turn promotes the usage of the library collection. Second, friends groups often play an
important role in libraries’ fund-raising activities since many of the members are also active in
communities and are resourceful as well as having the will to advocate for libraries.
Now the support of library friends groups becomes even more pivotal than ever because of a new challenge
the digital era has brought about: while more information is made available online, the overall physical
visit of libraries’ print materials has been somewhat affected. It should also be noted that this
phenomenon is across the board, regardless of the types of libraries. Thus, the need to develop more
effective outreach programs for print collections has been identified by the library community. For
instance, the Library of Congress outlines two specific strategic objectives, which may very well be
implemented with the support of friends groups. First, in terms of presenting collections to a new and
broader audience, it is important to “promote on-site research and scholarship, through… initiatives that
use the collections to produce works to further the advancement of knowledge and public policy.” Second,
in terms of presenting a rewarding visitor experience, the focus should be to “bring the Library’s
collections to visitors in an educational and compelling manner through on-site exhibitions, public
programs, and services.” 1
In light of the aforementioned strategic objectives and performing goals, the Asian Division is one of the
few at the Library of Congress that have formed a friends group in helping them cope with the overall
challenges accompanied by the advent of the digital era. This article offers a glimpse of the formation,
development, current activities, achievements, and expectations of such a group as a case study.
Formative Phase, Mission, and Current Status
The Asian Division Friends Society (ADFS) was formed in January 2004, under the guidance of the then new
Division Chief, Dr. Hwa-Wei Lee. As one of the best-known Asian American librarians, Lee farsightedly
believed that forming a friends group would not only help promote the Library’s Asian Division and its
treasured collections and establish and strengthen the Division’s relationship with its users, but also, most
importantly, would help discover and cultivate new interests in communities, which, as a revitalization
process, has been very much needed for a historical institution such as the Library of Congress. Not
surprisingly, this vision immediately received a warm welcome from the Division staff members as well as
the upper-level management.
The next important questions to be asked are: how is ADFS related to the Asian Division? And what is ADFS
expected to achieve for the Asian Division? ADFS is defined as an essential integral part of the Asian
Division and serves as the outreach mechanism for the Division. Its purposes and missions are clearly
spelled out below:
•

“To assist the Asian Division in strengthening its services, enhancing the library’s collections,
promoting their use, and preserving the knowledge and accomplishments of the people and
civilizations of Asia, both past and present, as well as America’s historic and contemporary
involvement with Asia.
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•
•

To help the Asian Division in its outreach programs and fund-raising activities.
To serve as an advisory organization to the Chief of the Asian Division.” 2

Currently, the ADFS Board of Directors consists of over 30 prominent figures in academia, journalism,
government, and the private sector. The 13 members on the Executive Committee, consisting of the Asian
Division staff members as well as volunteers, are in charge of the smooth operation of the Society in the
areas of membership, program planning, communications, social activities, as well as publicity. As of June
2006, ADFS has approximately 250 members locally and across the country, including individuals and
corporate members from the private sector such as Hitachi and Mitsui.
Outreach Efforts
ADFS’s current outreach program includes the following major activities:
(1) Highlight tours of the collections. The goal of the tour is to familiarize more people with the
Asian collections at the Library of Congress and expand readership. Five area teams within the
Asian Division – China & Mongolia, Japan, Korea, South Asia, and Southeast Asia – usually take
turns in organizing such tours for interested groups, the general public, as well as special
guests. They may be offered on a regular or on-demand basis. This guided tour offers
participants a great opportunity to view and learn more about the Asian collections by visiting
various custodial divisions in addition to the Asian Division, such as Prints and Photographs
Division, Geography and Map Division, etc. In order to achieve the best effect, each tour is
limited to 15-18 people and is guided by a reference librarian/specialist who has profound
knowledge about the collections in his or her geographic region or country. Many
research/educational institutions and community organizations have benefited from such tours,
including the World Bank, the Embassy of the Republic of the Philippines, and an MIT alumni
group.
(2) Cultural performances and scholarly presentations. As part of its outreach effort in promoting
the usage of the Library’s Asian collections, ADFS often coordinates with other divisions of the
Library, embassies, educational institutions, as well as other organizations in the community to
organize scholarly and cultural programs. So far ADFS has organized documentary film
screening, lectures, and cultural performances. In addition, noteworthy are the international
symposiums along with book displays, which have brought about high visibility for the Asian
Division and its precious collections. To name a few examples, in May 2005, together with the
U.S. Zheng He’s Voyages Celebration Council, the Chinese American Librarians Association,
Greater Mid-Atlantic Chapter, and the International Publishing House for China’s Culture, ADFS
co-organized an international symposium titled “The Significance of Admiral Zheng He’s
Voyages (1405-1433),” in commemoration of the 600th Anniversary of his first voyage. In March
2006, ADFS collaborated with the Embassy of Italy, Italian Culture Institute, and the National
Italian American Foundation on another successful program, “In the Footsteps of Marco Polo:
An International Symposium and A Special Book Exhibit on Italy-China Cultural Exchange in the
13th-17th Centuries.” This was immediately followed by another symposium titled “America is
in the Heart for the 21st Century: the Carlos Bulosan Symposium.” A commemoration of the
centennial of the First Wave migration to Hawaii by Filipino Nationals, this symposium received
overwhelming support from the Filipino American community. All three symposia witnessed
excellent presentations from prominent scholars from various parts of the world, from Italy to
the Philippines. Each was companied by a book display, showcasing the richness of the Asian
collections. Needless to say, these symposia helped expand the Division’s contacts and
readership.
In addition, ADFS continues to offer its monthly programs for the general public. For the latest
event announcements, please visit: http://www.lcasianfriends.org/.
(3) Asian Literature Club. The Club offers a great opportunity for Asian literature lovers to meet
and mingle. Small group discussions are usually led by scholars or specialists familiar with the
selected book or author. On some occasions, some authors also participate in the meetings.
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(4) Research orientations. The Library of Congress is adjacent to a good number of universities
and many research institutions. To better meet the research needs of the students,
researchers, and scholars, ADFS works with the Asian Division staff to organize regular research
orientations, introducing the print and electronic resources available at the Library. University
professors and librarians also coordinate with ADFS in offering this orientation onsite or offsite
as part of the educational curriculum.
(5) Florence Tan Moeson Fellowship program. Thanks to the generous donation of Mrs. Florence
Tan Moeson, who retired from the Library after 45 years of service, this fellowship program was
established in 2005 and provides individuals with the opportunity to pursue research on East,
Southeast, or South Asia (including the overseas Asian communities), using the Asian collections
of the Library.
The grants are for a minimum of five business days of research and are to be used to cover
travel to and from Washington, overnight accommodations, and photocopying; or, to cover
expenses incurred while traveling to the Library of Congress to engage in scholastic research in
the area of Asian studies. Up to 15 awards are available from $300 to $2,500. Graduate
students, independent scholars, community college teachers, researchers without regular
teaching appointments, and librarians with a need for fellowship support are especially
encouraged to apply. Awards are announced in December.3
Fundraising Efforts and Challenges
All outreach programs are considered great fundraising opportunities. Through these programs, the Asian
Division’s contacts are widened and its collections become more known. An excellent example is the
Carlos Bulosan symposium which was held at the end of April 2006, commemorating the First Wave
Migration Movement made by the Filipino nationals to Hawaii.4 By expanding and strengthening its ties
with the Filipino American community, ADFS received a great deal of support, which not only helped make
the symposium a great success but also facilitated the establishment of the Carlos Bulosan Archive at the
Asian Division.
Another significant fundraising activity is the annual membership meeting, which also serves as an
excellent membership drive. In the previous three years, the cultural performance section of the meeting
was the highlight of the event, showcasing art and culture of a particular Asian country or region.
This is not to say that there is no challenge in the outreach endeavors. One question frequently raised is
why does the Asian Division and ADFS need to raise funds when it receives appropriations from the
Congress? The appropriations are assigned mostly for collection acquisitions. However, the funds for
organizing programs or establishing research fellowships to promote the usage of the Library’s collections
are very limited. Therefore, seeking public support becomes an extremely important task.
Due to the support of the ADFS membership and the diligence of the Division staff, ADFS has made
impressive progress in the first three years. The ADFS Board of Directors and Executive Committee are
constantly seeking innovative ways to promote the Asian collections at the Library and to strengthen the
Division’s relationship with its communities. Such dedicated and frequent interactions between a library
and its community are mutually beneficial to both parties.
1

Library Services, The Library of Congress, Strategic Plan, FY2008-2013. Draft 4.0, June 2006, pp. 10-13.
Library of Congress Asian Division Friends Society: http://www.lcasianfriends.org/taxonomy menu/1/11.
3
For more information, visit http://www.loc.gov/rr/asian/. In 2006, seven Moeson Fellows were appointed. These
scholars came from different parts of the world and dealt with a wider variety of subjects in Asian studies. See
http://www.loc.gov/today/pr/2006/06-124.html.
4
See Hoh, Anchi, “Bulosan and Filipino Migration: Literary Icon Is the Subject of Library Symposium,” The Library of
Congress Information Bulletin, v. 65, no. 6, June 2006, pp. 148-9.
2
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THE 2005 JAPAN FOUNDATION-NATIONAL DIET LIBRARY TRAINING PROGRAM
FOR INFORMATION SPECIALISTS OF JAPANESE STUDIES: A REPORT
Dawn Lawson
Fabiano Takashi Rocha

New York University
University of Toronto

Introduction
The 2005 Training Program for Information Specialists of Japanese Studies (
17
;
Heisei Jūshichi-nen Nihon Kenkyū Jōhō Senmonka Kenkyū; JSIST), sponsored by the Japan Foundation (
; Kokusai Kōryū Kikin; JF) and the National Diet Library (
; Nihon Kokkai Toshokan; NDL),
was held in Tokyo, Nara, and Kyoto from November 28, 2005, to December 16, 2005. The 11 trainees came
from 10 countries: Canada, China, Germany, India, Indonesia, the Republic of Korea (2 trainees), Malaysia,
the Philippines, Thailand, and the United States.1
A JSIST program has been held annually since 2002, and its predecessor, a training program for Japanese
studies librarians, was held annually from 1997 to 2001.2 However, the 2005 participant pool differed from
that of previous years in three significant ways. First, in keeping with the sponsors’ stated goal of
emphasizing countries whose study of Japan was in its developing stages, participants from Asian countries
constituted all but three of the trainees. Second, as reflected in the earlier changing of part of the
program’s name from “senior Japanese studies librarians” to “information specialists of Japanese studies,”
a smaller number of participants were professional librarians. Finally, although the training is conducted
entirely in Japanese, it was the first time that no participant was a native speaker of that language.
Despite these differences from previous years in the makeup of the group, the content of the program was
fairly similar to that of past years, consisting of training sessions held at the NDL, lectures from guest
speakers, and site visits. Because of the availability of reports on past years’ programs as cited in note 2,
this report will focus primarily on aspects of the training that were new or significantly different in 2005.
Training Sessions at the NDL
As in previous years, librarians from various departments of the NDL provided a useful combination of
lectures, demonstrations, and hands-on training in various resources, beginning with the use of its online
public access catalog (OPAC) and proceeding to coverage of newspapers, reference books, rare books, legal
information, statistical information, and government publications. Perhaps in deference to the significant
number of non-librarian trainees, who may not have been familiar with it, more time was devoted to the
session on the OPAC than in other years. In addition, the fact that information on the library’s holdings in
Asian languages other than Japanese is accessed via a separate OPAC, that of the Kansai branch of the NDL,
was emphasized. Otherwise, judging from reports by participants from previous years, at least two of the
highlights of these sessions remain constant: the tour of the NDL’s conservation department and the
daylong lecture on Japanese reference books.
Guest Lecturers
Shōhei Muta of the Japan Center for Asian Historical Records (国立公文書館アジア歴史資料センター;
Kokuritsu Kōbunshokan Ajia Shiryō Sentā; JACAR) gave trainees an overview of the way archiving is
practiced in Japan generally and by his organization. For the 2005 program, he demonstrated the center's
most recent online release, Kōbunsho ni Miru Nichi-Bei Kōshō: Kaisen e no Keii (公文書に見る日米交渉：開
戦への経緯), a database of digital images of the official documents and correspondence between Japan
and the United States from the period immediately before World War II.
As he has in previous years, Yoshiaki Kiyota of the journal Shuppan Nyūsu (
) lectured on the
publishing industry in Japan, providing a general overview as well as up-to-date sales figures and other
statistics. He also served as moderator of a panel entitled “Obtaining Japanese Scholarly Publications,”
which included an NDL librarian, a medical school librarian, and a university press editor.
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Professor Masusuke Edamoto of Kyoto Foreign Language University (Kyōto Gaikokugo Daigaku; 京都外国語大
学) discussed characteristics and use of the Internet in Japan. He emphasized the need to take extra care
when inputting text in Japanese to search the Internet, because results can vary depending on whether
hiragana, katakana, or kanji are used for the search terms. Professor Edamoto also noted that the
Japanese web in general and English-language sites on it in particular are, at this time, still not as
information-rich as their American and European counterparts.
Unfortunately, the 2005 program did not include presentations by electronic resource vendors, as it had
the previous year.3 Presumably, the omission was made because some of the institutions represented by
the 2005 trainees were unlikely to have the resources to purchase electronic products and perhaps,
because they were mostly not libraries, they were perceived as not having a direct need for such products.
Despite such considerations, however, in today’s world a thorough presentation of all major available
electronic resources can only be considered essential to a program devoted to training Japan specialists.
Electronic resources affect not only how information is provided and accessed but also the way budgets are
allocated; discussing all the issues pertaining to the purchase and inclusion of electronic resources—even
their unaffordability, which could lead to creative solutions such as of consortial purchasing—would surely
have been welcomed by all. Even if not, that part of the program could be designated optional, as some of
the training sessions that are not of universal interest currently are.
NDL Digital Initiatives
The last week of the program took place at the Kansai Branch of the National Diet Library. We were given
demonstrations of all digital collections created and maintained by the library. As in the previous year,
important compilations such as the Rare Books of the National Library (
; Kichōsho
Database) and Digital Library from the Meiji Era (
; Kindai Digital Library) were
presented.4 New digital collections, including Natural History of the Edo Period (
:
; Egakareta Dōbutsu, Shokubutsu : Edo Jidai no Hakubutsukan) and Modern Japan in Archives: 100year History from the Opening to the Country to the San Francisco Peace Treaty (
:
100
; Shiryō ni Miru Nihon no Kindai : Kaikoku kara Kōwa made 100-nen no Kiseki), were also
introduced. The speakers stressed the availability of the English versions of the resources in addition to
the Japanese because a number of participants represented countries where Japanese studies is in its
developing stages and/or where computers able to display Japanese characters are in limited supply.
Finally, there was a separate presentation on WARP, the National Diet Library’s Web Archiving Project.
Site Visits
In addition to the lectures and guest speaker sessions that were held at the both branches of the National
Diet Library, there were a number of site visits. The sites visited were nearly the same as in previous years,
with occasional differences in the venues or in what trainees saw there.5 For instance, in our visit to the
National Institute of Japanese Literature (
; Kokubungaku Kenkyū Shriyōkan), we were given
not only a glimpse of their regular workflow but also of their project of packing up the collection in
preparation for transporting it to a new facility.
The 2005 participants also visited the Japan Science and Technology Agency (
;
Kagaku Gijutsu Shinkō Kikō Jōhō Shiryōkan), where we were given an introduction to the many science
databases developed there, followed by a tour and demonstration of the processing of journal article
requests. The staff takes great pride in the efficiency of the workflow as well as in the quality of the
photocopying service and fast delivery time.
In our visit to the National Institute of Informatics (
; Kokuritsu Jōhōgaku Kenkyūjo; NII), a
series of presentations was given following a networking buffet lunch. Highlights of the afternoon included
demonstrations of the various features of GeNii (NII Academic Contents Portal), an aggregation of CiNii,
Webcat Plus, Kaken, and Nii DBR. We received hands-on training in the use of the Webcat Plus associative
search feature, and it was emphasized that Webcat Plus would soon replace classic NACSIS Webcat.
However, as of August 2006, the latter is still available, due to popular request.
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As for the optional tours, unfortunately the 2005 group was not taken to Jinbochō and Kanda Book Town,
headquarters for many used book dealers. Instead, we were given the choice to explore the areas on our
own during the allotted free time (
). The visit to the International Library of Children’s Literature
(
; Kokusai Kodomo Toshokan) that was optional in the previous year was a required site visit
for 2005 trainees.
The last week of the training took place in the Kansai region. Instead of the central branch of Kyoto
University Library, the site visited was the university’s Center for Southeast Asian Studies (
; Kyōto Daigaku Tōnan Ajia Kenkyūjo). There are not enough professional full-time staff members to
catalogue the materials in the collection, so the institute relies on the assistance of graduate students and
visiting scholars to process the items. The visit to the site, although interesting, focused on resources
about other Asian countries held in Japan rather than on those relevant to Japanese studies.
One afternoon was spent at the International Research Center for Japanese Studies (
;
Kokusai Nihon Bunka Kenkyū Sentā; Nichibunken), where we were given a tour of the library and a
demonstration of their numerous databases, which are subdivided into two categories: Rare Books and
Research Materials and Japanese Studies Research Materials. Most of the databases are available free of
charge without registration, but there are a few--particularly image databases--that require registration in
order to obtain full access.
Discussion of the Survey and Outcome of the Discussion Period
Before the last day of the program at the Kansai Branch of the National Diet Library, all participants were
requested to hand in a completed survey that addressed questions on every segment of the program. Some
of the questions encompassed the content of the lectures and the lecturers’ teaching skills. We were also
asked whether any programs that had been optional should be made mandatory and vice versa.
Each participant completed the questionnaire and provided in-depth comments regarding issues of
particular interest. The results were compiled and summarized by NDL staff members and distributed to
all (with the names omitted—we had been required to include our names on the submitted questionnaires)
for discussion among participants and organizers. This provided an important opportunity for all trainees
to analyze the program, and its results should benefit future participants as well as the program organizers.
The consensus among participants was that the program was well-organized and informative. It provided
extremely useful information on the availability of resources in numerous subject areas as well as on the
organizations responsible for their compilation, production, and publication. The opportunity to view
items unique to Japanese libraries was also highly valuable.
Despite the overall excellence of the program, we came up with the following list of suggestions that we
felt might improve it for future participants.








Electronic compilation of resources: a massive pile of handouts, pamphlets, and informational
packages was distributed to the trainees over the three-week period. This made an unwelcome
and significant addition to the luggage they had to transport while in Japan and on their return
home. Alternatively, a CD or other digital media containing the information or its collection onto
an NDL server from which it could be downloaded would be far more convenient.
Interactive style of presentation: anxiety and custom prevented many of the presenters from
being able to establish eye contact and/or engage the listeners; many presenters simply read their
PowerPoint presentations or lectures. A more interactive style of presentation would enhance the
learning experience considerably.
More visits to academic libraries in Japan such as the University of Tokyo, which we were not
able to visit, would be very beneficial in providing the opportunity for observation of the actual
daily operations, services, and approaches that Japanese librarians apply to their collections and
services.
Shadowing opportunities for future participants would not only allow close observation of a
specific position in the library but would also give participants a chance to ask questions in a more
direct and in-depth manner.
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Global Community
Thanks to the interaction with participants from a variety of Asian countries, the program also made us
realize that in North America and Europe we tend to take for granted the abundance of resources we have
at our disposal. To a certain extent, we are all aware of the many difficulties librarians in less privileged
parts of the world face as they attempt to carry out their mandates of making information available and
accessible. Participants from some of the Southeast Asian countries mentioned that the only materials
they had available at the moment were books–-about 70 titles–-that were donated by the Japan Foundation.
Even though there is a lot of information published online, many of those universities do not have enough
computers capable of displaying Japanese scripts. The uneven distribution of resources and the digital
divide are difficult realities to accept; this direct exposure to them gave us a sense of powerlessness but at
the same time some stimulus to think about how the issues could be addressed in an era in which resource
sharing, collaboration, and globalization are so increasingly part of all of our lives.
Conclusion
The 2005 program was in essence very similar to previous years’ programs, with a few modifications
intended to accommodate the increasing number of non-librarian participants who also need knowledge of
Japanese resources in order to carry out various activities at their home institutions. We would like to
acknowledge and thank the Japan Foundation and the National Diet Library for the tremendous efforts they
put into organizing and delivering the 2005 program. We also thank the North American Coordinating
Council on Japanese Library Resources for its work in screening U.S. applicants and the Japan Foundation
Toronto for screening Canada’s applicants to the program. We felt extremely fortunate that the execution
of the program was possible and hope that in the years ahead the opportunity will be given to other
participants to become more acquainted with valuable Japan-related resources and new developments,
who in turn will be able to share their knowledge with the worldwide library and academic communities.
Appendix 1: List of Participants












Ms. Kwon, Jung-Im (Korea), Library Policy, The National Library of Korea
Ms. Shin, Kyung-min (Korea), Librarian, Japan Foundation, Seoul Information & Library
Ms. Liu, Shuping (China), Research Department of Japan - The Northeast Normal University
Mr. Sugihartono (Indonesia), Japanese Language Lecturer, Language Centre Secretary, Japanese
Language Education Program, Univerisitas
Mr. Rattanasombat, Praphan (Thailand), Japanese Language Specialist, Technology Promotion
Association Language School
Ms. Saclot, Dimaculangan Maureen-Joy, (Philippines), College Secretary / Faculty, University of the
Philippiness in Mindanao
Ms. Azrina Husin (Malaysia), School of Social Sciences, Universiti Sains Malaysia
Ms. Yardi, Praksah Mugdha (India), Teaching Associate, Dept. of Foreign Language, University of
Pune
Mr. Rocha, Fabiano Takashi (Canada), Japan Specialist, Cataloguing and Services, University of
Toronto Libraries
Ms. Lawson, Dawn Elizabeth (United States), East Asian Studies Librarian, New York University
Libraries
Ms. Barckow, Barbara Anne (Germany) Coordinator, Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin Pressischer
Kulturvesitz, East Asia Department

Appendix 2: List of Site Visits
Tokyo






Area
Japan Foundation Library
Japan Foundation Japanese Language Institute, Urawa
National Institute of Japanese Literature (Kokubungaku Kenkyū Shiryōkan)
Japan Science and Technology Agency (Kagaku Gijutsu Shinkō Kikō Jōhō Shiryōkan)
National Institute of Informatics (Kokuritsu Jōhōgaku Kenkyūjo; NII)
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Kansai




Keio University Libraries, Mita Media Center
Preservation and Conservation Deptartment, NDL
International Children’s Library (Kokusai Kodomo Toshokan)
Region
Center for Southeast Asian Studies, Kyoto University
Nichibunken
Nara National Museum and Nara National Art Library

Appendix 3: Lectures and Workshops















NDL-OPAC
Zasshi Kiji Sakuin and Asian Resources Section OPAC
Statistics on Japan in English (optional)
Japanese Newspapers
Japanese Reference Books
Japanese Rare Books (optional)
Cultural Heritage Information--Cooperation between Japanese Libraries and Archives: Japan Center
for Asian Historical Records, National Archives of Japan
Distribution of Government Information
Japanese Laws and Regulations (optional)
Japanese Government Publications (optional)
NDL’s Document Delivery Service
Japanese Publishing Industry
Obtaining Japanese Scholarly Publications
Japanese Studies Resources on the Web

1

See Appendix 1 for a list of participants.
For previous training program reports published in JEAL, see Ito and Marra, no. 136 (June 2005), pp. 47-58; Katzoff
and Suzuki (June 2004), no. 133, pp. 70-82; Morimoto, no. 130 (June 2003), pp. 49-54; Kotake, Howard, and Hammond,
no. 126 (February 2002), pp. 18-24; Kutsukake and Noguchi, no. 121 (January 2000), pp. 38-40; Okuizimi, no. 115 (June
1998), pp. 22-31; and Britt and Makino, no. 112 (June 1997), pp. 51-59. Additional training program reports have
appeared in issues 103, 113, 118, 131, 135, and 147, of the National Diet Library Newsletter, which can be accessed
online from http://www.ndl.go.jp/en/publication/ndl newsletter/.
3
Katzoff and Suzuki (June 2004), no. 133, pp. 70-82.
4
Ibid.
5
See Appendix 2 for a complete list of site visits.
2
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REPORT ON THE NCC 2006 OPEN MEETING
Friday, April 7, 2006, 7:00-10:00pm
San Francisco Marriot Hotel, Yerba Buena Salon 10-11
Held in conjunction with the meetings of the Association for Asian Studies
and the Council on East Asian Libraries
Unless otherwise noted italicized sections indicate links to the individual statements and/or
PowerPoint presentations which are contained on the NCC’s Website at:
http://www.fas.harvard.edu/~ncc/openmeeting2006.html
NCC Chair Toshie Marra (UCLA) welcomed the attendees and began with a series of announcements. First
she welcomed the NCC’s new Chair-Elect Tokiko Yamamoto Bazzell of the University of Hawaii at Manoa.
Tokiko’s term as Chair-Elect runs one calendar year and began in January 2006. Her term as NCC Chair
runs for three calendar years beginning on January 1, 2007.
Toshie also announced the creation of a new NCC standing committee, the Librarian Professional
Development Committee (LPDC), which has replaced the Junior Librarian Training Advisory Committee and
will coordinate continuing education and professional development for Japanese and East Asian Studies
Librarians who serve faculty, students, and other users in the Japan field. This Committee includes the
following members: Cathy Chiu (UC Santa Barbara), Kio T. Kanda (Library of Congress), Yasuko Makino
(Princeton) as consultant, Co-Chair Sachie Noguchi (Columbia University), Sumie Ota (New York Public
Library), Co-Chair Eiko Sakaguchi (University of Maryland), and Mari Suzuki (University of Michigan). The
committee met for the first time as a group in conjunction with the AAS meeting.
She also announced the disbanding of the Japan Project Advisory Committee (JPAC) in January 2006 when
the Global ILL Framework (GIF) was declared an independent collaboration of the NCC’s ILL/DD Committee
and the GIF Project Team, Committee on International Scholarly Communications, Japan Association of
National University Libraries (JANUL). The AAU/ARL/NCC Japan Project was also disbanded after having
fulfilled its mission.
Toshie was also very happy to announce the recipients of the 2006-7 Japan Foundation Library Support
Grants: In the A1 category, Marion Carnegie Library; for A2, Lake Forest College and West Texas A&M; and
in the B1 category, UC Irvine and University of Colorado, Boulder.
Toshie Marra then asked Mr. Ikuo Sasakawa (University of Tokyo Library) to come to the podium where she
presented him with a certificate of appreciation for his work on the Global ILL Framework and other
collaborations between Japanese and North American libraries and his many efforts to open
communications between US and Japanese librarians. The full text of the certificate is contained on the
NCC website.
Amy Heinrich (Columbia University) then offered a brief memorial tribute to the life of Donald Shively
(1921-2005).
Our colleague Don Shively died this past year, on August 13, at the age of 84. He was born in Kyoto, and
educated in Kobe, and at Harvard. He specialized in Tokugawa culture, and much of his work “explored
the subversion of shogunal law.”1
He was Director of the East Asian Library at the University of California at Berkeley from 1983 to 1992,
and it was during that period that he oversaw the conservation and cataloging of the Mitsui collection.

1

Obituary, UCBerkeleyNews, 17 August 2005;
http://www.berkeley.edu/news/media/releases/2005/08/17_shively.shtml
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It was also in the middle of that period that I became a librarian, and speaking personally, Don Shively
was an inspiration and role model to me. A successor, Peter Zhou, is quoted as saying “It’s rare to find a
man of his status with expertise on the academic front, and a devotion to library work.” I admired him
for that breadth of vision, and have tried to emulate it.
Although I never had the opportunity to know him well, I feel deeply indebted to him, for showing me, by
his actions – chairing the meetings at the AAS for libraries funded by the Japan-US Friendship Commission,
for example – and his humor and his intelligence, how to become a librarian after having been an
academic.
As I have spoken to people about him these few days, I have heard how he helped other people, some who
knew him well, some who only knew him slightly. One person told me how, although she was not his
student and not in his field, he helped her refine her dissertation topic with a few suggestions. Another
told me how he quietly offered his ear and shoulder when he thought it needed, then quietly withdrew.
He helped people in many ways – with a bit of advice, some sympathetic support – that improved their
lives a bit, in their scholarship, in the personal lives, and in their professional lives. He was a leader in
our field, and we shall miss him.
Former NCC Chair Sachie Noguchi then spoke on behalf of the Committee formed for the nomination of
candidates for Chair-Elect of the NCC. That committee included Kenji Niki, Sachie Noguchi, Michael
Smitka, Kristina Troost, and Victoria Bestor. A total of 9 candidates were nominated. Following review of
the candidate’s materials and discussion among the committee two candidates were asked to provide a CV
and a statement. The names of those two candidates were forwarded to the NCC for further discussion and
election. Tokiko Yamamoto Bazzell of the University of Hawaii, at Manoa was elected and will become
Chair on January 1, 2007.
The committee also discussed two major issues which were referred to the Council for decisions. The first
was the question of whether candidates from outside the United States should be considered for NCC Chair.
The Council’s decision was that because the NCC Chair must be extremely conversant with the ongoing and
day-to-day needs of North American academic libraries it is important that the NCC Chair be from the
United States.
The committee also examined what weight should be placed on institutional duplication in selecting a
chair. In other words, can the Chair-Elect and another member of the Council be from the same
institution. The Council decided that because there is a limited pool of strong and willing candidates such
duplication should not necessarily be a prohibiting factor.
The ILL and Document Delivery Committee (ILL/DD): reported on behalf of the Global ILL Framework
(GIF). Co-Chair Sharon Domier (University of Massachusetts, Amherst) spoke on behalf of the ILL
Committee praising members on both the Japan and North American sides for their excellent teamwork.
On the Japan side: Ikuo Sasakawa has been a leading member since 1997. He later brought in Inoue
Osamu, who now coordinates the Japan side of the GIF team. Mr. Inoue gets copies of our emails and
provides feedback, serving as an intermediary when necessary. In addition, Tomoyuki Kumabuchi is
involved in the web work, Kyoko Mori who has been involved at Todai, will be visiting Harvard-Yenching
Library next year, and Mr. Yasubumi Tochitani speaks on behalf of GIF concerning Webcat Plus.
On the North American side: Chiaki Sakai (University of Iowa) has created user guides, Hitoshi Kamada
(Arizona State University) was involved in creating software that aids access to Webcat Plus, and Lynne
Kutsukake (University of Toronto) created user guides at Toronto. The group also included ILL librarians,
Margaret Ellison (Emory) and Michelle Foss (University of Florida), who are working on a guide for ILL
practioners. In addition, Yoko Okunishi keeps track of documents, helps with web pages, and handles NCC
forms for GIF.
Some statistics for GIF include: 125 Japanese libraries supplied copies; 66 Japanese libraries lent books; 55
North American libraries supplied copies; and 25 North American libraries lent books. The most successful
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North American requestors for 2004 were the University of Washington, University of Arizona, and the
University of Massachusetts. The most frequent North American suppliers for 2004 were UCLA, OSU, and
Iowa.
On the Japan side, the most popular Japanese libraries filling requests for 2004 was Kyoto University
followed by Kanazawa, Hitotsubashi, and Aichi Kenritsu. The Japanese libraries that requested the most in
2004 were Kyoto, Hokkaido, Tsukuba, and Hitotsubashi.
Sharon shared some insights that will help GIF become more effective. The process has advantages and
disadvantages to both sides. The US side has language issues and often requires a Japanese studies
librarian to untangle bad citations. On the other hand, it is fast, free, and easy to search NACSIS Webcat.
Because OCLC is not free for searching to Japanese libraries, they must search OPACs individually before
placing their requests. Also, good communication between Japan and North America is essential to
minimize frustration. Last year the link between OCLC and NII broke down and was out of service from
June to November 2005, and it wasn’t until the ILL/DD committee stepped in and offered to mediate that
system repairs were accomplished. GIF now has a direct link to OCLC ILL, to stay on top of such problems.
The ILL/DD committee created a GIF brochure that was distributed at the Japan Foundation reception later
that evening. Sharon encouraged everyone to keep in mind when teaching information literacy to be sure
to include ILL information. A new GIF Manual is being developed and she encouraged colleagues to print
this out and give it to our ILL librarians when it is completed. A guide to searching and verifying holding
information in Keio’s OPAC is also underway. The guides include basic information that people often forget
such as NOT to cut and paste from Zasshi kiji sakuin into ILL requests or not including macrons or other
long sounds in their Romanized requests. For example the result of copying from one system to another
produces words like To?kyo? Ko?to, and Gakko? which leave the Japanese side confused about the requests.
The new NCC ILL/DD Committee webpage will have guides up in the next few weeks. She also noted that a
meeting was held on 4/6/2006 to discuss ways to make Webcat Plus more user friendly for North American
libraries.
The 2006 MVS Report was given by MVS Committee Librarian Co-Chair Haruko Nakamura (Yale University).
For 2006, 8 grants were given to 6 institutions, for a grant total of ¥9,723,625. A list of grantees is
available on the NCC website.
Amy Heinrich spoke on behalf of the Japan Art Cataloging Project (JAC). The main components of this
project are the two US-based collections, the Asian Art Catalog Collection at the Freer Gallery curated by
Reiko Yoshimura, and the smaller Western Art Catalog Collection now moving to Columbia University’s
Avery Architectural and Art Library where it will be curated by Paula Gabbard. Victoria Bestor also
announced the resumption of the JAC II project, which sends catalogs to Japan, to be housed in the new
National Art Center Tokyo being built in Roppongi in 2007. She asked members to suggest recent catalogs
to be sent to Japan.
Victoria Bestor announced that the NCC has received full funding from the Japan Foundation for Year Three
of the E-Resources Training Initiative. The year follows the Japanese fiscal year and began on April 1, 2006
and concludes on March 31, 2007. The major components of Year Three include offering additional EResources Workshops; offering several more intensive topically based seminars on subjects such as
Japanese Science and Technology and Electronic resources for Social Science Research; the continued
development of the NCC’s Information Literacy Resources portal; and the creation of prototypes for the
development of interactive online tutorials to provide instruction in the navigation and use of specific
digital resources. A list of upcoming workshops and seminars and sign-up information is contained on the
NCC Website. For further information please contact Vickey at vbestor@fas.harvard.edu.
The new NCC Information Literacy Resources portal, funded by the Japan Foundation, was introduced by
Tokiko Bazzell and Yoko Okunishi (NCC Project Associate), who together with NCC Webmaster Brigid Laffey
created the new site focused on information literacy. Teachers, faculty, students, and librarians should all
benefit from this site. The site includes lesson plans, syllabi, handouts, bibliographies, workshop
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schedules, and interest groups. Lesson plans are available in html and PDF formats. T-3 Workshop
materials from UCLA and Duke are also available. The portal is linked from the NCC’s homepage and can be
found directly at http://www.fas.harvard.edu/~ncc/eresources/index.html
During Year 3 of the NCC’s E-Resources Training Initiative grant from the Japan Foundation the team
coordinating the NCC’s Information Literacy Resources portal will be headed by Dawn Lawson of NYU and
includes Sanae Isozumi (University of California, San Diego), Hikaru Nakano (University of Florida), Chiaki
Sakai (University of Iowa), Asako Shiba (Washington University in St. Louis), and Xiuying Zou (University of
Pittsburgh).
The 2005 Japan Foundation-National Diet Library Training Program for Japanese Studies Information
Specialists Report was given by Dawn Lawson (NYU) and Fabiano Takashi Rocha (University of Toronto),
the US and Canadian participants in the program. For 2005 11 participants from 10 different countries took
part in a program focused on developing countries. The program again lasted 3 weeks (2 weeks in Tokyo
and 1 week in the Kansai), with visits to NII, Keio University Libraries, Nichibunken, the Conservation
Department of NDL, and more.
This year, some differences from previous years included the fact that half the participants were librarians
and half were educators. They spent longer training on the NDL OPAC, and focused on Asian resources
available through the NDL OPAC. Site visits included the Japan Science and Technology Agency,
International Library of Children’s Literature (which had been optional in previous years), the Japan
Foundation language institute and the Kyoto University Center for Southeast Asian Studies. Some
suggestions for changes in the program included distributing handouts in electronic rather than paper
format, and creating “shadowing” opportunities where participants could spend a day at different libraries.
The Digital Resources Committee (DRC) Open Session was led by Tomoko Steen, Chair (Library of
Congress) and Rob Britt, Co-Chair (University of Washington, Law Library). Tomoko Steen reviewed the
committee’s agenda from the last year and announced new DRC members including Yuki Ishimatsu (UC
Berkeley), Haruko Nakamura (Yale University), Syun Tutiya (Chiba University), and continuing members
Keiko Yokota-Carter (University of Washington), Eiko Sakaguchi (University of Maryland), and Beth Katzoff
(Cornell University). Members who have rotated off are Tokiko Bazzell and Laura Wong (Library of
Congress).
As part of the DRC session two members of the staff from the National Institute of Informatics (NII), Ayano
Hattori and Mai Sekido gave a presentation on CiNii and Webcat Plus. Their humorous presentation
reviewed the uses of Webcat Plus in a very easily accessible way for users, and they also distributed a large
handout with FAQs about CiNii.
The DRC activities for the past year included the upgrade of the Committee’s webpage by Rob Britt
http://www.fas.harvard.edu/~ncc/drc.html. Another important effort of the DRC was the creation of the
memo to E-resource providers in Japan, a copy of which was distributed as part of the NCC Newsletter
(edition 19), http://www.fas.harvard.edu/~ncc/newsletters/newslet 19.pdf).
Tomoko Steen reported that various librarians had suggested that the DRC create contract addenda, but
the DRC felt it should not be involved in legal issues, as it does not include any lawyers. The DRC therefore
asks people to submit their own addenda to be shared on the DRC web site and to be displayed
anonymously. This will provide examples for those who are trying to set up their own licenses with
providers. Since there are different legal restrictions for federal, private, and public institutions, it helps
to see different examples of what people have tried.
Tomoko Steen also reported that she had recently met with Japanese vendors, including NII, Japan Science
and Technology Agency (JST), and with smaller vendors. Many producers still use CD-ROM format for
databases rather than online because their main income comes from Japan and Japanese users do not
demand online access. In addition, it is expensive to put databases online. Because of the need for a
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mainframe, small vendors can’t afford the conversion costs. One possibility discussed would be to get a
private aggregator (such as JapanKnowledge or FACTIVA) to handle this process.
By way of the DRC’s report of future events it was noted that NCC Japan Liaison, Professor Syun Tutiya will
collaborate with Tomoko Steen to have a session in Japan to provide an opportunity for the exchange of
thoughts about DRC issues. This will be held after IFLA. When the date is set it will be announced on
Eastlib (the date was subsequently set for September 1, 2006). She also announced that on April 12, a staff
member from NetAdvance would give two sessions on JapanKnowledge in a 1-day workshop at the Library
of Congress (LC). It is also expected that the Japan Science and Technology Agency will go to Library of
Congress and possibly also to Harvard/MIT, and some institutions on the West Coast to present seminars on
their science databases. These seminars will be part of the NCC’s E-Resources Training Initiatives for Year
Three and will be open to the public.
As a result of Tomoko Steen’s email query sent to Eastlib prior to the Open Meeting, she provided the
following summary of issues and concerns raised by Eastlib members:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)

Need for more information about electronic resource vendors in North America
Cancellation of the WebOya/Oya Bunko
New NII database issues
Need for a list of Japanese databases (commercial and free)
Problems with CD-ROM incompatibility (hardware, international)
Need for information on the current situation with electronic databases in Japan
Questions about fundamental problems with licensing

On the topic of electronic resource vendors in North America, Mr. Shigenori Kon from Japan Publications
Trading Co. (JPT) mentioned that JPT is also able to provide electronic resources to libraries in North
America, including acting as a license negotiator. Mr. Kon stated that JPT is in the process of providing
catalog-outsourcing services as well.
Concerning the cancellation of the WebOya/Oya Bunko, Tomoko Steen mentioned that there might be an
alternate way to acquire the online service other than by going though Kinokuniya.
Noting that Rinsen Shoten and Yagi Shoten had both been willing to provide online resources after some
discussion, Keiko Yokota-Carter urged everyone to openly discuss issues of electronic resources with
vendors in Japan and to make their voices heard. She encouraged everyone to approach vendors more
actively, informing them of North American library needs. This kind of concerted,coordinated effort is the
way to bring change.
Ikuo Sasakawa from the University of Tokyo Library announced that libraries in Japan are forming a task
force to investigate all commercial electronic journals for consortium purchases. Mr. Sasakawa proposed
that NCC become the point of contact between libraries in Japan and North America in order to encourage
exchange on all important issues related to electronic resources, so he can include them in the negotiation
process. Kuniko McVey asked Mr. Sasakawa to include the issue of 24-hour access and off-campus access
to electronic journals in their negotiations. Mr. Sasakawa answered that if the needs of the North
American library side are known beforehand, the Japan side will work to help handle them.
Kuniko McVey asked the DRC’s recommendation on how to handle already existing CD-ROMs. As technology
changes, many materials contained on CD-ROMs will eventually become inaccessible. Would it be possible
to save the information from the CD-ROMs? Would that kind of preservation violate copyright? The DRC
agreed to work on this issue. Ms. McVey also suggested that the DRC take the initiative in coordinating the
content preservation of the many CD-ROMs that libraries in the US have already purchased. Tomoko Steen
and Rob Britt responded saying they would consider the possibility.
Michiko Ito mentioned that there were not many humanities-related journals in CiNii. She suggested that
the DRC initiate a collective effort, perhaps a task force, to bring together the opinions of libraries
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throughout North America. Tomoko pointed out that the DRC’s “Basic Guidelines and Requirements for
Vendors of Japanese Digital Resources in the North American Library and the Scholarly Community” is one
attempt of bringing such opinions together. Copies are available on the DRC webpage and are contained in
Issue 19 of the NCC Newsletter. Rob also suggested that posting further opinions on Eastlib would also be
another alternative.
The National Diet Library presentation “New Stage of the Digital Library of the National Diet Library
of Japan: Digitization of Japanese Books and Digital Archive Portal” given by Kazuharu Honda,
Assistant Director, Book Service Division, Public Services Department, National Diet Library. Both a text of
his talk and his PowerPoint presentation are contained on the NCC website.
As of April 2006, 89,000 titles (127,000 volumes) of the NDL’s holdings of books from the Meiji era have
become available electronically via the Kindai Digital Library website. Beginning in fiscal year 2005, NDL
started to digitize books published in the Taisho era in a five-year plan covering 90,0000 volumes;
microfilming of that period has already been completed. Microfilming of 230,000 volumes published in the
early Showa era is currently underway.
The NDL Digital Archive Portal navigates users to the digital resources produced by the NDL including the
digital materials in the Kindai Digital Library, bibliographic data from NDL’s OPAC, and other OPACS, as
well as those produced by non-NDL institutions such as the digital materials contained in Aozora Bunko. As
of April 2006, the portal covered 11 prototype systems, from both inside and outside of NDL.
The final presentation of the evening was made by Tokiko Bazzell entitled "Hojinka: The Evolving
Information Environment in Japan." Her presentation discussed the impact of Hojinka on major
organizations with which we collaborate including the Japan Foundation and the National Diet Library. Her
talk included advice about how North American stakeholders can assist Japanese colleagues by providing
evidence of the measurable impact of their programs and support.
Tokiko explained recent changes that reclassify national universities quasi-and other government
educational agencies as independent administrative bodies (Dokuritsu Gyosei Hojin) in Japan and the effect
of these changes on libraries in North America. She pointed out that under this new administrative change,
many important agencies such as the Japan Foundation are constantly under review and thus regularly in
need of feedback on their services. In order to support independent administrative bodies and have a
significant impact on their services, Tokiko suggested four action items for libraries in North America: 1)
Provide meaningful feedback as service/grant/program beneficiaries; 2) Express comments via mass media,
newsletters and on web sites; 3) Educate all stakeholders including librarians/information professionals,
faculty, students and the general public, and 4) Make sure that local Japanese consulates/embassies and
other local Japanese government agencies are aware of the importance of the funding and other
collaboration.
NCC Chair Toshie Marra closed the meeting,thanking those who attended and encouraging everyone to go
to the Japan Foundation reception which was already underway.
Italicized sections indicate links to the individual statements and/or PowerPoint presentations which
are contained on the NCC’s Website at:
http://www.fas.harvard.edu/~ncc/openmeeting2006.html
This report was compiled from notes taken by Beth Katzoff, Haruko Nakamura, and Yoko Okunishi.
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NEW APPOINTMENTS
University of Toronto Cheng Yu Tung East Asian Library
Jack Leong recently joined the University of Toronto, Cheng Yu Tung East Asian Library as the East Asian
Information Services Librarian. Prior to joining the Library, he received both his B.Sc in Computer Science
and his Ph.D. in English Literary Studies from the Chinese University of Hong Kong. Dr. Leong also
completed his B.Ed from the Ontario Institute of Education, University of Toronto in 2005 and his MISt in
Library and Information Science from the University of Toronto. In addition to his various degrees in
different fields of studies, Dr. Leong acquired diverse work experiences in teaching, research, information
technology, and the library.
As the East Asian Information Services librarian, Dr. Leong’s responsibilities include the East Asian studies
information services, instruction programs, research services and projects in the Cheng Yu Tung East Asian
Library. He can be reached at 416-978-1025 or by e-mail at Jack.Leong@utoronto.ca
(From an Eastlib posting by Anna U, University of Toronto)
Stanford East Asia Library
The Stanford East Asia Library recently welcomed three new librarians to its staff:
Eunseung Oh (eoh@stanford.edu), Korean Materials Cataloger, previously at OCLC.
Zhaohui Xue (zhxue@stanford.edu), Chinese Studies Librarian, previously at Duke University.
Ai-lin Yang (ayang1@stanford.edu), Chinese Materials Cataloger, joins us from UC Berkeley.
(From an Eastlib posting by Dongfang Shao, Stanford University)
Richard C. Rudolph East Asia Library, UCLA
Ms. JaEun Ku joined the Richard C. Rudolph East Asian Library on September 1, 2006 as the Korean Studies
Librarian.
JaEun earned her Doctorate last year in Public Management from Ehwa Woman’s University in Seoul, Korea.
She also earned two Master’s degrees – one Information Science from Indiana University, Bloomington, and
the other in Public Policy from Ehwa Woman’s University. She received her Bachelor’s degree in Public
Administration from Ewha Woman’s University. JaEun most recently worked as the Korean Studies Librarian
at the University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign.
JaEun can be reached by phone at 310-825-9535 or by email at jaeun@library.ucla.edu.
(From an Eastlib posting by Amy Tsiang, University of California, Los Angeles)
International House of Japan
Ms. Rie Hayashi assumed the position of Librarian of the International House of Japan on September
1. Before joining I-House, Ms. Hayashi had worked as the Librarian for the Japan Foundation, London
Library. She earned her MA in Library and Information Management from Sheffield University in U.K.
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Her contact information is:
Ms. Rie Hayashi
Librarian, International House of Japan
rhayashi@i-house.or.jp
Phone +81-(0)3-3470-3213
Fax +81-(0)3-3475-0424
(From an Eastlib posting by Izumi Koide, Shibusawa Memorial Foundation)
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